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iPREFACE
No detailed account of the nineteenth century sonata for
violin and piano has heen written so far as the author knows.
Some literature has arppe&redi treating the piano sonata of this
period. Biographies of the great nineteenth century coiaposers,
nasic dictionaries, and reference hooks give only general and
detached information ahout violin sonatas.
The purpose of this study is to present the evolution of
the sonata for violin and piano from 1851 to 1917, This period,
beginning with the violin sonatas of Schumann and ending with
Dehuasy's sonata, represents one of the most fruitful periods in
the history of the violin sonata. In the author* s opinion the
Debussy Violin Sonata marks a logical ending to this development
since it reveals a turning in a different direction and a
simplification in the treatment of the sonata as compared with
that given it
"ty the followers of Cesar Franck.
A catalogue was made of all published violin sonatas
composed within the years 1851-1917. Those works judged by the
author as pertinent to this study were grouped according to the
nationality or national propensity of the composer (with some
attention to chronology) and were analyzed with detailed regard
as to their form, style, musical content, and also as to their

idiomatic or non-idiomatic treatment of the violin and piano.
Such a method of investigation demonstrated this form of chamher
music as being an important entity in the music literattire
composed "between 1351 and 1917«
The author appreciates the cooperation of his Professor,
Dr. Karl Oeiringer.
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IHTROrHJCTIOH
A SURV3CT OP THE VIOLIN SOMTA FROM HATDN TO SCHOMAIIN (c. 1775-1850)
The chief contrilnators to the eighteenth century violin
sonata were Bach, Handel, Corelli, Vivaldi, Tartini, and Leclair.
In their concept of the sonata, the violin is given melodic
predominance while the keyboard instrument is treated as harmonic
support. Bat with Haydn"^ (1732-1809) and with many of his
contemporaries a reversal of this procedure takes place. The
keyboard instrument now commands the greater attention while the
violin serves as mere accompaniment or doubles the melody in
thirds. In many instances, the stringed instrument can be entirely
omitted without endangering the musical result.
Although Haydn contributed eight sonatas to the literature
for violin and piano, he was not greatly interested in this type
of chamber music. Pour of the eight violin sonatas (Nos. 2-5 of
the Peters Edition) were published as piemo sonatas (Nos. 24-26 and
No. 42 of the Collected Edition) by eliminating the violin part.
No. 6, which also exists in a version for piano solo as No. 15 of
the Collected Edition of the piano sonatas, is a transcription of
the allegro, minuet and theme with variations from the divertimento
^The violin sonata of the eighteenth century has been treated
by Bruno Studeny in his Zur Geschichte der Violinsonate in 18 .
Jahrhundert . Munich, 1911.
2cf. Walters, Alfred, The Violin Sonatas of Jean Marie Leclair.
Unpublished Master of Music Thesis, Boston University College of
Jfcisic, 1946.
3Cf. Geiringer, Karl, Haydn. A Creative Life in Hxsic.
W. W. Norton and Co., New York, 1946, pp. 276-277.

for two violins, flute, oljoe, violoncello, and "bass (No, 11
of Haydn's catalogue). The string quartets. Op. 77 Nos. 1
and 2 were arranged as violin sonatas Nos. 7 and 8, the minuet
and trio in each work "being omitted. Thus it is observable that
it was common practise with Haydn to arrange other works as
violin sonatas. This was done to provide a practical means
for a violinist and a pianist to participate In the rendition
of a "sonata."
Of the eight violin sonatas "by Haydn, only No, 1 of the
Peters Edition, first published as Op. 79 in 1794, was conceived
originally as such. However, it Is quite possible that Haydn,
and possibly his pupils, arranged other works as violin sonatas
of which we have, as yet, no record. The date of publication of
Op, 79 appears rather late considering the fact that Mozart had
accomplished his entire artistic work "by that time. It may well
be that Haydn was moved to his procedure by the example of Mozart.
The Haydn Sonata is in two movements, the first strikingly
similar to the second movement of Mozart's G major Sonata (K, 301,
composed 1778 at Mannheim). Both of these respective movements
are in Gr major and each has a mlnore section. Both sonatas have
only two movements.
Mozart^ (1756-1791) wrote twenty-five sonatas for violin and piano,
^Cf. Einstein, Alfred, Mozart. His Character. His Work . Oxford
University Press, New York, 1945, pp. 252-260.
^ftchel numbers 6-9, 26-31, 296, 301-306, 376-380, 454, 481. 526.
II
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not including the spxirious ones (K» 55"^) the K.6I, a sonata
now known to have been written "by Raupach. There is also K. 372»
an jLLlegro of a Sonata for Piano and Violin in B-flat (fragment)
;
K. an Andante and Allegro for Piano and Violin in C; K.5^7»
a Sonatina descrihed hy Mozart as 'A Little Clavier Sonata for
Beginners with a Violin' ; and the incon^lete sonatas £• U02-U03«
"The progress, from the \ise of the violin
as a hardly necessary accompaniment to its
perfect partnership in the ensemble, is
"beautifTally shown in the works (sonatas for
piano and violin) of Mozart • s childhood,
from his seventh year to his twelfth. There
is a gap between these and his ad\]lt sonatas.
With occasional lapses, his later sonatas,
like Beethoven's, make severe but legitimate
demands on the players* and listeners'
capacity to focus the two planes of tone
into one pictxire'.'
^
The sonatas composed by Mozart before his Mannheim visit
(1772) Bxe study-sonatas for piano with an unimportant accompanying
violin according to the J. C. Bach and Haydn models. Most of
them are in two movements, the first, generally, in binary form,
while some have an added minuet. But for rare instances, the
1. Tovey, Donald, Essays In Musical Analysis . Chamber Music ,
Oxford University Press, London, ISUkl pp.11^-15.

violin part remains in the first position* Alternation of
important melodic material "between violin and piano was a
new principle employed in the 'six duets for clavicembalo
and violin' "by Schuster^ which Mozart played and used as
2
models for his Mannheim or Palatinate Sonatas (E. 296, and
K. 301-306) • However, five of these seven Palatinate Sonatas
have hut two movements (K* 296 and K. 306 have three) while
all his piano sonatas of this same period have three. The
violin sonatas K« 376-3SO all have three movements. In each
of these works, excepting K. 379 which has as order of movements
an adagio, allegro (sonata-allegro form) and theme with
variations, the first movement is clearly in sonata^allegro
form, the second either a slow movement or a theme with variationst
and the third movement a rondo or allegretto. The last three
Vienna sonatas, Mozart's greatest, are the immediate precursors
of the Beethoven violin sonatas. This is particularly noticeable
in the largo introduction to the first movement of the Sonata in
B flat major (K. and in the adagio and the theme with six
variations of the Sonata in E-flat major (K. USl) • The great A
major Sonata (Z. 526, finished during the composition of Don
Giovanni) with its magnificent slow movement and extended presto
1. Probably Joseph Schuster (17U6-1S12), Kapellmeister to the
Elector of Saxony since 1772.
2. Mozart dedicated six of them as Op. 1 to the wife of the
elector of the Palatinate, Marie Elizabeth and K. 296 to the
little daughter of his landlord in Mannheim, Therese-Pierron
Serrarius.
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(finale) has been called a forerunner of Beethoven's 'Zreutzer*
1
Sonata.
Beethoven (I77O-I827) transcends the Kozartian idea of
the sonata in structtiral boldness and in variety of emotional
expression. Also the technical demands made upon the
violinist are greater with Beethoven than with Haydn or Mozart.
The influence of such virtuoso-artists as Rudolph Kreutzer
(1766-1831) and Pierre Rode (17^11-1830) is observable in
Beethoven's violin writing. The tremendous upswing of violin
virt\iosity, given impetus by the dazzling technical exploits
of Nicolo Paganini (1782-18^0) , established the acceptance of
the violin as an \inrivaled solo instrument. Furthermore, the
appearance of a growing number of virtuosi of this instrument
made it imperative that composers of sonatas for violin and
piano treat these instruments as equals. And thist Beethoven
consistently does.
Beethoven's ten violin sonatas can be ranged in three groups.
The first four sonatas. Opus 12 Nos. 1,2*3* cocrposed in 1799*
and Opus 23. whose first two movements were composed in 1800,
are of Beethoven's early period. Opus 12 was dedicated to
Salieri, since Beethoven voluntarily styled himself 'Salieri's
pupil', and Opus 2 was dedicated to Count Moritz von I^ies.
1. Cf • Einstein, Alfred, Mozart . His Character . His Work, p. 259.
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These four sonatas have three morements in fast (sonata-allegro),
slow (Op. 12 No. 1 is a theme with variations) and fast (rondo)
order.
The Sonatas Opus 24, Opus 30 Hos. 1, 2, 3, and Opus 47 show a
greater amount of authority and reveal Beethovenian drama and
power. Opus 24, the "Spring" Sonata (composed "before 1803) and
dedicated to Cotmt Moritz von Fries has four movements, the
second being masterful and slow; the third (scherzo) is a
delightful and humorous dialogue between the instruments.
The three Opus 30 sonatas, dedicated in 1802 to Alexander
I, Emperor of Bussia, are masterpieces. Hos. 1 and 2 are in three
movement sonatas; Ho. 3 has a scherzo. The third movement of
Ho. 1 is an Allegretto eon variazioni and the second movement
of Ho. 3 is a Tempo di Minuetto. Opus 47 in A major (1803)
dedicated to Hadolph Zreutzer, is the most monumental sonata
of the dramatic and concertante styles in the entire literature
and can "be compared to the • Appassionata' Sonata.
The great Sonata in G major, Opus 96, is different from all
previous sonatas. It was written (1812) expressly for the violinist-
composer, Pierre Eode, whom Beethoven met in Vienna, "bat it was
dedicated to Beethoven's piano pupil, the Archduke Budolph. This work
represents chamber music in its noblest conception. The first movement
(Allegro moderate) is of a dreamy, contemplative character; the second
(Adagio espressivo) is song-like. The Scherzo is descriptive music
and the fourth movement (Poco allegretto) consists of variations
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on a popular song "Tata tuli". Both players must combine techniq\ie
and artistry into musicianship of the highest calibre to perform
this sonata.
Important contemporaries of Beethoven, who contributed to the
sonata literature for violin and piano are Muzio Clementi* Johann
Ladislaas Dassek, Daniel Steibelt, Johann Baptist Cramer* Johann
Woelfl* Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Ferdinand Eies and F.W. Michael
Kalkbrenner. Clement i (1752-1832), who influenced Beethoven's
early piano writing but later was influenced by Beethoven, wrote
forty-six sonatas for violin and piano. His six sonatinas for
piano and violin have been repeatedly published, Dussek (I76I-
1812) composed eighty sonatas for violin and piano, of which the
best known is Opus 69* No. 2. Haydn spoke of Dussek as an "eminent
musician with remarkable talents"* His sonatas consist of an
Introduction and Allegro, a slow movement, and a rondo or sonata^
form finale, and shov/ the influence of Clementi. Using strongly
contrasted first and second subjects, his first movements always
show the same structure (sonata-allegro) with the development
sections beginning in rather remote keys. He chooses portions
of a theme to develop, introducing harmonic innovations, chromaticisms,
and dramatic climaxes. Steibelt (I765-I823) left sixty sonatas;
Woelfl (I772-I8I2) twenty two. Hummel (I77S-I837) produced eight.
Hies (l7SU-lg3g) who in the last year of his life wrote a biography
of his teacher, Beethoven, composed twenty Sonatas, and Kalkbrenner
(I788-I8U9) four. Cramer (I77I-I85S) , a pianist of whom Beethoven
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had a high opinion, composed 9 sonatas for piano and violin (or
flute).
The first "educated musician*'^ of the new century, Carl
Maria von Weher (1786-1826), directed his efforts maiiay toward
opera. Along with a piano concerto and the one-act Singspiel,
Ahu Hassan of his Mannheim-Darmstadt period, Weher composed
(I8IO) Six progressive Sonatinas for piano, with violin ohligato
dedicated to amateurs . These Sonatinas were commissioned "by the
Offenbach publisher, Andre, who however, retunied them as being
"too good," and it was Simrock of Bonn who brought them out in
1811. Subsequent editions have given the title of Sonatas to
these pieces. Nos. I, II, V (Peters Edition) have three movements;
Nos. Ill, IV, VI have only two. VHiile the Weber Sonatinas look
backward in form and concept to the Haydn type of violin sonata
in which the violin subserviently accompanies the piano, they are
forward looking in character and style by their use of national
melodies, Spanish, Polish and Russian, as thematic materials. The
fifth opens with variations on a theme from the composer's Opera,
gilvana, . Weber's violin writing is always very simple, rarely
reaching the third position but occasionally utilizing pizzicato,
trivial double stops, and chords. The violin shares in stating the
melody, but always after the piano.
The great master of the Lied. Pranz Peter Schubert (1797-1828),
produced three Sonatas for violin and piano. Opus 137, in March
^Einstein, Alfred, "Carl Maria von Weber" in Thompson's
International Encyclopedia of Music . Dodd and Mead Co., New York,
1946, pp. 2024-2032.

and April of the year 1816. When, in 1836, Diabelli printed
the second, the designation "Sonatina" was attached. These
works bear traces of the influence of Haydn and Mozart in
their spirit and formal structure, especially by the inclusion
of menuetto (Nos. 2 and 3) and rondo (Nos. 1 and 2) movements.
No. 1 has three movements: Nos. 2 and 3 have four. It is in
the slow movements, with their song-like character, that
Schubert shows his hand. The abrupt changes in harmony,
modulations, imitations, and the melodic bass line in the
development section of the second Sonatina, in A minor, shows
the truly great Schubert. In all three compositions there Is
careful distribution of melodic material between the piano and
violin. Though very short, €uid technically limited, qualifications
suggesting the designation "Sonatinas," their range of expression
is wide and they bear the mark of individuality.
Schubert's Opus 162, the A major Sonata (composed in 1817 and
published as a "Duo" in 1852 by Diabelli), stands as an advancement
over the Sonatinas and approrimates the piano sonatas of 1817. The
piano writing in the "Duo" is richly scored, using a wide range
of the keyboard. The violin part by its melodic importance
exemplifies the influence of the Lied on Schubert's instrumental
writing. The first and last movements are in sonata-allegro form,
the second is a scherzo, and the third is an Andantino which displays
Schubertian melodic beauty and richness of harmonic workmanship.
His last and greatest work for piano and violin is the Pantasie,
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OpuB 159, in C major, written in 1827, the year of the two piano
trios and the Winterreiee song cycle. Its four movements. Andante
Molto, Allegro, Andantino (three variations on the melody of
Schuhert's own song, Sei mir Geertisst ). Introduction and Finale,
are to be played without a break. Schubert's treatment of form
herein is free and the style is concertante. requiring technical
competence and consummate artistry in both players. This work
is truly among the greatest utterances for these two instruments.
Before proceeding to the violin sonatas of Schumann with
which the main body of this thesis begins, the Somta in ? minor.
Opus 4, of 7elix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (1809-1847) mast be mentioned.
This is a very early work (c, 1825) his only sonata for violin
and piano - he wrote two for pianoforte and violoncello. Opera
45 and 58; three for piano. Opera 6, 105, and 106, and six for
organ. Opus 65. Opus 4 is dedicated to the violinist, Edward Rietz,
to whom Mendelssohn also dedicated his octet and the andante in the
String Quintet, Opus 18. The refined harmonic elegance that is
Mendelssohn's is apparent in this earliest sonata. The second (Poco
Adagio) emd third (Allegro agitato in rondo-sonata form) movements
show a decided influence of Mozart. The first movement's adagio
introduction for solo violin, as well as the cadenza in the third
movement, were undoubtedly intended to display Rietz 's playing and
"depth of feeling."

CHAP!EER I
ROBEBT SCHUMAHN AMD HIS FOLLOWERS
After Beethoven the sonata was carried along "by two
opposing currents, the one tending toward the disintegration
of this form and the other toward a more intimate cohesion of
its divers elements into a cyclical form,^ Schumann attempted
to adapt to the sonata-form the so-called romantic ideas of
which he was so prominent and successful a repreientative.
Thus, the ideal synthesis of form and content which characterized
the classic sonata gave way to the less balanced relationship
(of form and content) with the poetically minded romantic composers.
Robert Schumann (1810-56) composed in 1851, during his
Ddsseldorf period, the two sonatas for violin and piano. Opus
105 and Opus 121. The Opus 105, in A minor, displays a balance
of interest betv/een the instruments that approaches the ideal in
sonata writing for violin and piano. Each instnunent receives
materials suited to its own idiom that unitedly form an effective
integration of romantic expressions.
The first movement, in sonata-allegro form, is a passionate
piece of a monothematic conrplex; the entire movement is derived
^Selva, Blanche, La Senate . Rouart, Lerolle & Cie, Paris,
1913, p. 156.
2cf. Parry, C. H. H., "Sonata" in Grove's Dictionary of Music .
3d Edition, Kacmillan, New York, 1939, Vol. IV, p. 834.

2from the main theme:
Sxample !•
Id
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No matter what page you peruse, you find materials derived
from it. This theme is Schumannesque in its impetxious flow
and surge of movement created hy the arched melodic line and
intensified hy syncopation (measures 2,5). It is stated a^ain
in the "bass, in octaves, "beginning measure l6. It is the

3agitation in the ri^t hand of the piano together with the
melody that gives the passionate (leidenschaftlich) character
to the movement. Contributing also to this character is the
orchestral tremolo figure of the violin:
Ezacrple 2*
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The development maintains the agitato trait which hegins
"by working out an idea in different keys and in dialogue fashion.
First in C minor at measure 75 in the piano -
Example 3*
-ft.. w
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—
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4then in G- minor in the violin, and in D minor in the piano
again. A deceptive cadence at measure S9 -
Exaxople U»
directlj introduces a foijx-neasxire phrase (S9-92) » in which the
hass is quite important, repeated in sequence a tone higher in
measures 93~9^» this suggests a striving toward a climax.
The key of A minor is again heard (99) quickly gives way to
Cr minor. A climactic sequence (measures IO5-IIO) that is Wagnerian
in treatment, serves as a transition to the recapitulation. At
measure 110 the melody, instead of resolving to the expected
interrupts the regular sequence "by a prolongation, a dwelling on
the phrase, "before breaking forth into the initial measures of
the main theme. Now exalted hy augmentation it is employed to
fuse the development and recapitulation (in tonic key) beginning
at measure 116;
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6The recapitulation restates literally the first 33 measures
of the exposition "but in meas\ire IU9 the movement modvilates to
A major - for the first time - and "brightens up the whole impression.
The materials previously heard in measures 35"^ of e3q)osition
are now presented in the confident and warm A major key, Howevert
it mast he said that the entire recapitulation is not pronouncedly
major or minor; it wavers in between the two modes. The A minor
cooiplez returns at meaisTire I78 "by way of a deceptive cadence; and
the motive of the principal theme, in do\ible stops in the violin,
and accompanied by a tonic pedal in the piano *s right hand, serves
as transition material to the codat
Szasiple 6.
Idiomatic violin writing of a rather brilliant style is
presented in the coda (190-210) beginning with rapid sixteenth
note passages axjcompanied by strong chords in the piano:
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The crossing of the strings produces a series of tonic and dominant
pedal points:
Sxample S«
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And of interest in the rather abrupt close is the major to minor
change of measures 206 and 207 s
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There are more ylolin sonatas of three than of four movements*
Opus 105 has three movements, but Schumann wished, nevertheless, to
give the impression that neither adagio nor scherzo is missing, for
there is a su^i^estion of these two elements in the Allegretto*
This second movement is typically Schumannian, particularly
in its melodic character. It is a group of lovely miniatures in
intimate style and begins xinexpectedly as if in the middle of a
piece. Hot of the Beethoven style - neither dramatic* epiCt
melancholic, nor heroic - it is very lyric; everything is executed
on a small scale; it is modest and typically German. Though the
violin dominates in melody, the piano is worked out carefully with
little thematic snatches*
The form is that of a rondo* Three sections, always in F
major, have B and £ sections as intermezzi; aad there is a brief
coda* ^ contains two ideas t 1) a modest, song^like theme consisting
7
of two verses with a refrain -
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the fotir-note snatches in measures 3i ^ sJ^^i 5 accompaniment
and the thirty-second note figure in the "bass of measures ( a
consequence of the thirty-second note figure in the melody) are
derived from the melody; and 2) a contrasting idea, a little
scherzando
:
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restating of the first three meaffures (slightly modified) completes
section ^ —
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which, after a suspension, chromatically descends to section ^ -
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an entirely new T minor theme which is related to the first theme
hy the thirty-second note figure.
Section £ (J+1-56), a second intermezzo, is stronger and more
vigoroas with a march rhythm in the "basst
Jixainpl© 13»
» tr If i?
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It develops the thirty-second note figure heard in ^« The horn-like
motives in measures U9^50 ar® reminiscent of Schubert;
Example lU*
ft 1
The most striking ohservation of this intermezzo is that it presents
the climax (5^-55) of the movement;
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follows and this time with the scherzando idea altered for the
ptirpose of working toward the transition to the coda. The piano
shares now, for the first time, in the main theme, by developing
its initial motive:
Example l6«
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The "brief coda over a tonic pedal features the ever-present thirty-
second note figure,
/•a
Bxaji^le 16
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In the third movement (Lehhaft) the violin is effectively treated
and in real sonata* not concerto, style. The piano is not a mere
accompaniment as "both instruments receive equal share in the distri"bution
of thematic material and in dialogue fashion. This results in a
contrapuntal style. A theme is stated in one instrument and soon
thereafter is taken up hy the other so that portions of the theme
overlap one another (see Example 17)»
This movement is in a mixed form, a rondo-sonata, with three
different themes. The first is a restless, staccato theme which,
much like the so-called "Bear's Dance" theme in the finale of the
Beethoven Violin Sonata, Opus 30 » No. 3t pervades the whole
movement. It creeps in, even in the lyric portions, where it is
not expected.
i
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First stated over a tonic (i. minor) pedal point, - it presents
a striking contrast to the first two movements in its constant
sixteenth-note uphill and down-hill motion and in the dialogue
between the instruments. There are several chaja^es of key.
four-measure phrase of strong accents introduces the
modest and lyric Y major second theme:
Example 18.
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The thematic transition that follows resembles the "beginning of
the movement - b* flat instead of b' nattirel is used -demonstrating
an interesting retTirn to the first theme by means of the initial
motive:
Bzaiople 19 •
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The third theme, •
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entirely new and vigorous, is stated in close dialogue, first
«
I
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by the violin; and then is followed by a beautifully lyric and
eacalted theme in B major which is strikingly Schtunannesque -
Exaniple 2l*
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and which at first hearing seems new. However, the first motive
and soon thereafter material from the second theme appear a^ain
as preparation to the return to the first theme, This is logically
executed and the flow of the melody is not interrupted. At
measure 101 t over an E pedal point, there begins a lengtly
transition - using successively shorter and shorter portions of
the first theme - to the recapitulation (11?)
•
.1:
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Schumann h.ere» as in the first movement » makes use of the
major mode in recapitulating subsidiary material. After literally
restating the first theme* the second theme is given in A major*
'but is tinged for a few measures with C sharp minor. The most
salient features of the recapitiilation is that in the middle
of it( where a climax is expected* there comes by way of a
deceptive cadence* a reminiscence of the main theme of the first
movement* "but not without the motive of the last movement's
principal theme* and over an F pedal point. Then comes an
elaborate and effective working out of the initial motive of
the movement. Here* the piano displays its harmonic possibilities.
For four successive times (183-127) where an. B major chord is
expected on the first beat of the measxire, Schumann writes a
compositve chord, tonic over dominant:
Example 22*
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This gives a heightening effect which is intensified more by the
f1
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shortened motive coming now in half mea8\ire8 and with the piano
continuing to stress chords of rich tone-clusters. This all leads
to the vigorous third theme which forms the coda (192-213) • We
see now why Schumann delayed the climax. He wished to present it
in thfi coda^and thereby give a dramatic ending to the Sonata*
Schumann intensifies this climax hy using syncopation and
sforzando markings. The piano is .^iven strong chords, left hand
octaves and tremolo pedal points i while the violin utilizes tremolo,
octaves, double stops and chords.
Opus 121 t Zweite grosse Senate , was written for Ferdinand David,
one of Germany's most influential violinists, the teacher of Joachim
and ffilhelmj, Darld served as concertmaster to Mendelssohn's
Gewandhaus Orchestra and gave much advice to the writing of this
composer's violin concerto. Schumann aimed at pleasing David by
writing Opus 121 and no doubt had the "Kreutzer" Sonata in mind as
his models The introduction (Ziemlich lan(g:saia , Kurz und energisch)
is majestic, powerful and chorale-like
j
Example 23.
(See next page.)
1. Measures 199 snd 201 contain a chord favored by Schumann -
the Neapolitan-sixth. See also measure 23 of the first movement.
(I
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The violin soliloqiaizes for three bars and the chorale comes
again in the keyboard instrument but in a different mood (piano)
while the violin, with a new melody, plays recitative dialogue.
The recitative of the violin is brought to a close by a flourish
on a dominant ninth chord.
The principal theme of the main section of the movement
(Lebhaf
t
i in sonata-allegro form) is derived from the introduction
and is given an agitato accompaniment figure ( a characteristic of
Schumann) which pervades the entire piece:
Example 2k,
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modulates to P major and at measure fk there is a transition to
the first theme. The development section (measures 97-I87) is very
I
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long and involved. It brings in a new motive which is used a
ntunher of times as a transition -
Exanrple 26.
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and utilizes materials already introduced in the exposition.
There are numerous deceptive cadences as well as the use of
diminution, canonic imitation (120), extended use of modulation,
and a type of syncopation which is very Schtimannesque:
Exanple 27,
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Measure 188 begins the recapitulation; a long coda (266-28i<-)
formed on the agitato motive closes the movement.
The second movement (Sehr Lebhaft) is in scherzo form with
several intermezzi. It is not complicated as is the first movement.
There is much repetition, the entire movement is reminiscent of a
Mendelssohn "Song without Words", As in Schumann's "Novellet t es",
a tune is developed at length and then followed by an intermezzo
with a new theme«
The third movement, (Leise . einfach^ opens with a folksong-
like theme:
Example 28,
and continues with four variations on this theme. The first
variation is a repetition of the theme with a new accompaniment
of l6th notes in piano right hand, but the bass remains the
same. In the second variation the piano gets a new guitar-like
motive while the violin plajrs the theme in double stops:
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Sxazoplo 29 •
The third section is actually not a variation but a fantasy on two
different motives. The first is from the second movement (scherzo)
and the second is from the theme of the variations. Each theme
maintains its respective character and this section is energetic,
fast, more vigorous and of fuller sound to contrast the variations.
The next variation states the theme and harmony unaltered but with
a new accompaniment in arpeggio figuration. The thematic coda,
containing a reminiscence of the triplet figure, begins at measure
129.
The first theme of movement 17 (Bewegt
. sonatar-allegro form)
,
is contposed of two ideas in the aspect of question (measure l-2»
piano and agitato) and answer (measiires 3~^» forte and staccato) :

24
Sxample 30*
The harmony is modified in meastires "J-S; the C natural in measure
7, somewhat as a surprise, "brings the harmony to A minor and, one
measure later, to A major, before returning to D minor (measure 15)»
The question and answer ideas are combined at measure 11:

26
This is followed "by an elaboration of the first flowing motive
with ff accompaniment.
The second theme (measure 22) , shared hy the three staffs,
appears first in the piano right hand. There is a free harmonic
coiinterpoint to this theme and a third element, an accompaniment.
Sxaiople 32*
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This section which presents the second theme has a development
character, Schumann's question and answer treatment reappears
beginning measure 3IS
Example 33
•
I
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Example 33*.
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In the development section (beginning meastire 59) a motive,
derived from the second theme section* is combined with a
motive from the first theme;
ibcaiaple 3^«
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The derived motive is stated in canon (measiare 65-67) at the
octave, and at a qxiarter note's distance, between the left hf^m^
of the piano and the violin:
I
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Sxa2i^>le 33*
The development of the motives is then continued in combination
and in various keys (C minor, A major, F minor, the far distant
B major and E minor, and B major) before returning to A minor
at measure 102 (recapitulation).
The recapitulation up to measure 13U is a literal restatement
of the exposition. At measure I35 the dominant key appears and
subsequent material follows rather closely the corresponding
portions of the exposition, but in different kejrs; e.g., measures
5^57 of the exposition are stated a fourth higher as measures
153-156 of the recapitulation.
Measure I57 begins the coda, which uses a dominant pedal point
and reviews the principal motives, climaxes the movement not in D
minor but in D major. Of importance in this coda are the two places,
measures I65 and I76, where, in place of an expected climax, there is
a sudden return to piano followed by crescendo .
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Schumann collaborated with Brahms and Albert Dietrich in
writing a sonata for Joseph Joachim tcpon his arrival at Dlisseldorf
in 1853. The principal motive of this sonata used the notes
corresponding to the initial letters of Joachim's motto, "Frei
Aher Binaam." Dietrich^ composed the first movement, Schumann
the second and. fourth movements, and Brahms^ the third,
Schumann's two movements are effective. The second, an
Intermexzo, states the "F.A.E." motive in the piano bass:
Example 36
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The violin then answers with the motive. Schumann's finale -
Example 37
See page 40,
See page 42.
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is in sonata-allegro form and has a "brilliant variation-coda.
Schumann's influence was widespread among his contemporaries.
Carl Reinecke, Wolderaar Bargiel, Joseph Rheinherger and Albert
Dietrich represent the iiaportant German followers of Schumann who
enhance the sonata literature for violin and piano.
Carl Eeinecke^ (1824-1910) conductor (1860-95) of the Gewandhaus
orchestra and professor of composition at the Leipzig Conservatoriun
contributed one violin sonata, Opus 116, to the literature. The
theme first presented and its accompaniment discloses Schumann
influence
:
Example 38
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After the violin plays the theme, the piano takes it while the
violin presents it in canonic imitation in the next measure. The
opening movement is in sonata-allegro form and has a repeated
exposition. This movement sounds very much like Schumann because
of its harmonic, melodic and rhythmic treatment. Furthermore, the
^Segnitz, Eugen
,
Carl Reinecke
.
Leipzig: Hermann Seemann,
1902, pp. 31-41.

presentation of a motive in com'bination with a pedal point-
Example 39,
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together with the mono-thematic complex, give further Schumannian
touches. The coda (Im tempo) gives the opening theme and has
melodic-motive bass which, with the agitato piano right hand gives
a climactic ending (in the E minor key).
In the slow movement (three^part form) the lovliest theme is
given in the middle section:
Example hi.
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This section contains the climax which Reinecke obtains "by a
commonly used hut effective means, the reiteration of a chord
in sixteenth note figures:
Example U2,
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The finale is a brilliant allegro:
Example U3.
Its harmonic color and impassioned rhythm and melody reflect the
Schumann style. This sonata corroborates Wilhelm Altmann's statement
that "it cannot be denied that he [Heinecken was far too much influenced
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"by Schumann, even in his later period* or that he seldom sounded a
really personal note in his music."^
Woldemar largiel^ (1828-1897) was a 8tep-l)rother of Clara Wieck
and ranks as one of Schumann' e foremost disciples. The first theme
of his only Sonata for violin and piano. Opus 10 in F minor, is
continued in its third and fourth measTires l?y stating in retrogression
the opening motive:
Example 44
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The second theme is elegiac. Bargiel repeats the exposition suid
in the rather short development applies variation technique in
working out the motives of the principal and subsidiary themes.
A Schamannian agitato coda contrihutes to the dramatic P minor
character of the movement.
The indante sostenuto introduces variations on the following
theme
:
^Cobbett, W. W., Cyclopedic Survey of Chajnher Masic. London;
Oxford University Press, 1930, Vol. II, p. 286.
2cf. Riemann, Hugo, Musik Lexicon , (Elf te Aoflage Bearheitet von
Alfred Einstein), Berlin: Max Hesse. 1929, Vol. I, p. 110.
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Bargiel is most original in the third movement wherein he comhinea
the scherzo-
Example U6*
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and finale -
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in alternating presentation, adding to this a coda containing
canonic imitation:
Example 48
•4-
Josef BheinTserger (1839-1901 ) is remembered today for his
organ works, and some of these are in sonata-form. This versatile
composer left two sonatas for violin and piano. Opus 77 has three
movements (fast, slow, fast) of a light, melodious style. The
opening movement is clearly in sonata-allegro form. Its principal
theme, stated in unison and octaves, -
Example 49
is folk-song-like. The exposition is repeated. Chromaticism in
the has 8 part is used in the development:
^Cf. Riemann, Hugo, Musik Lexicon (Ed. A. BineteiuX Berlin:
Max Hesse, 1929, pp. 1503-1504.

Example 50
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The transition to the recapitulation is a climax which features
a descending scale passage stated in octaves hetween the piano
and violin.
The adagio espressivo begins with an exquisite violin melody-
Exacrple ^l.
^^^^^
to which the dance-like middle section forms a sharp contrast.
The finale is a naive tarentella:
Example 52.
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Opus 105 in E minor (dedicated to Pranz Bruckner, the Royal Chamber
Musician in Munich) is in sonata-allegro form and opens with a
broad melody played generally by the violin and accoinpanied by
the piano in chord figuration. The melodies, somewhat Schabertian
in their beauty and expressiveness as exemplified in the second
theme of the first movement, -
Example 53.
7
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compensate for the lack of structural and contrapuntRl interest in
this broadly expanded piece.
The nocturne-like second movement also uses a miniraun of
polyphonic dialogue. The violin plays a melodic substance nearly
all the time, accompanied by chord figurations on a fixed rhythmical
pattern:
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Sxasrple 3^.
The sound effect of the piece is beautiful, Earmonically and
melodically it is related somewhat to Brahms.
Though the finale doesn't have thematic material conrparahle
to the first two movements, it is the most interesting piece of
the sonata, having a more involved structure and interesting episodes
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in polyphonic dialogue style. The form is a rondo with the following
principal theme
:
Example 55.
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The episodes present fine examples of canonic imitation, -
Example 56.
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and fugato, -
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Example 57
as would "be expected from an acknowledged master of contraptmtal art.
The first movement to the "P.A.E." Sonata was composed by Al"bert
Dietrich^ (1828-1908). Prom 1851 Dietrich had the advantage of studying
under Schumann at DClsseldorf until 1854. This movement is in sonata-
allegro form and uses the "P.A.B." motto as a counter-motive to the
principal theme:
Example 58
"7^i is:
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^Cf. Eiemann, Hugo. op. cit .. p. 408.
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Prom the foregoing it can be concluded that in the violin
sonatas of Schumann there is a subordination of form to the musical
ideas. The A minor Sonata, in three movements, employs sonata-
allegro form in its first movement whose themes are all similar
in character. The listener is more impressed with the romantic
quality of the music than with an awareness of its forsial structure.
The allegretto (second movement) is a rondo and the finale is a
rondo- sonata.
The D minor Sonata, in four movements, shows a close connection
between the introduction and the succeeding fast movement.
A relationship exists between the scherzo and the slow movement by
means of a reference to the subject of the scherzo in the third
variation of the slow movement. In the principal theme of the
sonata-allegro fourth movement, Schumann encploys a question and
answer effect. These two sonatas show Schumann to be a master
at uniting flaring bits of musical inspiration into extended works
having continuity of structure.
The influence of Schumann on his German followers,^ Heinecke,
Bargiel, Bheinberger, and Dietrich is detected chiefly in their use
of harmony, melody, and rhythm since they rely on the classical
conception of form as the framework for their ideas.
It goes without saying that these men were influenced by other
composers as well as Schumann.
jI
I
I
CHAPTER II
JOHANNES BRAHMS AND HIS FOLLOWERS
"JohanneB Brahms (1833-1897) sought to maintain and
even to renew the sonata. More than Scbomann, he tended
tov/ards cyclical cohesion not only "by the recalling of
themes but by his thematic variations which draw close
to the general realization of Cesar Franck while yet
remaining far removed from it,"^ Brahms attempted in
his treatment of the sonata "to "bring everything into
perfect and sure proportion, so that the classical idea
of instrumental music may still he maintained in pure
severity...."^
In his twentieth year (1853) and as his first
contribution to chamber music Brahms composed the Scherzo
to the "F.A.E." Sonata, whose other movements were
written by Schumann and Albert Dietrich. Joachim had
the Scherzo alone of this work published in 1906.
^Selva, Blanche, ot>. cit .. p. 207.
*^Cf. Parry, C. H. H., "Sonata" in ov. cit. . IV, p. 836.
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Example 59*
"In this Scherzo different rhythms are employed
simultaneously, -
Example 6o«
3*"—»1hr
h> \ [ -iir^-
I/
f
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and all the ho'bgo'blins of romanticism are
at play, bat the form is never the less
extremely concise and clear. This is not
wonderful; Brahms always knew how to construct
a Scherzo, even when he had not yet mastered
the sonata form. If it were not that the naively
"boastful C major Coda -
Example 61
bears the instruction aemure FF e grandiose
.
the temptation would be great to range the^
Scherzo as a work of a much later period."
Brahm's three Violin Sonatas, Op. 78, 100, and 108 are
characteristic of his mature style. Opus 78 in G major, composed
at Pbrtschach in the summer of the years 1878-79, begins its first
movement with a far flung theme of idyllic character given by the
violin, with plain chords in the piano accompaniment:
^Geiringer, Karl. Brahms: His Life and Vork . Boston and Hew
York, Houston Mifflin Co., 1936, p. 229.
1!
1
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Exanqple 62
In measure 11 there is a continuation as well as a development
of the theme - repetition of the theme does not occur until
measure 20, There are two melodies; one in the piano part, the
other in the violin:
Szaji^le 63*
The rhythmic phraseology here is very Brahmsian, the violin is
grouped as « three times two", while the piano part is"two times
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six". The tying over the bar-line (measxires 12-13) of the
violin and the contrary motion "beginning at the extremities
of the keyboard are also characteristic of Brahms. The
twenty-measure first theme is divided into " ten plus ten*
measTires and co\irses through the keys S major, E minor, P
sharp minor, B minor, E minor and finally G major. At measure
29 there begins a thematic transition with the initial motive
in the piano, the double stops in the violin corresponding to
the piano, the double stops in the violin corresponding to the
piano accompaniment in measures 1-9
.
The second theme in D major -
Example Sk,
is cordial in sentiment and expression. It soon (measure ko)
continues in both instruments. The violin at m asure ^h, carri
on with the presentation of the theme bringing it to a climax
followed by a retreating impression to the initial motive. The

measxiree 6O-69 waver between B major and B minor. Measures 7O-
gl assume the role of a long coda to the exposition which is
closed by a prolonged scale rising three octaves in the violin.
The exposition of this movement presents themes of similar
character and expression. Strong contrasts are lacking.
The development (measures S2-I55) commences with materials
from the first theme. The scale figure is carried by both
instr\aments and passes to A flat major. The music becomes
harmonically richer (measures lOOand following) energetic and
rhythmically complicated, presenting the climax of the development
(measures II8-I33). Measure I3U begins the last section of the
development, a transition, with the second theme motive-
Example 65*
in the minor instead of major key, and in dialogue between the
bass of the piano and the violin.
The recapitulation (measure I56) omits the initial motive
of the first theme, the listener has heard it frequently enough
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to consider it as implied.
There is a condensation of material* The second theme (meastire
17^) is now in G major and accompanied "by the scale motive heard in
the exposition and the development section. The scale motive, as
cotmterpoint to the second theme, descends in stepwise sequence
(measures 17^4-177) and is inverted (measures 178-180), A climax is
reached at measure 191. The rising scale-figure is followed with
mysterious chords in the extreme low register of the keyboard of
which Brahms was very fond and which contrast the high register of
the violin:
Exaorple 66,
^ =r
f f'
The coda (measures 223-2U3) uses mainly first theme material.
The adagio ( X flat major) is a large song-form with an
intermezzo as the second section. The piano "begins the song-like
and Schumannesque first theme in a lov/ register; the violin
continues it
:
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Example 67*
1
1 11
At the piu andante , a new melody of som'ber character is
presented in the "bass;
Example 68.
—^ /
J /
*f— 4
}
^ —
•—
(
4-—
i
i=j-
—4 «
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It is developed and "brought to a climax at measure 57 where a
codetta (measures 57-66) to the intermezzo, formed on a motive
of the piu andante theme, returns the music to the first theme.
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This theme is now more elaborately stated, with double-stops in
the violin and a more animated figuration in the piano, hut with
harmonies identical to the first section. There is some similarity
here to Mendelssohn's "Song Without Words", Measures 97-122 form
a coda to the movement. The E flat pedal point is presented in a
rhythmic derivative of the second theme which, in the piano right
hand, is shifted to begin a quarter note later:
Example 69.
The finale of the sonata has its origin in two of Brahms »8
songs, "Regenlied" and "2Jachklan^ meant to be sung as one
composition. The melancholy theme -
Sxaoiple 70.
ft V
|(>c ml
^ 1 y\^ 7—
7-
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E±ainple JO
which begins in G minor and ends on D major and the f ' natural
in the violin* s first measxires give the music its modal flavor.
The piano accompaniment is the rain figuration in which the
violin participates at measure 10. Meastires 10-13 represent an
interlude (between the theme and its repetition) using the rain
motive in dialogue between the piano's right hand and the violin.
The bass is lacking. Measures 23-25 are the parallel of measures
10-13. At measure 27 there is a modulation to A major which is
interpreted as the dominant of D minor.
The second theme -
Sxample yi*
I
I
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commences at measxure 29 where the accompaniment uses larger
'"rain drops". At measure 33 theme and accompaniment figure
are exchanged "by the instruments. A modulation to C major
(measure 36) and a continuation of the them© follows. At measure
kl, there is a return to the second theme hut it continues
differently. Measure U2 has a modal touch hy the C' natural
(like transposed phrygian) . The theme ends in D minor. At
measure the materials heard at measure 30 ar® used again, hut
more vividly - douhle-stops in the violin, and stronger treatment
using triplets in the piano. The second section ends (measure
52) on D minor hut not hefore returning to the second theme to
gain the desired effect of the rain's monotony. Measure 53 hegins
a transition which uses the first motive of the first theme and
its initial accompaniment. A literal restatement of the first
theme is then given (meas\jres 6I-S3) . A n&w contemplative hut
warmer theme (S flat) -
Example 72.
j
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Example 72^
•
ii
variance. At measure 95 "'^^s closing motive of the theme is
used as a transition beijog interchanged by the instruments and
stated in distant keys (G flat major, B flat minor). There is a
sort of climax at meas\ire IO6, The violin begins expanding the
second theme leading to the tranouillo » a return to the first
theme.
This recapitulation is a varied and free repetition,
Measiires 135-1^ is a transition to the second theme which now
comes in the key of G major, a little improvisation on the
thematic motives in dialogue between the instruments, A thematically
treated coda closes of the movement in a lyric, quiet mood. The
form of this movement is a combination of rondo (there is a persistent
return to rain figuration) and expanded song-form with two themes.
The opening theme of the A ma.lor Sonata, Opus 100, briefly
suggests Wagner's Preislied from "Die Meistersinger" , Whether this
I4
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is intentional or "by chance is not definite!
Example 73*
The entire first theme is posed hy the piano - the violin has
a little answer, a qiiaint, folk-song effect, giving five measure
instead of four measure phrases. Only in measure 20 does the
violin take up the theme, the piano now has the fifth measure. The
theme is climaxed at measure JL obtaining vigour and enthusiasm
which contrasts its gentle beginning. At this same measure the
piano uses the second and third note of the first theme as a
thematic idea. At measure Ul the theme is widely expanded
(almost three octaves) in the violin. In the second theme -
Exaciple
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which is like Brahms 's Intermezzi , the piano gets the principal
melody. The violin comes in with little detached phrases, hut at
measiire 66 the violin takes up and expands the theme. These two
principal themes, not dramatically contrasted, are similar in
mood. There is little complication of intermediate matter.
The development section (measures 89-157) is typical*
according to the academic conception, and strongly maintains
thematic treatment. There are modulations (E major, A major*
F major)* imitations, and dialogue between instruments. The motive
at measure HJ "
Sxample 75,
is taken from the close of the exposition. This motive Is shifted
(measure 12U) to "begin for the violin on the second heat followed,
on the third heat, by the piano at the interval of a seventh. Here
the great polyphonist of the nineteenth century shows his hand.
Treatment of this motive continues to the recapitulation (measure
158). At measure 215 the dialogue motive of the development reappears.
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An A major pedal point at measure 219 (actually the "beginning
of a second development section) changes to a D major pedal point
at measure 231. The idyllic mood changes at measure 2^3 and
ret\irns (measure 259 *o "the principal theme, the aim of the
second development section. The final coda "begins at measure 26S
and corresponds to materials heard "beginning measure 30 of the
exposition. Brahms' s treatment of sonata form in this movement
"by using a second development is similar to that in the first
movement of Beethoven's "Sroica",
In the next movement, Brahms makes an interesting experiment
in form, as did Schumann in Opus 10 5* where the second movement
is an interchanging slow movement and scherzo. The prin6ipal
theme (given first "by the violin then taken up "by piano in measure
9 andt at measure 11, in dialogue) is tranquil:
Example 7^*
The tonic (measures 2-3 dominant Measures ^S) pedal points
contri"bute to the tranquil character of the Andante trancruillo .
The Vivace comes suddenly with an entirely new idea in three-
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quarter time:
Example 77.
f
4
_
^ • *
This theme is dance-like and bears resemblance to Grieg's first
Sonata in P major. There are two cadences in D minor (measure
19, 23) "but the melody does not change in tonality, only the
accompaniment. At measure 36, the theme is distributed to both
instruments and at measure iK) a little motive is answered in
dialogue. The same thfeme is given at measure ^Z but with a
different accompaniment*
The Andante theme returns (measure 7I) but in D major. The
F major pedal point is now more elaborate. The Vivace di piu
is a simplified variation of the dance theme. The violin plays
pizzicato (measures 93-107) and the piano accompaniment is lute-
like. A short climax is reached at measure I25, The Andante theme
comes again in D major in the highest register of the violin.
Motives from the dance theme form the short Vivace coda.
The third movement is a rondo form with several returns of
1
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the principal theme:
Sxonrple JS,
This clear cut A major theme is given by the violin in "three
by four" measures* The piano at measure 12-15 echoes the theme
and modulates to E major, Meas\ires I6-I9, a little transition
to the first theme, modiilates through P sharp minor and C sharp
minor to A major. The music heard up to this point represents
a small da caiao form.
Measure 3I begins a new section, an intermezzo, which
utilizes features of the principal theme (•,§• the intervalic
skip of a third in the first measure) , This intermezzo is
romantically treated; the high register of the violin and the
low register of the piano exploits the idiomatic potentialities
of the two instruments. The principal theme retunis at measure
67. Measure 78 modifies the restatement of the da capo
^
and
commences the treatment that follows. There is a little climax
at measure 87 and, in keeping with the character of the movement,
Brahms indicates tranouillo even though he writes forte . The left
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hand of the piano in measures 103-10^ affords an exampl© of
Brahms 's use of augmentation (of the violin scale figure in
measure 101)
•
variation of the first intermezzo which rises to a
climax (measures 131-133) preceeds the last statement of the
theme (measure 137) measure by loeasure dialogue "between the
instruments. Measures ik^lhj correspond in the augmentation
treatment noted above, to measures 103-10^. The last reminder
of the first theme is in the bass of measures I5O-I5I. Prom !
measures I52 to the final meas\ire the violin plays rich double-
stops. A warm idyllic tone with "intermezzo" interruptions
pervades the entire movement, which demonstrates Brahms ' s attention
to interesting forms.
Opus 108. in D minor shows Brahms 's increase of spiritual
and constructive power which grace his latest composition! The
far extended, elegiac D minor theme of the opening movement in
sonata-allegro form is given entirely to the violin:
Jlxample 79 •
i'¥=
IJJ
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Only at meaaiire 2h does the piano take up the theme and this
is in the manner of a developmental transition preparing the
second theme (found also in Beethoven) , stated in the piano in
the relative major key (measure US).
Example SO*
After measure 55» ^^'^ hearer expects the violin to take up the
theme* but there is a deceptive cadence which leads to a six-
measure thematic continuation of the theme. This is continued
by the violin. Measures l^-SJ) represent an epilogue to the
exposition in dialogue style between the violin and the piano.
The development section (8U-129) is one of the most
masterful examples of compositional technique. It is constructed
in its entirety, on the dominant pedal point. The eighth-note
crossing of the strings in the violin part has two sources: 1) the
upper notes are those of the opening motive of the principal theme,
and 2) the downward scale figure comes from the piano accompaniment
of this motive:
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Exasiple 81.
1 '
^
*
^
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This is worked out in dialogue "between the players and in
canonic manner. Measures 92-95 ar© a derivative of the third
measure of the principal theme. Measures lOO-lOJ are a free
continuation of the principal motive. This then reveals the plan
of the development - a free continuation of the theme in which a
mimher of small episodes refer to fragments of the theme. Of
special interest is Brahms 's use of chromaticism (measures 120-
127), Though the harmony is restricted by the use of the dominant
pedal an exciting iarpression is ingeniously obtained.
In the recapitulation (measxire I30) the theme is presented
an octave lower in the violin, somewhat altered and with a different
accompaniment, a flowing fir'^ation, Following the theme's
restatement is a 30 measure transition (F sharp minor, agitated,
and derived from the first theme) to the second theme. The second
theme then comes in D major, according to the academic rule.
Measures 218 ff. correspond to the first statement of the "beginning
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of the movement* The coda (235-26^)* similax to the development,
has a pedal point (D) and uses different measures of the theme as
thematic material*
The Afift^lQ is a Cavatina, an aria-like piece ( as in Beethoven's
last quartet) • There is a continuous melody -
Example 82*
which the violin plajrs most of the time on the & string; no definite
second theme is presented* The form is "binary. Measures 33-35
are characteristic of Brahms:
Example 83*
*\
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Two-eighth instead of three-eighth rhythm is heard.
The second section (37"75) is a repetition of the first
section, but there are subtle changes which keep the listener's
attention. And, of greater importance, the climax (5S-60) is
presented. Here, the violin has its most effective measures
in the entire work:
Sxample 8U.
The third movement (P sharp minor) , neither a scherzo nor a
menuetto, is a rondo with a number of thematic intermezzi. "It is
a ghost-like m-^vement in the manner of the Scherzo of the C minor
triol'^ The piano leads in the manner of Brahms 's "Capriccios" and
the violin accompanies in double stops
:
1. G-eiringer, Karl. Brahms : jBis Life and Work. Boston and New York:
Houghton Mifflin Co., I936. p. Zk^,
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Eixample S%
(3
I
Measure 28 ends the first section, and onl7 then does the violin
enter with the theme while the piano gets a neW( but still
transparent* figuration* The repetition of the theme is exact
with a slight prolongation of its ending which serves as a transition
to the new key. At meagre 70 the theme appears in A minor and is
continued in the manner of a development section and in agitato
expression. There is a transition (measures lll-llS)back to the
theme, the violin playing its accompanying chords pizzicato. The
coda (155-121) is in a "beautiful and intimate chamber style, the
violin has a double-stopped motive from the theme against the
transparent and monodic accompaniment of the piano.
Brahms dramatically gives a more interesting start to the
fourth movement (sonata-allegro form) by writing, probably as an
afterthought, an energetic four measure introdtLction. The first
theme -
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Exajnple 86*
is strongly tonal (D minor). Measure I5 contains the Neapolitan-
sixth chord* The statement and working out of the first theme
takes 38 meastxres, most of which are in D minor. The second theme
in C major.
Example 87*
\
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is chorale-like and is given to the piano. At measure 55 the violin
takes yxp the theme in substantially the same manner. Measures 73~
113 present a new idea -
Example 88*
therehy giving the development section the character of an
episode. This leads to the restatement of the four measure
introduction* this time in B major* followed by the recapitulation
of the exposition (D minor)* The second theme is given in the
recapitulation of T major. second development occurs (measure
2^2) and the coda (311-337) assumes the agitato character of the
energetic, introdtictory foTir measures, used as transition material
to the coda from the second development section* "Perfect as
each movement of the Three Violin Sonatas is, they seem in this
last movement, to have reached their culminating point"
1* Geiringer, Karl. ogi. cit *. p. 2U5.
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Heinrich von Herzogenberg^ (1843-1900) was a friend of Brahms.
His three Violin Sonatas (Op. 32 in A major, Op. 54 in E flat major.
Opus 78 in D minor) are written in the style characteristic of
Herzogenherg* 8 time. The opening theme of the first movement of
Opus 32, in sonata-allegro form, is stated in -onison "by the instruments:
Example 89
In the development, Herzogenherg uses syncopation:
Example 90
4
The recapitulation uses a piano accompaniment which differs from
that given in the exposition and the coda is based on the opening
motive of the movement.
'•Cf. Moser, H. J., Musik Lexicon . Berlin: Max Hesse, 1935, p. 325.
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The piano gascompaniment to the ornamental violin melody of the
Adagio -
Example 91 •
aboimds in Brahmsian thirds and sixths. This Adagio is of "Fantasia"
character. Its form is rondo-like. Two four-measure phrases
designated piu. mosso , measures 15~19 a^<i ^3~^7» separate the three
main sections which are connected with the adagio theme. A rapid
violin cadenza -
Example 92,
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introduces the allegyo vivace third movement, a very gay scherzo:
Sxaiople 33*
Herzogenherg*8 Opus 5^ in E flat major has four movements. The
first of these, Allegro mn non troppo, makes conventional use of
sonata-allegro form. The first -
Example 9^.
and the second theme -
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Xxaoiple 9^*
have melodic interest and are coxmected "by an interesting "bridge
passage. The exposition has first and second endings and the
development is elaborate* giving the effect of variation style.
In the recapitulation the principal theme is stated hy the piano
while the violin ornaments with an eighth-note counter-motive:
Bzaniple 96*
The effective coda begins on a tonic pedal and uses motives of the
principal and subsidiary themes*
The second movement is a scherzo of Spanish character, A guitar
accompaniment is simulated hy the pizzicato accompaniment of the violin:
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The euia^io, in three-part-song form, begins with an expressive
melody:
Example
%-
7
1^ 4"
-t-^t
seventeen-measure middle section of agitated and passionate
character feattires the violin:
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Example 99,
^^^^
1 2::
If*
In the third section the adagio melody is played "by the violin
an octave higher while the piano plays a new arabesque-like accompaniment <
The finale is a lively rondo "based on the following theme-
Bxample 100*
A.
^ 7 % *
2 ~
which is presented four times (E flat, D, E flat, B flat) with episodes
interspersed. In its fourth presentation, the rondo theme is stated
in canonic imitation between the piano and violin*
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The Sonata for piano and violin in Q minor i Opus 11 (published
IS7S) by Oskar Raif (18^7-1899) received a favorabU comment from
Brahms. Exceedingly unpretentious and modest, it should have been
entitled a sonatina. The opening movement is a scherzo-like presto-
Example 101.
*
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in abbreviated sonatap-allegro form.
The Andante is a real child-like folk-piece (possibly Brahma's
main reason for liking the sonata) in three-part song form:
Example 102.
The codetta uses three fugati entering successively in the violint
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piano right hand and the piano left hand.
The last movement is a charming little rondo movement;
Example 103
•
1 > '^^i\JetcC4M'}^o
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The G major episode -
Example lOU,
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alternates with the opening G minor theme. A violin cadenza and the
coda are "based on the andante rhythm. This work is refreshing in
its simplicity.
Mastery of form is evident in Opus 30 Sonata in B minor of
Ludwig Thuille^ (1861-1907). Though he was a pupil of Bheinherger,
he was influenced 1^ Brahms. The principal theme of the sonata-
allegro opening movement -
Example 105
Is continued "by cadenza like violin figurations. The second theme -
Example 106
—
r
is more inventive. The development section is concerned mainly with
^Cf. Thompson, Oscar, International Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians .
4th Edition, New York, Dodd, Mead & Co., 1946, p. 1892.
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the second theme and is the most complex portion, particularly for
the piano. The coda is formed on the opening theme.
The second movement is exemplary of Thuille's best writing. The
form is three-part and opens immediately with an expressive theme for
the violins
Sxample lOJ*
^ 0 \ Ssa*——^"^ —
a
— —
The piano serves as accompaniment in the first section but introduces
the second section's energetic Richard Strauss-like theme
j
Example lOS,
Ifter the climax at the close of the second section in E major* the
piano returns the opening theme in C major provided with a more
elaborate siccompaniment , The finale is a rondo based on the
following theme -
Sxao^le 109*
->—t—
-vJ
r
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with a quasi presto coda in 2/1+ time, Thullle also conrposed a
Violin Sonata in D minor. Opus 1, published in 1880, This is
a musically expressive work having clear-cut themes and a well
1
proportioned \xse of form.
Robert Kahn (h. I865) was a pupil of Rheinberger and Brahms,
His Opus 5 a tragic-dramatic first theme -
Example 110,
which the violin continues somewhat differently, while the piano
adds a chromatic bass line which collaborates with a pedal point:
Example 111,
1^
^
1. Tottmann, A. and Altmann, W,, Fflhrer Durch Die Violin Literature .
Leipzig: J. Schuberth & Co., I93U, p. 369.
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This theme is continued in developmental fashion, working out the
dotted rhythiaic motive. The second theme is contrasting and in
the relative major -
Example 112»
and leads to a return of the dotted rhythm of the first theme.
The exposition is repeated. The development gives the melodic
importance to the violin which the piano bass sometimes accompanies
in thirds and sixths. Kahn's treatment of the piano left hand is
meritorious. Its function in the development section is melodic.
A new piano accompaniment appears in the recapitulation and the
violin fills out the theme in chorda! style. A brief coda is based
on the rhythm of the beginning measures and terminates the movement
in its predominantly con fooco manner.
The accompaniment to the andante theme exemplifies Kahn's regard
for the piano left hand. The bass descends scale-^nise (in octaves)
to the leading tone, back to the dominant, and then skips to the
tonic.
Example 113
•
n J J I J
t i
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This accompaniment is altered in the return section of this
movement v^hose form is 2 A. "b ai ^-^a jx i- . B A» and coda. The coda contains
lovely horn calls for the piano:
Jhcanple Ilk,
The whole movement is Brahmsian in its mellowness.
The allegro vivace is a rondo-sonata using the rhythmically
Interesting principal theme
i
Example II5,
II
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The coda, fashioned on the principal theme, is preceeded by hrief
presto and prestissimo sections using second theme materials. Kahn*3
Opus 26 in A minor opens with an eight-measure appassionata theme for
the violin:
Sxampla ll6«
/ /-^T rn 1 \ - - ^
—
^^^^
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^^^^
is first played hy the violin. Two notes against three are common
and the recapitulation of the principal theme is also accompanied
in a manner favored "by Brahms:
Example 118*
(See next page )
\
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An Allep:o con fiioco coda and a Moderato transition lead directly
to the hymn-like D major Adagio-
Exaxaple 119.
in three sections. The second varies the theme, and the rettim of
the first section has a more elaborate accompaniment. The piano's
melodic share is only in the bass "by supporting (in octaves) the
melody at the intervals ofa third or a sixth. The finale is a
rondo in caprice io style*
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Example 120
^^^^^^^
Kahn*8 Third Violin Sonata, Opus 50. has a short first movement; the
andante is relieved "by a presto which appears also in the finale. These
three sonatas show Kahn as a significant composer in the Brahms tradition.
Wilhelm Berger^ (b. Boston, 1861; d. Meiningen, 1911) though horn
in the United States was taken to Germany in his first year. From 1878-
1882 he studied under Kiel at the Hochschule in Berlin; and taught in
the KLindworth - Scharwenka Conservatorium in Berlin from 1888-1893,
He then succeeded Steinbach as conductor of the Meiningen Orchestra.
His three violin sonatas reveal him to be an excellent composer in the
Brahms style. The Pirst Sonata, Opus 7, is a youthful work in four
movements. The first and second themes of the allegro are of singing
quality:
Example 122
4^
Cf. Thompson, Oscar, op. cit .. p. 171.
I\
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Berger's treatment of form in this movement is conventional.
The second movement in three-part-song form exhibits Berger's
skill as a melodist -
Example 123.
while the third Mendelssohn's scherzo spirit:
Example 12U*
The trio theme is folk-like in qiiality. The finale is in sonata^
allegro form, its themes coming in four mestsure phrases:
Example I25.
—
J— •-J
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which the piano accoiopanies siinply, but artfully. Some of Berger'e
piano passages would sound well if sung "by a chorus -
Sxaaiple 128.
; 1 1- r
H ^
^
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—
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a tribute to Berger»s contrapuntal skill. The exposition is provided
with first and second endings and the development abounds in pleasing
harmonies for the piano which sometimes enters in dialogue with the
violin, A gentle lyric feeling emanates from this movement which makes
the listener oblivious to the sonata-allegro form.
Coloratura passages are given in the adagio;
Example 129,
The finale is a very long piece in rondo-sonata form with a folk-like
principal theme that is embellished in chordal style by the violin and
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augmented. Variation technique and fugato treatment are also applied
to it.
Sxample 130«
The piano has the following as a subsidiary themej
Example 151*
Bergar*8 Third Sonata in & minor, Opus 70» has four movements.
The first and last are lengthily extended, "but are refined in their
harmonic and melodic substance. The principal themes of the opening
movement begins like the trio to Chopin's funeral march;
Example 132.
4i
i
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Though Berger's st7le is not dramatic nor his use of fonn other
than conventional, his real talent lay in his melodic gift as this
first movement subsidiary th»me exhibits:
Example 133» \
In the coda, rapid tremolo is used over a portion of the principal
theme.
The second movement, Sehr langsam, has a melismatic theme -
Example 13^*
(^ometimes taking the melody) - as would he expected from a
pianist -> composer of the late nineteenth century. The form is
three part.
The scherzo is humorous; -
Sxazople 133*
I
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tho violin has occassional virtuosic flare-ups as in the chromatic
triplets high on the fingerboard. The trio has an effective theme -
Bxajnple 136,
J
and an imaginative cadenza for the piano:
Example 137*
The sonata-rondo finale —
Sxaiople 138*
1
7
attests to Berger's skill in combining melodies in a graceful, refined
style. Berger's melodies show him to be chorally minded. In spirit
he is more like Mendelssohn (sometimes Chopin)
•
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Brahms approaches tha sonata froa the classical point of viewt
maintaining equal proportion of form and content, hut yet izifusing
the romantic spirit into it. His three violin sonatas represent
the highest conception of halance between the most dramatic sonata-
form and the highest polyphony.
The German composers of violin sonatas who were noticeably
influenced by Brahms are Herzogenberg, Raif, Thuille, Kahn and
Berger. They treat sonata^allegro form conventionally, Herzogenberg
and Thuille employ violin cadenzas in their sonatas. It is mainly in
their harmonies and melodies that these composers show affinity to
Brahms,
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CHAPTER III
IHI2EPENIIBNT GSBMAH COMPOSEBS
The significant Grerman composers of violin sonatas whose works,
for the most part, were not greatly influenced hy Schtunann and Brahms
are Joseph Joachim Haff
,
Philipp and Xaver Schairwenka, Richard Strauss
,
Femiccio Bisoni, and Ifax Reger, Raff founded the Trankfurt-eun-Maln
chamher masic school which was continaed "by Bernard Scholz, Iran Knorr,
and Bernhard Sekles. The Scharwenka brothers wrote sonatas which
"comhine German traits with Belgiem and Polish tentperament."^
Richard Strauss began his career as a member of the Manich School
founded by Pranz Lachner (1803-1893). Impetus was given to the chamber
masic activity in Berlin through the compositions of Basoni and throu^
his instruction imparted to numerous pupils. Reger, the founder of a
school, was a leader of the new tendency in modern chamber music.
Joseph Joachim Raff^ in his day (1822-1882) was considered a
modernist, since he followed the path of Wagner and Liszt. He was a
master of technique but his short-comings lay in the sometimes common-
place qualities of his ideas. As a costposer he cannot be compared to
Brahms, bat to Rabinstein or possibly Salnt-Salins
.
Raff's five Sonaten fiir Pianoforte und Violine (Opp. 73 in B minor,
78 in A major, 128 in D major, 129 in G minor, 145 in C minor), have four
^Cf. Leichtentritt, Exgo, in Cobbett's Cyclopedic Survey of Chamber
Masic. Vol. I, p. 449.
^Cf. Articles by Mason, D. 6. and others in "Masters of Music,"
Boston: Bates and Guild Co., June, 1903, Vol. I, part 6, pp. 24-254,
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movemente - with the exception of No. 4 which is a Chromatieche Senate
An elnem Sat a. The second or third morement of the four movement
sonatas is either a scherzo or a slow moyement. The second movement
of No. 2 is a set of variations on a folk song theme -
Sxample 139
containing concerto-style treatment for the violin -
as well as diffictilt virtuoso passsiges for the piano.
j
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The opening theme of the Third Sonata ie typical Baff
:
Sxample 141
-^4
—
U
Nrfj—1 —I—\
H 'ol. J. ^ ^
The Chromatic Sonata (Ho. 4) opens and closes with a
recitative:
Example 142
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The conciseness of this work istproyes its effect and the use of the
recitative and chromaticism show Louis Spohr's influence.
Significant in these sonatas is the good quality of violin
writing abounding in "broken triad-arpeggios, pizzicato, harmonics,
double stops, chords, figurations requiring bowings crossing three
and four strings, staccato, tremolo and cantilena passages. Haff's
harmonic style is typical of compositions written about the year 1850.
His sonatas are not sensational, but they are well written even though,
today, they are out of fashion.
Philipp Scharwenka (1847-1917) in his two sonatas (Opus 110
in B minor and Opus 114 in S minor) writes in the conventional style
of the period to which Brahms represents the acme. His Opus 110 has
a very impressive beginning which presents and develops the first theme:
Ibcample 143
The second theme -
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is followed 1^ the development section which brings in new counter-
points and triplet figures. The coda is a little remniscent of
Schuhert, The slow movement ("beginning arioso style) and the finale
are merged into an extended piece with several powerful climaxes.
Scharwenka's Opus 114 is more elegiac in style. The first
theme
:
Exfiunple 145
f " f I Ml "i 1
is hroxight in the second time by the piano with a sixteenth-note
figuration counterpoint in the violin. The following is the second
theme
:
Example 146
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A "beautiful coda ends this masterfully vnritten movement. The Andante
tranquillo (A B A' B' ) first states the theme in an ah'breviated
manner, using rests. The finale (in sonata-allegro form) follows
immediately;
Example 147
p ^
Xaver Scharwenka^C 1850-1924), Philipp's younger "brother, wrote
an Opus 2 in D minor for violin and piano. An adagio introduces the
somewhat Mendelssohnian Allegro At)passionato movement:
Example 148
p '^' \ [ I'
7
The second theme is lyric:
Example 149
^Cf, Riemann, Hugo, op. cit .. Vol. II, p. 1604.
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The Tiolin part is melodious, but simple.
The second movement is a Bomanze with the piano supplying
chordal and arpeggio accompaniment to the violin mi6lody.
A rhythmically effective principal theme gives a vigorous
character to the finale (Presto agitato):
Xxample 150
Richard Strauss^ (h. 1864-),unquegtiona'bly one of the most
iinportant living German costposers, was interested in chamber music
in his youth only. His Sonata, for violin and piano in E flat major.
Op, 18, was first published in 1888 and reveals the orchestral inclination
of the composer both in its length and in the character of its themes.
The first movement is in extended sonata-allegro form and revolves on
the opening motive of the first theme:
Example 151
— =\
4
^Specht, Richard, Richard Strauss Und Sein Werk . 2 vols.,
Leipzig: E. P. Tal, 1921, Vol. I, pp. 115-118,
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This theme is of a "brilliant, chivalrous character, effectively-
written for both instruments. The tonic E flat chord is beautifully-
deferred until the end of the first theme (measure 21 ). A transition
episode follows which in measures 30 to S4 hrings a queer mixture of
4/4 and 3/4 time:
Exanqole 152
A brilliant cadence to C minor "brings in the second theme, which is
passionate in character and is in 3/4 time:
Example 153
i
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Measures 43 to 45 present a new idea in the l>ass, the remainder
of the second theme section having the character of a development
section. A third theme enters in measure 59 in 4/4 time,
immediately followed "by the development section characterized by-
tonalities shifting almost every measure. Measures 69 to 70 fore-
tell motives used later in " Till Balens-piegel^ ;
Sxample 154
The development section makes great use of the opening motive, the
motto of the movement. Measures 75 to 121 is a development of two
motives, the initial motive and a counter motive. In measure 122 the
second theme returns, being first taken Toy the violin in A minor and
then at measure 133 lay the piano in C minor. Measure 145 brings a new
section in 4/4 time which changes tonality and keeps up the motive of
the second theme. This section serves as a transition to the re-
capitulation (measure 200) and has, as a special effect, a long
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diminuendo from ff (measure 181 ) to the recapitulation which enters
unexpectedly 2^ The coda is in two sections: l) measures 291 to 311
based on materials from the second and third themes, and 2) measures
312 to 321 hased on the opening motto. These two sections respectively
give the tranquillo and_energico. effects. The entire movement is
effectively written for "both instruments. It is melodious, exhuherent,
and of a decidedly symphonic character.
The second movement (Improvisation) has only one theme which
is presented as a continuous melodic line in the violin while the piano
accompanies in a richly ornamented figuration style. Prom this theme -
Example 155
the entire movement is evolved. The fonn is that of a fantasy, an
extended indefinite form, Meas"ures 72 to 91 present an elaborate
graceful figuration favored ly Strauss and found in many of his songs.
These measures are improvisatory in character and are influenced "by
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Chopin, l)ut more so "by Weber. All of the figurations in this
movement can be found similarly in Strauss 's " Tod und Verkl&run^ . **
" Till EulensT)iegel ." and "Don Juan."
The finale sounds like a piano and violin reduction of an
orchestral piece. It is a modified, sonata-allegro form with very
brilliant figuration and with the unusual features that the development
is not given in one body and there are two recapitulations. There is
a slow introduction (Andante) of grave and serious mood. It is nine
measures with one measure added as a final one and is played J2IL ^ the
piano ascending the E flat major scale by sequences of signal figures -
such as are found in the trombone and tuba parts of Wagner* s opera scores.
The Allegro begins with the same motive, a brilliant piano
theme, but continues differently than in the introduction. The violin
comes in with non-thematic figures merely filling out the rests of
the piano:
Example 156
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For the first time, and at measure 31, the yiolin enters with a
coherent melodic phrase, a new idea in answer to the previous
orchestral figure of the piano:
Example 157
1
—^— m m-P ^M Tf
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—
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This theme is more gentle and the piano now has the former violin
figuration, A little scherzando idea reminiscent of orchestral
woodwinds enters beginning measure 59.
Example 158
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This presents a scherzo episode worked out in a thematic manner
in various keys, and gradually disappears and makes way for the
second theme -
Example 159
played "by the violin with a "brilliant arpeggio style in the piano
maintaining herein a few thematic similarities to the music previously
heard. The piano takes over this theme in a-ppasionato expression at
measure 102.
The development section Ijegins measure 123 using the first
motive in the violin and then in the piano in dialogue style. There
are also oufbursts of f£. suggesting the tutti of the orchestra.
At measure 145 the first recapitulation appears the same as at the
"beginning with the exception of a few slight variances. The scherzando
(the second development) returns at measure 169 and is extended again
in thematic dialogue style. Suddenly, at measure 215 there is a "brilliant
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transitional passage for the piano which leads to the second return,
the real recapitulation. This is more developed than its first re-
statement. Beginning at measure 239 and following, the principal
motive is comhined with the motive heard previously in measure 31.
Measures 275 - 573 in 6/8 time may he considered as an extended coda
which very cleverly uses the scherzo idea and the important motives
heard previously in this movement. Strauss is very fond of writing
figures and themes which extend to the extreme ranges of the instruments,
and the ahove finale is a good example of this treatment.
Though Italian hy hirth (his mother was of German parentage)
Feruccio Basoni^ (1866-1924) is German "by education. He studied
composition with Wilhelm Heyer-Remy at Graz, and was a great champion
of Bs-ch. Of his two Sonatas for violin suad piano (hoth in B minor).
Op, 29 and Op. 36a composed in 1891 and 1901 respectively, the second
represents one of the most important contrihations to the sonata
literature and is one of Busoni's finest compositions. His first
sonata, sdong with the Concertst'CLcke was awarded the Hahinstein prize.
Basoni's Opus 36a is dedicated to Ottokar Nov^cek, violinist,
composer and former member of the Boston S^ymphony Orchestra. The first
movement is a polyphonic fantasy which is very carefully and skillfully
worked out. It logically evolves out of the opening four measures which
serve as the thematic hasls of the movement. The Influence of Beethoven,
Brahms, Tranck and Liszt is discernahle in this work. It starts with a
long, free introduction (Langsam ) a sort of recitative dialogue between
the instruments on a motive which begins with the skip of a minor third:
1. Dent, E.J., Feruccio Busoni
.
London: Oxford Univ. Press, 1933»
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Szample 160
The treatment and thematic material here is very much like that in
Beethoven's last sonatas for piano and violin. The first phrase is
15 measures in length and at its second start continues in a higher
register. There is not mach modulation, "but the tonality is largely
£ minor and B minor. The minor third motive of the opening is quite
persistent. At measure 26 a new idea enters in the violin which is
doused in a pianistic accompaniment, very Bisoni-like and also showing
the influence of Liszt.
Example 161
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This is repeated in sequence. At measure 36 we have a new application
(the minor third motive is filled out) of the initial motive, followed
"by a return to the rhythm of the preceding idea. Beginning meas\ire
46 the opening theme is presented in B flat major, first in the violin,
then in the piano. The first climax of the movement is reached at
measure 54 and the tonality then passes to G- major in measure 56,
the beginning of a new section. The motive of this section is a develop-
ment of the minor third idea and has a plainsong effect:
Ebcample 162
A second climax comes at measure 65 in B minor, the Poco Con Moto »
a very energetic section on dotted rhythms. Here are similarities to
Cesar Franck:
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Example 163
This entire section is dominated by the arpeggio motive with the
violin part almost the same as that of the piano. There is a
Brahmsian transition on an E major pedal point at measure 77 in
which the violin descends chromatically and comes "back (measure 81 ),
to materials heard at the very "beginning. The piano has thematic
reference to the first two measures of the movement and the violin
enters with fanciful figuration. At measure 90 the triplet motive
heard previously at meas\ire 36 returns, "but this time in E minor.
The Tempo primo (measure 90 ) begins a free repetition of the opening
of the movement and at measure 110 the triplet motive is presented in
a rather Lisztian mystic mood. Measures 116 to 118 is a brief Adagio
episode in dialogue style on the first motive and comes to a close on
E major.
Ii
4
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The Presto (6/8 ), meant to "be played without a pause^is a
new section which takes the place of a scherzo, "but it contains
thematic development, maintaining the leap of a third and the
arpeggio. The style here is very much like that of Cesar Franck:
Example 164
y
Between measures 112 and 137 there are portions sounding similar
to Beethoven's B major Piano Sonata . Opus 109. Measure 138 "brings in
a new melody:
Sxample 165
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It Is longer than the previous themes and contains more melodious
phrases. Measure 165 "begins a development of these -Dresto ideas
which hegin b. and rises to a considerable culmination. This develop-
ment extends to measure 241, the "beginning of the coda. This coda
is "based on the Franck motive.
The Andante. T>iu toeto grave section is used as an episode
in place of a slow movement. The motive presented in measiires 273
to 274 -
Example 166
is the generic idea of the movement. There is a reminiscence of the
presto theme "beginning measure 293:
Exafl^le 167
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The coda has reference to the very "beginning of the sonata. A basso
ostinato figure is used as a transition leading directly to the
variations on a Chorale "ty J. S. Bach.
The six variations are full of art and sentiment. A plain
cadenza hy the violin in measure 308 introduces the theme of the
variations, the Chorale "Vie wohl ist mir. 0 Freund der Seelen" t
Example 168
Sox -n^f^O
i
1 3 5
This theme is "beautifully harmonized and is stated first "by the
piano. The violin is given opportunity to play the chorale melody.
The first variation uses flowing legato triplets:
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Sxample 169
Ihere is no direct repetition of the chorale melody, hut the violin
alludes to it while the piano consistently maintains the flowing,
gentle triplet accompaniment. The (jtiarter-note co-unter melody in the
hase of the piano is a scale figure which sometimes descends and some-
times ascends. The triplet motive appears in parallel and contrary
motion to the scale figure — Busoni's method in avoiding monotony in
the variation. Also, the violin shares in stating the scale figure.
The coda to this variation (measures 71 - 75) is Brahmsian.
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The second variation (Alia marcia, vivace) consistently
retains the march staccato rhythm in both instruments:
Example 170
•
•
There are modulations from E major to 0 major (measures 111-112)
and from E major to 7 major (measures 125-12^, the latter one heing
Schuhertian in its surprising effect. Echo phrases such as are used
V Bach, Handel and Scarlatti appear in this variation:
Example 171
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Lo steseo movlmento. the third variation, gives the violin running
counterpoint in sixteenth-note, perpetuum mohile style and the piano
suggests the chorale in steuicato chords:
Ebcanple 172
inhere is a climax in the middle and also at the end of the variation.
The Andante (fourth variation) melody is suggested in the
"bass and the treatment given here is much like that of a chorale
prelude. The violin enters at measure 187 and the piano right hand
is rather elaborate:
Example 173
Ii
{
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This ariation is similar to a fantasy on a chorale with variations.
Variation five begins like a fugato -
Example 174
on the first motive on the chorale, commencing quietly and rising
to a climax. This variation is contrapuntal in its conception and
makes some use of chromaticism. Its ending uses changes of harmony
similar to the endings of the previous variations.
In the sixth variation (Allegro deciso) the violin transforms
the chorale to an aria-like melody while the piano accompanies in a
rich and vigorous style:
Example 175
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There is a fine climax at measure 290. Meaoure 292 somewhat
surprisedly "brings in a variation of the variation. At measure
298 a dramatic culmination is reached. This is followed Toy a
Plii lento section using augmented portions of the chorale melody with
a rich and rather complex piano figuration as accompaniment.
The
two-measure transition to the Piu tranauillo. fippteotico, contains
references to the opening of the sonata in the form of little sighs
(the minor-third motive) in the violin part. The Pju tr^nquij-lo
(measures 319-324) and the Tpnmo del Tema (325-334) are followed T?y a
five measure Adagio which brings the variations to a hefittingly
simple and solemn close. These variations on the Bach Chorale
stand
as one of the finest examples of this form. Of special import
is the
fact that some of the variations are subdivided into chains of
variations
and with occasional free treatment.
Example 176
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"Majc Reger (1873-1916) may "be regarded as a link "between
the post-classic school and the twentieth century...."^ He had a
nattiral hent for chamber music and it is significant that his first
Opus is a Sonata for Violin and piano in D minor. This work along
with his Opus 3 in D major and Opus 41 in A major are related to the
Brahms style. They are not as complex as his later works.
Soger's Opus 1 has four movements. The overtowering first
movement, often strongly influenced "by Brahms, has a charming principal
theme which is chromatic and extended. One is reminded of Beethoven
in the song-like theme and the third part of the adagio. The finale
breathes Schumannian spirit. At its close the first theme is combined
with that of the first movement.
The scherzo of the second sonata. Opus 3, is a good example
of the "Seger Scherzo" with its exhuherance and exaggeration of
dynamics and its canon trio. The adagio of the same work begins to
take on the thirty-second and sixty-fourth-note fantastic figuration
so typical with the mature Reger. The finale is comparatively simple
and like a folksong.
Opus 41 belongs to Reger* s middle period and shows the influence
of Brahms in the melody and syncopated rhythms of the first movement.
The Intermezzo (second movement) opens with a three-part fugato and
closes prestissimo assai . It shows Reger' s fondness for contrasts:
^cf. Thompson, Oscar, International Encyclopedia of Music and
tfcisicians . New York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1946, p. 1514.
2
cf. Tottmann, A., and Altmann, W. , Ffthrer Durch Die Violin -
Literature . Leipzig: J. Schuberth «& Co., 1934, Vol. VI, p. 362.
r
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light staccato interrupted "by sudden fjf. The third is an expressive
largo - the piano "being richly ornamented in the middle portion;
the finale is not particularly typical of Heger,
The last four sonatas for violin and piano (Opp. 72 in C
major, 84 in 7 sharp minor, 122 in E minor, and 139 in C minor) are,
unlike Beethoven's sonatas, similar to one another and are illustrative
of Eeger's mature, hi^ly individual and peculiar style.
At its first performance. Opus 72^ made quite a sensation
hecause of its schaf
e
(sheep, e flat, c, h, a, f , e) and affe (monkey)
motives, -
Example 177
Reger's rehuttal to his critics. These two motives, plastic and
recognizahle, also appear transposed 8U!id augmented. The opening
measures -
Cf. Hehemann, H. , Max Reger . Munich: R. Piper & Co., 1911,
p. 54 ff.
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Example 178
I ^
• L
illustrate Reger*8 use of anger and also his elusii
fT* ^
' '
'
re thematic ism.
After a soft Brahmsian intermezzo, the sheep and monkey motives commence
the development section. The coda begins violently, using the sheep
motive in canon and, after a cxilmination, quiets down to a beautiful
and tranquil adagio close. The final C major chord is gratifying to
hear after having "been so ingeniously deferred.
The Prestissimo -
Example 179
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is an Interesting Reger scherzo showing weird and fantastic
qualities. The trio is chromatic and ftill of sighs.
The Largo is typical Reger hecause of its excessive
chromaticism, unplastic themes, and single measures requiring an
entire line. It is filled with cries, sighs and sometimes gentle,
sometimes violent expressions.
The finale resumes the atmosphere of the first movement.
It Isegins in C minor "but modulates constantly. The sheep and monkey
motives are used again and quite poetically. The second theme of
this sonata-allegro movement sounds of ecclesiastic organ color.
In the recapitulation the monkey theme is augmented and used as a
hasso ostinato. The Brahmsian and Beethovian coda (Meno mosso)
returns to C major. Opus 84 in f sharp minoi^ requires especial
consideration of the pianist for the violinist. There are three move-
ments. It is astonishing what is made of the themes, particularly
in the first movement. The second movement Is a capricious elf dance,
occasionally resembling a scherao. The finale ( allegro sostengto con
variazioni) ends with a looig fugue. This Sonata along with Op. 122
and Op. 139 are of the same style.
The last three sonatas (Opp. 84, 122, 139) are of the same style
as Op. 72. In these works Reger uses form in the conventional style
of his day. His thematic material is rather unsingable and is given
mostly to the violin, giving the piano elaborate contrapuntal treatment.
Reger rarely has the piano and violin exchange statements of the theme.
^cf. Tottmann, A., and Altmann, W. , ot> cit .. VI, p. 362.
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His rhythmic treatment is extremely varied and his harmonic rhythm
(a part of his chromaticism) is perhaps more active than that of any
other composer. The dynamic markings in Eeger's music are juxtaposed
in exaggerated contrasts.
Baff "utilized the methods of the Liszt and Wagner school,
giving a modem surface to his works which were otherwise solidly
constructed on a classical basis. ''^ His sonatas are generally in four
movements and display the technical possiMlities of the instruments
which were then in vogue - as well as excellent craftmanship of
composition. With Phillip and Xaver Scharwenka the classical form of
the sonata is employed as a framework for typically German expressions
of romanticism. These sonatas are in three movements* the slow move-
ment and finale of Philipp Scharwenka* s Opus 110 "being played as one
movement
.
The Violin Sonata of Bichard Strauss is an early work and is
not as characteristic of this master as are his later (orchestral)
compositions. Its first movement is in extended sonata-allegro form;
the second, a fantasy, contains elaborate piano figurations which
accompany the continuous melodic line of the violin. The finale has
an Andante introduction followed "by an Allegro in modified sonata-allegro
form; i.e. their development is not presented as one unit and there are
two recapitulations of the exposition.
Busoni makes free use of form in his two violin sonatas.
^cf. Leichtentritt, Hugo in Cobhett's on. cit .. Vol. II, p. 449.
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His writing is similar in effect to that of a fantasy, "bat in
polyphonic style. The first Sonata ia in three movements; the
second in four. The first movement of the second Sonata is a
polyphonic fantasy showing influences of Beethoven, Brahms, Pranck
and Liszt. The second movement. Presto, takes the place of a scherzo,
but utilizes thematic development. In place of an extended sLow move-
ment, the andante is used as an episode which, "by way of a simple
violin cadenza, leads to the finale consisting of six variations on
a Bach chorale.
In his seven violin sonatas and one suite Max Reger continues
Brahms* s art, primarily noticeahle in his contplexity, of harmony and
rhythm. Beger's melodies, however, are not as plastic as Brahms* s.
Heger*s last four violin sonatas, which are similar to one another,
reveal his mature style. His use of form is conventional.
Chromaticism, rhythmic and harmonic complexity, and exaggerated
contrasts are characteristic features of his style.
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CHAPTER IV
GERMAN imUENCES ON SCANDINAVIAN COMPOSERS
The Scandiiiavian cotrntrles, Denmark, Norway and Sweden have
always shown considerahle interest in chamher music and the significant
coBiposers of these coxintries have made many important contributions to
the sonata literature. Apart from the geographical proximity of the
Scandinavian countries to Germany, Scandinavian composers sought
musical instruction from German teachers and institutions. Gade and
Grieg studied at Leipzig; Sinding at Leipzig, Berlin, Dresden and
Munich. Berlin was the center of musical education for Sjftgren and
Stenhammar while Peterson-Berger received his training at Dresden.
It was natural, then, for these cootposers to show a definite relation-
ship to nineteenth century German composers of violin sonatas.
Niels Wilhelm Gade^ (1817-1890) occupies an enviahle position
in musical history. He was the founder of the so-called Scandinavian
school of composition. An intimate friend of Schumann and Mendelssohn
(he conducted the Gewandhaus concerts in Mendelssohn's absence and
succeeded him as the regular conductor at his death), it is natural that
the influence of these two composers upon Gade was great. Still, he is
recognized as the head of the northern romanticists, and his style contains
much originality as is convincingly illustrated in his works for violin
and piano.
^Cf, Siegfried, Saloman, in Neumann's Die Componlsten der neuren
Zelt. Cassell: Ernst Bfelde, 1857, Vol. 42,
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Gade wrote three sonatas for piano and violin, Opus 6 in
A major, Opus 21 in D minor, Opus 59 in B flat major. Opus 6 was
first pu"blished in 1843, the year in which his first symphony in
C minor was received with "brilliant success. It is dedicated to
Clara Schumann. The first movement is in sonata-allegro form and
is homophonic in texture. The violin generally plays the melody and
the piano has an arpeggio axjcompaniment. The first theme -
Example 180
has a motive similar to a horn call. The second theme -
Example 181
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is a vigorous melody with more coherence than the first. Measures
185-203, a transition connecting the development and the recapitulation,
is somewhat Schumannesque and consequently more interesting from the
harmonic standpoint.
The Andante is a romanze and the violin follows the piano
in the statement of the theme:
Example 182
A second theme in D minor enters (measure 55) in the tenor
part of the piano with a rapid thirty-second note figuration in the
violin. There is little harmonic interest. The Piu mosso leads
attacca to the third movement in rondo-sonata form. The principal theme, -
Ibcas^le 183
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like that of the first movement, has a hom call effect. The second
theme is interesting in its piano accompaniment!
Example 184
—i J J J jjl:f '-1'
Measxires 95-102 (which sound like Mendelssohn) are a transition to
a vigorous and staccato third theme; and, in the recapitulation Grade
introduces (measure 215) a fourth theme. The coda (measures 295-309)
returns the music to revel in the A major key, recalling the opening
of the entire work.
Opus 21, in D minor, is dedicated to Bohert Schumann, the
shaping spirit of many of Gade's utterances. The sonata is a well
sounding composition, hut rather restricted in amhition. The opening
movement in sonata-allegro form using two principal themes, -
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Sxanple 185
has an introduction of a rather naive style and a recapitulation
of quite free treatment. Throughout the morement the phrases descend
after an upward leap. The coda (measures 235-284) reverts to intro-
ductory material as well as to motives from the first and second theme.
Like Schumann's "Novelettes," the second movement alternates
a Larghetto section in romanza style with an Allegro vivace , a scherzando.
i
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The transition passage, serving twice (measures 53-88 and measures
24-63) to link the romanza and scherzando sections, is decidedly
Schumannian:
Sxample 186
The third movement (sonata-allegro form) has a D minor
introductory Adagio, the same as the "beginning, "but a little more
ela"borate. The principal theme in D major -
Example 187
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sounds like the canon theme to the fourth movement of Cesar Pranck's
Violin Sonata. The second theme as well as the first has the descend-
ing direction characteristic of the first movement themes. The coda
(measures 327-347) uses only tonic and dominant harmonies. The effect
of the entire sonata is mild.
Opus 59, in B flat major, is the more interesting work, "being
more pretentious (there are four movements) and richer in ideas and
in effect. It was composed for the celehrated woman violinist, Wilma
Normann-Neruda. There are four themes in the first movement. The
principal theme -
Example 188
is amhitious and its opening motive, persistent in its appearance in
hoth melody and accompaniment, is the movement's motto. The exposition
has a quiet epilogae (meastires 106-115) while the development (measures
116-168) is energetic and expands the opening motto, which the coda
(measures 253-265) also uses.
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The second morement is a real schersso in D minor in a light,
staccato style (reminiscent of Mendelssohn) with rests interspersed
and a few accents in the prevailing -piano and pianissimo to bend
the monotony:
Exajnple 189
1 l^^i
The piano has more to do than the violin which has no coherent
melody tintil measrxre 52:
Example 190
At measure 104 a new intermezzo in D major brings in legato style
as contrast to the scherzo proper.
The Romanze in S flat major is a pure piece of beautiful,
mild sound in three-part form. Its main themes -
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BxaJttple 191
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are among Gade'e "best.
The finale begins in vigorous scherzo style. The form is
a sonata-rondo; the development section Is replaced "by an intermezzo.
The principal effect in this real concert piece comes at its close
where both instruments are brought to a greater display of their
possibilities. I quote the principal theme:
Example 193:
i
Carl August Klelsea (1865-1935), Denmaric's most celebrated
composer of recent times, left two sonatas for violin and piano.
Opus 35^ being published in 1919, does not fall within the date de-
markatlons of this thesis. Also, stylistically it belongs more to the
twentieth than to the nineteenth century. Opus 9 in A major, dedicated
to the great French Tiolinlst, Henri Marteau, portrays Slelsen's earlier
style which is well-knit and highly integrated. This work has three
movements. The first (Allegro Slnrjnf^l 1, in sonata-allegro form;
^Of. Oobbett, v., Cvclonedi' c Snrvgi,- of Chamber Muclr . Vol. II
pp. 189-190. — *
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and fiill rich chords in the piano under melodies similar in complexity
to those of J. S. Bech, denote the stylistic demeanor, found to "be
general in Nielsen's works.
Example 194
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In three-part song form, the Andante (C sharp minor) -
has a pastoral-like middle section in A major. The final cadence of
the Andante shows Nielsen's nordic harmonic feeling:
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Sxample 196
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The final movement (Allegro placevole e glovallle ) -
Example 197
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is in sonata-edlegro form. Its second theme -
Example 198
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retiims to the somher character of the slow movement. The violin
frequently has passages similar to 'those in Bach*s Solo Violin Sonatas.
Example 199
Nielsen's style is much more complex than that of his teacher, Gade,
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The three sonatas, 0pp. 8, 13. 45, Edvard Grieg (1843-1907)
express the individual qtaalities of Norwegian folk-nnisic. Though,
in some instances, they show Grieg's weakness in form ajid his over-use
of sequential treatment, these soiiatas are, "because of their dance
and ballad-like melodies and nordic harmonies, the most charming of
the Scandinavian group.
On December 29, 1868, Tranz Liszt wrote to Grieg from Home:
It gives me great pleasure to tell you of the
sincere enjoyment I derived from a perusal of your
sonata (opus 8). It "bears witness to a strong talent
for composition, a talent that is reflective, inventive,
provided with excellent material, and which needs only
to follow its natural inclinations to rise to a high rank.
I comfort myself with the "belief that you will find in
your country the success and encouragement you deserve;
nor will you miss them elsewhere; and if you visit Germany
this winter I invite you cordially to spend some time at
Weimar, that we may "become acquainted. Please be assured
of high regard for you,^
The principal theme of movement I of Opus 8 is in the manner
of a folk-song:
Exajnple 200
^Pinck, H. T., Grieg And His Masic. Hew York: John Lane Co..
1909, p. 47.
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This theme is In P major, "but there is sli^t reference to the
r major chord until the end of the first statement of the theme.
It is unusiaal in a sonata to have a new idea (canonic imitation
"between violin and lower piano part) -
Example 201
1
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begin immediately following the close of the first theme, only
to be curtailed after a few measures to serve as a trajisition to
the second theme in C major:
Example 202
The violin and piano interchange motives. The second theme closes
brilliantly. It is followed "by a nocturne-like Andante section in
F minor using the first theme in transition to the development which
dramatically treats exposition materials, making frequent use of
sequence euad canonic imitation. The recapitulation, (measure 181
)
is literally restated, hut the second theme appears a fourth higher,
in P major. The Andante section is heard again as a coda to the
movement
.
The second movement is a dance in scherzo form using chromatic
counterpoint (measures 21-32) and slight canonic treatment (measures
75-83). It has two themes. The first -
Example 203
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Is a slow, dance theme in A minor, rery simply stated; the second
OP trio (piu vivo) theme -
Example 204
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is a Norwegian dance using the open fifth strings of the violin -
the bass of the piano (meastires 53-60) is in parallel fifths, -
and drone effects (measures 53-60).
The third movement in sonata-allegro form has a plurality
of themes. The principal one -
Example 205
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ie fiery and vigorous and sounds rondo-like. At measure 33 it is
taken up "by the piano. There is frequent reference (measures 2-4,
29) to the chord of the ninth, favored Ijy Grieg. The basso osttnato
treatment (measures 68-83) is derived from the subsidiary theme:
Example 206
The middle section begins as a fugato on this same theme. The violin
and piano frequently exchange the opening motive and lead to the
first climax (measure 125). The recapitulation (meas\ire 205) is
literal, but for the subsidiary theme appearing in D minor and the
coda (presto) utilizes pizzicato and tremolo effects of the violin
in a sinrple but popular style.
Opus 13, in 6 minor, has a slow fantasia introduction, a
dialogue between the instruments, with the first few measures as a
motto for the sonata. The introduction of interesting harmonic treatment,
is followed by the principal theme, a Norwegian dance:
Example 207
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In the exposition of the first theme there are three sections:
l) presentation of the theme (measures 26-47), 2) a middle section
(measures 48-67), a new idea in E flat major, and 3) return to the
theme in G ma^or an octave hi^er.
The second theme is bedlad type, -
Example 208
and the third -
Example 209
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is again, a dance.
The development, worked out in three sections (meastires 184-209,
210-233, and 234-265) with repetition of thematic motives in sequence, is
not really a development in the classical sense. There are, nevertheless.
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Inetancee of canonic imitation (meastire 209 ff ) and augpientation
(measure 236 ff ). The recapitulation is regular. Although very-
interesting in charm of melody and harmonic refinement, the structure
is weakened in as much as the thematic material is kept close to
the sequence method of treatment. This movement is more in the manner
of a chain of melodies, each being independently developed. The impress
of the style is rhapsodic.
The nocturne-like Allegretto tranquillo is a large three-part
form. The first part states the theme-
Sxample 210
and continued it in a type of variations. The second part has a
lovely second theme -
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Example 211
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and part three restates the first. Grieg* s talent for writing
beautiful themes is portrayed in this piece.
Consistent with the two previous morcments, the third Is
more interesting in harmony and melody than in thematic development.
Some thematic relationship with the opening motto is notlceahle.
Also, in the tranouillo portion of the development , a Chopin influence
is evident. As a whole, the sonata is a charming collection of tunes,
presented in interesting rhythms and harmonic colors, bat applied to
a mechanical use of sonata form.
Opus 45 in C minor, "by its dramatic import, classical form,
national color, and impressive use of violinistic and pianistic style,
is one of Grieg's finest compositions. In extended sonata-allegro form,
the first movement, as well as the remaining tv/o, are not in the
symphonic style of Beethoven and Brahms sonatas; but have chordal
figuration accompaniment in the piano while the violin assumes the
greater portion of melody.
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The first three measures -
Example 212
present the main idea of the openliag movement. The excellently
idiomatic violin motive (answered "by chords in the piano ) can "be
most effectively played - if fingered as shown above - on the 0
string. It contains a dramatic tendency which is fully realized
in the presentation of the movement.
An auxiliary theme -
Example 213
having the effect of a new idea ("but is a derivative of the first motive)
comes at measure 23. A new subsidiary theme in E flat is presented at
measxire 59:
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Example 214
The pi€mo for the first time (measure 67) drops its accompaniment
role and states the a"bove theme in G flat major.
In the development (measures 138-225), after a seven measure
dialogue on a motive derived from the principal theme, Grieg augments
the first motive: -
Example 215
Taut of greater interest is the three-measure, chromatically descending
Tsass treated in passacaglia style. It "begins pianissimo in a hi^
octave (^^) and descends crescendo to the lowest octave of the piano.
In addition to the f£. markings, Grieg accents the point of climax "by
the use of dissonance, the minor ninth "between the piano "bass and the
violin:
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Example 216
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This entire section (measures 145-162) is repeated three times
heginning each time a semitone lower; hut the third time there are
changes (the violin takes the lament figure and returns to the
augmented first two notes of the opening motive), ohviously brought
about to prepare the recapitulation. The recapitulation is considerably-
expanded. Measures 226-261 lead to a dramatic fff entry of the re-
capitulation proper (measures 262-409) while measures 410-439, a second
development section prepares and contrasts the opening violin motive
that Grrieg wished to use again in the coda (440-474). The last six
measures present a cadence unusual in its harmonies.
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Example 217
The beautifully expressive romanza melody, -
given in its entirety first the piano and then repeated an octave
lower "by the violin, hears reeemhlance to Grieg's "Last Spring" for
strings. Presentation of the E minor dance theme -
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Example 219
and its development, using a few dispersed pizzicato chords in the
violin and containing a figure characteristic of Grieg and used for
modulatory purposes, -
Example 220
constitutes the middle section of the piece. The xaiu tranquillo.
connecting the middle section and the reprise of the romanza (note
the deceptive cadence in meaB\ires 209-210), may have "been influenced
try Schumann, In the coda (measures 250-268) the piano left hand
chromatically, and in octaves, descends to the tonic S, while the
violin ascends, sometimes chromatically and then Xjy arpeggio, to the
highest s? fingerboard.
Primitive in its use of the sonata^allegro form (it could he
called a sonata-rondo ) the third movement is interesting in sound only,
particularly in rhythm and melody. It is hased on a triad figuration
in melody as well as in accompaniment:
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Example 221
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This theme is enlarged upon, employing off beat chords for the violin
and dialogue between the instruments. The subsidiary theme -
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ExQJnpl o 222
is related to the first movement. The violin states it again in
a second development section (measures 319-366), "bat augmented and
with em arpeggiated, monodic (except for the octave on the first "beat
of the measure) accompaniment. This second development episode
prepared the Prestissimo coda (measures 367-401 ) which returns to
the principal motive given in harmonic texture.
Christian Binding^ (1856-1941) composed four sonatas for
violin and piano, 0pp. 12, 27, 73 and 99. Next to Grieg, Binding is
Norway' s most importeuat composer. Evident in these works is a use of
melodies reminiscent of Norwegian folk songs in comMnation with the
German technique of composition. The Sonata in D minor (in olden style).
Opus 99, consists of five short movements revealing national characteristics
in its melodies. This sonata, the outcome of Binding's study of Bach,
has • PrAludium, Andante (makes use of imitation "between violin and piano),
Menuett, Intermezzo (in 5/4 and 7/4 time) and a Finale.
^Cf, Lang, Paul Henry, Music in Western Civilization . New York:
W. W. Norton Co., 1941, p. 959.
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Opu8 27 in B major, is a "brilliant, vigorous and f\ill-sounding
piece revealing a Wagnerian influence. Though the piano dominates,
the violin has much to do. Binding's sonatas are not as plastic in
melody as are Grieg's since they are constructed on triad and chord
figurations. The first eight measures of the opening movement of Op.
27 present the principal theme -
Example 223
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which is expanded to measure 50. The suhsidiary theme -
Example 224
is presented in the same fullness of sound which Sinding treats to
excess. A portion of the principal theme is used as a transition to
the development (measures 79-122). The recapitulation is usual and
a coda (measures 175-188) closes the movement without changing the
involved style.
The Homanze has an introduction (measures 1-17) consisting of
three repetitions of the first four measures:
Example 225
ii 5: i 3
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The violin then improvises and later (measure 25) presents the
romanze theme. The middle portion (measures 41-75), presents the
climajc and is related to the improvisation of the violin in the first
section. The reprise of the first section takes place at measure 75.
The theme of the Rondo-Finale contains an inversion -
Example 226
of the opening Romanze figure. This movement also offers no relief
from the full, chordal texture. When played well, the sonata sounds
brilliant and effective.
Sinding's Opus 13, characterized "by rich modulations and
dissonances, has three movements; the second is nordic in feeling emd
the Finale is considerably expanded.
More of Sinding's national characteristics are apparent in
his Opus 73 in F major. The piano writing is supple and not of an
excessively overloaded texture, A pastoral feeling emanates from the
principal theme:
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Example 227
Sinding uses double stops and chords in the violin for obtaining
fullness. The piano's preliminary function is to supply a harmonic
support to the melody, predominantly entrusted to the violin; and the
use of sonata-allegro form in the opening movement is skillfully applied.
The Andante is lyrical and in free form using five sections;
the last "being a repetition of the first section. The last movement
is a rondo in 3/4 time using Norwegian dance melodies. The Andante
episode before the last statement of the rondo theme shows the influence
of Grrieg:
Exajnple 228
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This sonata "bears more national color and song-like qualities in
its melodies than does Opus 27.
Emil Sjttgren (1853-1918) is Sweden's most important contrihutor
to the sonata literature for violin and piano. Of his five violin and
piano sonatas, the first two, Opus 19 (composed 1885) and Opus 24
(composed 1888) are the more celebrated. Throughout Opus 19 there are
traces of halladesque or rhapsodic style. The melodies, of good
quality, are, with few exceptions, given to the violin; whereas the
piano material is merely accompaniment. This latter, rhythmically
non-continuous, sounds dramatic. There are rapid key changes. The
first theme -
Example 229
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is based on the common chord of G minor. The second theme -
Example 230
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is treated in sequence. The development "begins in G major and is
"balladesque in style. Bridging the recapitulation and the "brilliant
coda is a sequence of rich harmonies.
The Andante, -
Example 231
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a rhapsody in three-part song form, though not as natural as (rede's
music is harmonically interesting and is well written for the instruments.
Also in the Finale (rondo) -
Example 252
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the balladesque style pervades. It is not the gentle lyric style of
Gade hut more vigorous in rhythm and harmony.
The second Sonata in E minor (Opus 24
, dedicated to Tor
Aalin) has four movements showing (especially in the scherzo and finale)
Griegian influence. The principal theme of the first movement -
Example 233
and the subsidiary theme -
Example 234
reveal Sjdgren as a good melodist. Sequential treatment is often
resorted to as a means of expansion and development. After the final
climax Sjogren appends a coda sounding very much like a Swedish folk song:
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ExsJnple 285
The second moyement ie a scherzo -
Exan^le 236
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whose trio, with its fifths in the piano left hand and some portions
of the melody* -
Example 237
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suggests Grieg.
The third movement is a lovely romanza melody for the violin
given poignant harmonic "back-ground hy the piano. The form is ternary.
The fourth movement opens with a motive stemming from the same family
as Grieg's opening motive to his C minor Sonata:
Example 258
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As one of the episodeB in this rondo, which abounds in sequential
treatment, Sjttgren uses the motive of measure 5 augmented in andante
rhythm and expression. Showing his fondness for the Swedish folk-
song melody which closed the first movement, Sjogren utilizes it also
as a coda to the fourth movement.
Of Sjdgren' s remaining three sonatas (Opus 32 in G minor,
Opus 47 in B minor. Opus 61 in A minor, composed in the years 1900,
1906 and 1913 respectively). Opus 47 is of greater musical value.
Collectively, Sjogren's sonatas represent the Swedish counterpart
to those of Grieg,
Another Swedish composer whose two sonatas for violin and
piano hear strong influences of Grieg is Olof Wilhelm Peterson-Berger,
(h. 1867). The first Sonata in E minor was composed in 1887; the
second, in G major, in 1910,
In the opening movement to the E minor Sonata the principal
theme is augmented and presented as an introduction (lento) to the
movement proper:
Example 239
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The subsidiary theme -
Sxample 240
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is a combination of Grieg and Swedish folk-song elements. It is
continued over a G major pedal point. The development uses the
opening motive in canonic imitation and the second theme is given to
the bass in sequential treatment. A transition to the recapitulation
employs the opening motive in dialogue style. The second theme
subsequently appears in the recapitulation over an £ major pedal
point. Like Grieg, Peterson-Berger inserts brief slow sections
(lento» using the drajnatic atigmented principal motive) to give relief
to the work. The principal motive is given then in its allegro tempo
and passes to the subsidiary motive played over a monodic piano arpeggio.
The Allegro vivo is a coda using eight measures of the subsidiary and
eight measures of the principal theme. To these 16 measures an interesting
four measure cadence -
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using A major and E minor chords, closes the movement.
The adagio -
Example 242
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has a plaintive first melody stated "by the violin. In measTire 36
the piano right hand states the melody in thirds while the violin
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weaves an elaborate figuration aljove: The second section measures
(47-101) has an appassionato theme -
Example 243
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over a piano tremolo, with portions sounding very Wagnerian:
Example 244
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This theme reaches a climax on a diminished seventh chord (measure 85).
A transition follows, using a motive derived from the main theme.
The third section of this three-part form restates the first and second
sections in abbreviation. The coda (measures 158-170) uses the first
theme material to bring the Adagio to a quiet close.
The scherso theme is a folk-dance ttine -
Example 245
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and the second theme -
Example 246
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is like a folk song. The finale has rondo and sonata-allegro features.
It commences with a Scandinavian dance over a tonic (E me.jor) pedal:
Example 247
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The second Sonata, in which there is a freer treatment of
form, has an opening movement in which lovely nordic themes, -
Example 248
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given mainly to the violin, are presented in fantasy style.
The second movement is a comhination of a slow movement
Example 251
and a scherzo:
Example 252
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These elements are presented in alternate sections. Some dialogue
treatment affords the piano melodic participation. The theme -
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Example 253
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is presented first "by the violin with a rhythmic pattern in the piano
"bass derived from the ei^th-note passage of the theme. Later the
piano takes the theme while the violin ornaments with a fanciful little
figure. As in the first movement, a series of nordic themes are
presented and the suggested fantasy style breaks forth in full with a
cadenza "by the violin:
Example 254
A Lento section follows in which the piano is featured and executes
a chromatic run ("beginning ending f ) extending the entire range
of the keyboard. Over this, the violin plays the chords heard before
as part of the cadenza. The principal theme in its persistent recurrence
\
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after new intermezzi, defines the form of the movement as being a
rondo - though freely treated.
K. Wilhelm Stenhammar (1871-1927), Swedish pianist and conductor,
received impetus to compose chamber music from his association as
pianist with the Aulin"'- Quartet party. His sonata for violin and piano,
Opus 19 (composed c. 1900), opens in Brahmsian style:
Example 255
mono-thematic in complex, the first movement is in sonata-allegro form.
The piano, Brahmsian in the contrary motion of the hands, full chords,
and runs in sixths, often plays the melody in thirds with the violin.
The latter, however, dominates in melodic presentation.
The Andantino is a lovely Idyll in three-part song form:
^Tor Aulin composed a Violin Sonata. Opus 12, hut his best talents
lay in violin performance and in championing the cause of chamber music
and the works of other Swedish composers.
II
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Example 256
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Its character is noticealsly more nordic than the first movement,
particularly in its second theme:
Example 257
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The second section features expressive horn figures in the piano's
right hand:
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Szample 258
The finale (Allegro) is in rondo-sonata form using as the
principal theme a lively folk-dance tune:
Example 259
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Its bright attitude adds cham to this sonata, predominantly idyllic
in character and expression.
The sonatas of the Scandinavian composers are modeled on those
of the German masters. Folk-song-like melodies are almost exclusively
employed in the sonatas of Gade, Grieg, SjSgren and Peterson-Berger, "bat
less so in the sonatas of Binding, Nielsen and Stenhammar. The majority
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of these eonptas are in three movements, the first moyement generally
"being in sonata-allegro form, the second movement is a Romanza and
the third is a rondo or rondo-sonata "based on national dance tunes.
Although there are frequent uses of canonic treatment, fugato and
basso ostinato, the texture of these Scandinavian sonatas is basically
homophonic - the sonatas of Grieg being typical.
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CHAPTER V
GEEMAN INFLUENCES ON CENTEAL, SOUTHERN AND EASTEEN EUROPE
The significant composers of Austria, Hungary, Bohemia,
Switzerland, Italy and Russia followed, in the main, the German
pattern of sonata writing for violin and piano. However, their use
of national folk dances and melodies, which add considerable esthetic
value to the sonatas, was "by no means excluded. This tendency resulted
in a texture which is predominantly homophonic - the instrument playing
the melody "being accompanied "by the other. Some French influence is
present in the sonatas of Dohnanyi (Hungary).
The Austrian, Carl Goldmark (1830-1915) composed one violin
sonata. Opus 25, Rudolf Pelher^ gives the essential qualities of this
work
:
The Violin Sonata, Opus 25, has an artistic finish of
form not always to he met with in Goldmark' s chamber
music, and reveals the supremacy of a master-hand,
particularly in the development of master themes.
It is so full of youthf\il impetuosity and impulsive
joy, that one hardly realizes that it is the work of
a mature composer. This mood is felt in the first subject
Example 260
cf. Cobbett, W., ot). ctt. . Vol. I, p. 476.
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of the allegro moderate with its spirited triple rhythm
(a well known characteristic of Goldmark), "but the
second subject
Example 261
N^=l^
—
The second movement has an andante sostenuto as an
introduction, using a short motif -
Example 262
/ ^^^^^
—%-
which appears several times in the bass later on.
The movement proper, adagio con molto espressione,
consists essentially of variations on a theme -
Example 263
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"bearing eloquent witness to the composer's gift of
Invention. Once more the finale which begins -
Example 264
fill? wolto Vfv^ce. \
Ha^—t-. ^ -^1— -71- - jx— —
,
V-s -ij- *J
I
is much too long. It is characteristic of Goldmark that
he occasionally composes more from outer than from inner
impulse, and loses the natural feeling for corresponding
relation betv/een form and contents. Thus technique
triumphs over inspiration, and the composer indxilges in
unnecessary length.
The Sonata for violin and piano, Opus 21, "by Ernst von
Dohnanyi ("b. Pressburg, Hungary, 1877) is built on the "urine iT?e
cycllque" of Cesar Pranck, Two motives (measxxres 1 and 4) -
Example 265
iI
I
I
i
i
J
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in the very first line are the generic ideas from which the entire
sonata is evolved. Although this cyclical plan is ingeniously
carried out, the work is not without some monotony of melodic patterns.
Throughout the sonata there is logical structure and harmonic interest -
Example 266
ji
which stems from Dohnanyi'e high regard for Brahms. This is a
most interesting work containing materials grateful to the idioms
of both instruments. The movements follow each other immediately,
without pauses.
Antonin Dvorak' g'- (1841-1904) Sonatina for violin and piano,
Opus 100, is a charming and unpretentious work in a light style,
avoiding thickness of sound. Its melodies are similar to Dvorak's
"American" works (the symphony "Aus der neuen Welt ," the String
Quartet in I major, Op. 96) to which its Opus number approximates.
A resemblance to certain of MacDowell's lyric pieces is traceable.
His Sonata for violin and piano. Op 57, is in three move-
ments. The first is of idyllic character with a few vigorous
episodes. The principal theme -
Example 267
-J.
Nm to1 ' ' t = \-
1. cf. Thomas Dunhill in Fischl's Antonin Dvorak . London: Lindsav
Drumraond, I9U3. pp. 111-J26.
fI
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Is 80 expanded in the exposition that Dvorak makes only a hrief
reference to it in the recapitulation.
The second movement is in large ternary song-form. It is
a hymn-like piece -
Example 268
1 j - H
treated in hroad, melodic expansion. The third movement is a gay
rondo using as a main theme -
Example 269
.—
»
Lt *1
t
:
giving example of Dvorak's structural skill,
Josef Bohuslav Poerster^ (horn 1859, in Bohemia) wrote a
Sonata in B minor. Opus 10 (1889). It is a melodious work showing
Cf, Thompson, Oscar, op. cit. . p. 557.
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national characteristics in the romantic style. The first -
Example 270
and second -
Example 271
tt tJ 1^-^' 1
themes are unpretentious and folk-like. The development contains
fugato entrances of the first and second themes. The second movement
is a three-part song form with a climactic middle section formed on
the opening motive. -
Example 272
with chromatic counterpoint in the violin.
Fogato treatment is applied to the scherzo theme
r
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Example 273
11 % ^fftCeu i'-'io
and the trio has an S minor folk song theme:
Example 274
1 r r
'
1
j ; 1
The finale is a sonata-allegro movement, bat its first theme seems
to "be invented for a rondo.
Example 275
All' H^fbHOH^^^^/^f
The second theme is effectively harmonized:
Example 276
1
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1
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A pupil of Jii^anek and Dvoi^ak, Vl'tezslav Novak^ ("b. 1870)
composed, in 1891, a Sonata for violin and piano in D minor.
It comMnes Bohemiem passion and tender sentiment. After an eight
measure rhapsodic introduction for the piano, the violin has the
passionate principal theme, beginning high on the fingerboard:
Example 277
The second theme is of Bohemian sentiment:
ICf. Baker, Theodore, Biographical Dictionary of Musicians.
4th Edition, New York: G. Schirmer, 1940, p. 796.
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Modulating fugati are used in the development. In the recapitulation
the principal theme is only partly stated. Novak uses dissonance
in his harmonic style. The recapitulation alludes to the rhapsodic
piano introduction.
The extended three-part song form Andante cantahile has a
richly woven piano part with wide range arpeggios which accompany
thematic material stated sometimes simultaneously "by the piano right
hand and the violin, and sometimes in dialogue with the violin. The
allegro giusto finale is scherzo-like using Czech folk melodies
in the trio section.
Hans Huher (1852-1921), Swiss composer and pupil of Reinecke
had a special predilection for piano and violin sonatas. He composed
no less than nine (Opp. 18, 42, 67, 102, 112, 116, 119, 123, 132),
more than any of his contemporaries.
Opus 18 in E minor (puhlished 1876) is in four movements and
"begins with a prelude-like introduction ( Langsam ) similar in style to
the Max Bruch G minor Violin Concerto:
Example 279
U
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The following Schwungvoll imd feurlg (with dash and fire) movement
uses the Lpn^gam. thematic material hut in a more dramatic manner:
Example 280
V
A ^ 1 A. A
Extended at length, this theme is followed hy a second one in B flat
major:
After a lengthy development, the first theme returns "bat the re-
capitulation is shortened to serve as a coda.
The second movement is a three-part Lied of tender romanze
style -
II
J
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Sicample 282
with a middle section in quicker tempo, A scherzo in C minor -
Example 283
r w r
i
4^
i
entploys a dialogue between the instruments. The fourth movement
opens with a restatement of the Langsam introduction "before the
Lethaft und feurig (lively and fiery) section -
Example 284
^-f^ ^ ^^—^
g # ' #• f \^ 4 4
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which is worked out "before the entry of sentimental second theme
|^|
in the piano -
Example 285
1 g =^
f
,
-g—^===-
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The violin later answers this theme in free canonic imitation.
A Schneller section, hased on the dotted rhythmic figure of the first
theme, closes the movement. The form is freely treated and the style
is romantic.
Opus 42 in B flat major, published first in 1878 and again
in 1898 with a new finale, has as a first movement an impressive elegy:
Example 286
J
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The development contains effective piano writing in fantasy style
to which the violin answers in dialogue.
The second movement is a magnificent scherzo -
Xxample 287
'-fW>tH
; ^
1 '^f
and reveals its composer as a pianist fully acquainted with the
style of the character pieces for piano of the great romanticists.
The third movement, a romance, -
Example 288
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leads directly to a tarentella-like rondo finale:
ibcample 289
III Ilr
:
*
-
0 ^
7 /
—
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Hu'ber's Opus 102 in G major (published 1888) has a
Brahnsian allegro. A minuet form is used for the second movement,
an excellent example of this form in the romantic style.
Example 290
The third movement is a "beautifully expressive adagio in
the Brahms style - •
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Example 291
"v. J
;
"z^^^^^^
1
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ending in a Quasi Recitative, over an E flat major pedal point.
The finale is an Allegro con fuoco -
IBxample 292
in rondo-sonata form. The Piu vivace has the violin play in Brahmsian
sixths.
Huher's Opus 112 in S major received its first performance
at Basle, in 1897 » by Adolf Bargheer and the conposer. Opening with
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an idyllic introduction, a short energetic Piu anlmatq follows:
Example 293 \
This presents a richly figurated piano part more in concerto than
sonata style. Tempo I returns with a theme stemming from the intro-
duction and thirty-second note figuration is used in dialogue style
and as a counter-element to the theme. The Tempo I and the piu animato
sections appear alternately and then lead attacca to the Presto
agitato , a scherzo:
Example 294
1 ^(^^ >
1
1
^uTf ^ 1
\ 7 rmy
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The adagio is again under Brahmsian influence with 3 notes against
two in the piano. This adagio is long, making extensive use of
fanciful figurations in the piano while the violin states a simple
melody. The scherzo (2nd movement) idea "briefly returns toward the
close of the movement, a procedure not found in Huher's earlier works.
The Tempo I is followed "by a coda built over an ostinato motive (from
the second theme).
The Sonata Appassionata (Opus 116) was published in 1901 and
its dedication is to the Hungarian violinist, Jenft Huhay. The first
movement-^ was adapted from the Senate -pathetiaue ftLr Violine und
Klavier in d»moll. in einf^m agtz and was transformed later into a
violin concerto which was never published. The first movement,
introduction and allegro is as long (25 pages) as an ordinary sonata.
Its style is better suited to concerto performance. The introduction
is dramatic, -
Example 295
^Cf. Eefardt, E. Hans Huber . Atlantis Verlag ZtLrich, 1944, pp. 152-153.
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and the allegro contains considerable passage work for the violin.
Further evidence of concerto style is the violin cadenza ( Tempo der
Einleitting ). The fugato of the adagio -
Example 296
± hi.-
p *.
-
>1
m
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comes from the above mentioned violin concerto. This middle section
is very diffictilt for the piano. The finale is a new creation of
the year 1901 and is in freely treated rondo-sonata form with dramatic
Quasi recitative interpolation.
Opus 119 (first performance in 1902) is entitled "Sonata
Grazioso" and represents, with some passages excepted, a more genuine
sonata style. Its first movement contains a brief scherzo. The second
movement (allegretto moderate) is in three-part form with a coda using
a piano figuration in the first and third sections -
Example 297
i
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that also appears inverted. The third moyement is capticious:
Example 298
f * f r » 1 V I,
—LlJ ' ^ T ^
m
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At Tempo I the theme is exchanged "by the instruments and a counter-
melody is added. The piano part hecomes exceedingly complex and
Haher's free treatment of form is ohservahle. The coda uses the piano
figuration of the second movement and the violin solo ending of the
sonata is very unusual:
Example 299
It '
'
The ei^th (Opus 123 in A major, published 1907) and the ninth
(Opus 132 in G minor, published 1901) sonatas are entitled lirica and
quasi fantasia respectively. These works show in full realization
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Huberts tendency to treat the sonata in fantasy or concerto style.
Opus 132 existed in an early unpublished original as Opus 127 and
has essential deviations from the printed edition.^ It has a poetical
adagio as a first movement, a scherzo as a second movement, and a
spirited finale. The work is harmonically original and the piano part,
as is consistently shown In all of Huber's sonatas, reveals a master
pianist who captivates the pianistic styles of the romantic masters
in his own works. The violin parts show Huber*s ability to compose
for that instrument.
The sonatas of the Italians, Marco Enrico Bossi, (1861-1925)
and Riccardo Pick-Jfangiagalli (b. 1882, in Strakonitz, Bohemia) show
German influence.
Bossies piano works, with their Schumannesque
poetic titles, belong to the neo-romantic school;
his violin sonatas, however, follow classical models,
though not too rigidly.
His temperament and the somewhat eclectic
nature of his musical figurations impelled him towards
dramatic or lyrical types of theme, which accounts
for the freedom in his treatment of pre-established
forms.
The Sonata in E Minor shows from the exposition
of the first subject, allegro con energia.
Example 300
^^^^
an intensely dramatic feeling, emphasized by the
rhythm of the piano part. The second subject, obscure
in harmonic colour, is in C minor Instead of the more
usual G major.
Cf. Eefard, B., op. cit. . pp. 152-153,
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Example 301
The second movement, andante sostenuto con vaghezza,
comtinee the andante and the scherzo into one movement,
which is entitled a canzone. The simplicity of the
melodic opening in thirds somehow gives this movement
a popular character, well in keeping with the central
section.
Example 302
^^^^^^
The construction of the third and final movement
diverges from the traditional binary form. It is
based on a single theme.
Example 303
^^^^^
J
—
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—
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from which Bobs! develops contrasting periods as
well as ingenious and brilliant accompaniment figures
for the piano, over which the violin unfolds rapid
"bravura passages. Thus the sonata towards the close
deviates somewhat from its general austerity.
The Second Sonata, written soon after the first
despite its opus number 117, shows a noteworthy-
progress in plasticity of ideas and harmonic simpli-
fication. The influence of Brahms is traceable here
and there (especially in the opening of the first
movement) and the desire for simplicity and concise-
ness is obvious. This, however, does not prevent the
use of certain graceful but rather superficial devices,
of which the second subject (in G major) may serve as
typical.
Example 304
1
—
The second movement (a scherzo and trio) is rich
in harmonic episodes, elaborated upon the rhythmic
pattern of the opening.
Example 305
In spite of its excessive length, this scherzo must be
counted among Bossi's most ingenious and engaging
contributions to chamber music. The predominsmt feature
in the following adagio is a broad and elegiac phrase.
The fourth movement, allegro con fuoco, is rather dry,
but there is an interesting fugal development at the end.
•••Gaetano, Cesari, "Marco Bossi" in Cobbett's Cyclopedic Survey
of Chamber Music. Vol. I, pp. 153-154.
\t
I
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Pick-Mangiagalli's Sonata for piano and violin in B Minor,
Opus 8, written, along with a string quartet, between 1906 and
1909 shows the influence of Brahms particularly in the second of
the three movements. It is an Intermezzo in variation style on
this figure -
Example 306
with interesting episodes:
Example 307
^
"m
^1
i
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The finale with its free use of sonata-allegro form is more
characteristic of the composer than the two preceding movements.
Michael Glinka (1803-1857) who is generally considered as the
father of Hassian chamher 14isic did not write any violin and piano
sonatas. Actually, the Bussian chamher music literature in the nine-
teenth century is slight compared to their output of operas and symphonies.
There was an enthusiasm for chamber music concerts Imt these programs
consisted mainly of conipositions "by French, German and Italian composers.
Anton BuMnstein-^ (1830-1894) was one of the first Bussian
composers of importance to write sonatas for violin and piano. His
four violin sonatas, Opp, 13, 18, 19 and 98 are written in the same
style, "based largely on that of Beethoven. Their thematic treatment
is interesting and they contain fine melodic passages, but these are
not economically treated. Opus 13 and Opus 19 have four movements
which include a scherzo in the Beethoven manner. Opus 13, dedicated
to Prince Nicolas Jousoupoff, has a slow movement modeled on Beethoven's
variations in the "Kreutzer" Sonata:
Ebcample 308
^Cf. Zabel, Eugen, Anton RaMnstein
.
Leipzig: Senff, 1892.

Example 309
These Ru"binstein variations are "beautifnlly conceived and the sonata
as a whole contains well-written passages for "both instruments.
Opus 19, dedicated to the great French violinist and composer,
Henri Vieuxtemps, also contains a slow movement of variations on an
expressive theme:
1
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Example 310
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The finale is ofttimes striking and passionate:
Example 311
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In Opus 18, originally published for piano and violoncello,
one is reminded of Mendelssohn' s Violin Concerto "by the extended
violin arpeggio cadenza in the first movement.
Example 312
\
This cadenza exemplifies the virtuoso element occasionally appearing
in fiubinstein' 6 sonatas.
EuMnstein' 8 Opus 98 clearly shows itself to "be the product
of a nineteenth century virtuoso-artist. The first movement (Allegro
vivace), in extended sonata-allegro form, has a Lento, recitative-
like introduction -
Example 313
1I
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which features the passionate and romantic first theme:
Example 314
After the violin, the piano plays this theme in octaves in the bass.
The first statement of the second theme, -
/
Example 315
which decidedly contrasts the first theme "by its legato character,
is first played "by the piano. The exposition has first and second
^
endings. There are frequent chromatic passages.
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The second movement (Moderate assai) is an intimate
intermezzo. Its main theme -
Exan^le 316
is made up of motive fragments. The Con mo to episode is interestingly-
treated. In its repetition the violin trills the melody while the
piano accompanies in sixteenth notes (instead of the former eighth
notes), giving a tremolo effect.
In the adagio (third movement) which is in freely treated
three-part-song form makes use of variation style. The following is
the main theme:
Example 317
conesinr€*»iMe.
^ % < +
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The violin cadenza -
Example 318
and the hrllliant sixty-fourth note runs of the piano (which also
has a cadenza) exemplify the strong virtuosic tendency of Eutinstein.
The finale (Allegro moderato) is a rondo hased on the following
theme -
Example 319
«
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which is reminiscent of a Hassian dance tune. This national element
gives added interest to the movement,
Michael Ippolitov-Ivanov^ (h. 1859-1935), pupil of Rimsky-
Korsakoff
,
composed an early Sonata for piano and violin in A major
(published 1887). Its three movements are unpretentious, "but they
are lyrical and have melodies stiggestive of the Russian folk-song.
Ippolitov-Ivanov later arranged this sonata as a sinfonietta for small
orchestra.
Peodor Akimenko (h. 1876) was a pupil of Balakirev and Rimsky-
Zorsakov. Opus 32 (1905) is in three movements. The piano texture
is written thinly hut does not sound so since the left and right hand
frequently play in thirds. There is an andantino introduction -
Example 320
to the first allegro theme: •
Example 321
#\^— 1
^Cf. Calvocoressi, M. D. and Abraham, G. , Masters of Russian Music.
London: Duckworth, 1936, p. 13 ff.
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The violin states the andemte con moto theme in octaves -
Example 322
followed by the piano which "begins the variations. The movement
is closed "by a ret\irn and expansion of the first variation. The
finale is a rondo-sonata in dance style:
EbEample 323
I
(Rondo - CoHc*ria h ti J
The second Sonata is also in three movements. The slow
1
movement, in three-part song form, has a violin cadenza -
Example 324
I
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as a transition to section 4' • ^® rondo-like finale has a
16 measure introduction. The dance-tune theme is alternated with
meno mosso episodes written in variation style.
The salient features of the Goldmark Sonata, in three
movements, is finish of form and masterly development of the themes.
Dohnanyi's Sonata, whose movements are to "be played without pauses,
is cyclical. However, the influence of Brahms is evident from its
logical structure and harmonic interest.
£y the use of an expanded exposition and brief recapitulation
the Dvorak Sonata departs from the conventional use of sonata-allegro
form. Foerster and Hovak employ folk- song-like melodies as thematic
materials. Novak, however, approaches the modern style "by his use
of dissonance.
The nine sonatas of the Swiss coorposer, Hans Haher show
Brahmsian influence, "but there are frequent passages in concerto and
fantasy style. His treatment of the piano is effective and "brilliant.
Bossi and Pick-Mangiagalli , Italian composers, also show the influence
of Brahms in their sonatas. Hahinstein' s sonata style is based largely
on that of Beethoven. Also, he resorts to virtuoso effects as shown
"by his frequent use of cadenzas. Of more typically Bussian character
are the violin sonatas of Ippolitov-Ivanov and Akimenko which use
Bussian folk melodies.
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CHAPTER VI
GERMAN INFLUENCES ON ENGLISH AND AMERICAN COMPOSERS
The violin sonatas of English and American composers written
within the period covered in this dissertation are for the greater part
modeled on those of the German masters, particularly those works written
before the turn of the century, after which the Wagner-Brahms influence
began to wane. The sonatas of Edward Elgar, Algernon Ashton, Cyril Scott,
John Ireland and Arnold Bax were chosen as being representative of the
English composers; while the sonatas of John Knowles Paine, Arthur Foote,
Frederick Converse, Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, Henry Holden Huss, Daniel
Gregory Mason, Blair Fairchild, Eric De Lamarter and John Alden Carpenter
were selected from among the American composers.
Edward Elgar (1857-1934) regarded as the father of the modern
school of British composers, wrote a sonata^ for pianoforte and violin
in E minor. Opus 82. It conforms to the accepted sonata form, but
presents several unusual characteristics. The opening measure is
apparently in A minor but the third measure introduces D sharp, the
leading-tone of E minor. The principal theme is energetic in character,
containing wide skips
:
cf. Cobbett, W. W.
,
op. cit .. Vol. I, p. 373.
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Example 325
/[llecfro
At Measure 9 there is a descending passage -
Exajnple 326
, > , _ ,—^ ^
whose rhythm is Elgarian ('Don't starve the quavers').
The second suhject -
Example 327
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contains violinistic arpeggio passages. The movement is in sonata-
allegro form.
The second movement, Romance, is in three part form. In
character and spirit the movement is romantic as the opening theme -
1 i
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Example 328
m
7^
and the contrasting second section theme -
Example 329
^
SI/
i
portray. After a passionate climax, the music "becomes calm again and
the first section is restated con sordino .
The finale principal theme is trgmquil in mood*
Example 330
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This is followed liy a new Elgarian theme:
Example 331
T
A wistful theme -
Example 332
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is treated very plaintively iintil the return of the first subject at
the douhle-bar. After an extensive development of these themes and a
free recapitulation there is a reminiscence of the Romance in 3/2 time.
The brief coda uses the principal motives of the movement which is closed
brilliantly.
Algernon Ashton (1859-1937) received his early training at
Leipzig and later went to Frankfort, where he studied with Baff
. The
best example of his violin sonatas (Opp. 3, 38, 86, 99) is generally
agreed to be the Opus 38 in E major. 1 It shows him to be a thorough
student of Brahms. The style is academic and classical. There is little
chromaticism in the entire tonata.
^cf. Cobbett, W. W.
, or>. cit .. Vol. I, p. 27.
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After an eight-measure, chordal introduction in the piano,
the violin states the principal theme -
of the first movement (Allegro con moto) which is in sonata-allegro
form. The second theme -
Example 334
0' ^
P ^if'F^V^
is in B minor and in 3/4 meter. The piano bass is a counter-motive
to it. Ashton departs from the usual rules of key-relationship in the
recapitulation placing the principal theme in the suMominant instead
of the tonic.
The second movement, Larghetto, is a rondo in which the "brief
intermezzos are derived from the first theme -
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Sxample 335
which is first stated after a seven-measure piano introduction of
organ-like chords. Dialogue "between the instruments on various motives
is used chiefly in the intermezzos. The following phrase -
Example 336
is frequently treated so.
The Finale, Allegro moderato e commodo, is in rondo-sonata form
with a long development of the second theme. The movement begins with
a well developed and melodious theme in S major:
Example 337
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is developed at length. In the recapitulation the principal theme
appears altered. This sonata may he classed with the sonatas of Eahn
and Berger. It is not very original, hut is very well written,
Cyril Meir Scott (h. 1879) studied with Ivan Knorr at Hoch's
Conservatory in iVankfurt-am-Main. His Sonata for violin and piano,
Opus 59, was composed in 1910 and Is a composite of Dehassy and Richard
Strauss styles. Harmonically the work suggests Dehussy, hut in its rhythm
and melody it is akin to Eichard Strauss. It is not a contrapvintal work
at all, as the hass part shows hy its consistent avoidance of thematic
participation. Also, Scott uses cyclical treatment in this sonata.
The first movement. Allegro moderate, is in sonata-allegro form.
The recapitulation is a strict restatement of the exposition. There is
an ahuse of melody which is treated as an external decoration not con-
ditioned hy thematic development. The impression of this movement is
fantasy-like and also contrihuting to this is the frequent change of key
and rhythm (almost every measure) as the opening measures show:
p
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Example 340
The violin part of measure 7 is Richard Strauss-like:
Example 340a
Measure 23 clearly reveals the influence of Debussy:
Example 341
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Fall chords of rich harmony are used in the piano part and the violin
plays an ornamental rhythmically interesting melody almost continually.
The second movement, Andante, is in three-part form im-
provisational style. There is frequent recurrence of the following
motive:
Example 342
which gives melodic coherence to the work. The six-four chords in the
piano left-hand of measures 32-33
Example 343
are particularly effective.
The third movement. Allegro molto scherzando, is a capricious
and graceful scherzo which is related to the mythological poems, Opus 30,
for violin and piano of Karol Szymanowski. It also uses six-four, ninth,
and eleventh chords in the piano. The violin, after a ten-measure piano
introduction, enters with a theme which might have "been written "by
Richard Strauss.
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Exejnple 344
The last ten measures form the coda. This movement is more characteristic
of Scott than the others.
The finale, Allegro maestoso, is in sonata-allegro form, "but is
freely treated. The first two pages depend on the principal motive which
is rhythmic and trumpet-like:
Example 345
mm
The second theme -
Example 346
is presented in dialogue along with the principal motive in portions
of the development. All the subjects of the previous movements are heard
again in this movement. In the recapitulation the melody remains the same
as in the exposition, hut the accompaniment is somewhat varied and curtailed.
John Ireland (h. 1879) was a pupil of Stanford. He contributed
two sonatas for violin and piano.
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Ireland's style Is tesed securely upon claseicism
and upon the well-tested principles of construction
which tradition has handed down from the 16th
centtiry. It is diatonic, almost to the point of
severity, which does not impede freedom in the
use of unessential notes, especially in the form
of additions to the harmonic texture,-^
His first Sonata in D minor, which was awarded first prize in the
third Cohbet competition, was begun in the summer of 1908 and completed
in the autumn of 1909, first published in 1911, and revised for a new
edition in 1917, It is in three movements. The first, allegro leggiadro,
is in conventional sonata form. The romance (second movement) has a long
drawn melody, becoming more and more intensified in its chordal middle
section:
Example 347
The finale is a rondo showing slight influence of Grieg.
The second Sonata, in A minor, is one of Ireland's best works.
It was composed between October 1915 and January 1917. The sonata is in
three movements. The first is in strict sonata form using three themes
which are closely related to each other. The opening motive of the
first theme-
^Cf. Edwin Evans, "John Irelsoid" in Grove's Dictionary of Masic and
Magicians (Third Edition), New Tork: Macmillan Co., Vol. II, p. 734.
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Example 348 If 't
is used as a motto for the entire work. The motives are plastic and
clear and are worked out with energy and skill.
The second movement, poco lento quasi adagio, is in large three-
part song form. An introduction, "based on the motive of the first
measure of the piano part, -
Exajnple 349
H^
prepares the melodious first theme:
Example 349a
i> esa^ejs
The third movement is a fantasy on folk song melodies, with
occasional repetitions and skillful and effective contrasts. It begins
with a rhapsodic A minor introduction which refers to the motive of the
first movement.
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Bxample 350
The principal theme is naive, -
Example 351
giving a pleasant contrast to the two preceding movements.
Arnold Bax (b. 1883) is classed among the composers to whom
the so-called British Renascence is due. The stages of development in
Bax'e style are:
first, a period when the over-l\ixuriant growth
of harmonic decoration constantly threatened
to ohscure the structure and present the
appearance of diffuseness; then a phase when
the harmonic decoration, whilst retaining and
even increasing its complexity, was subordinated
to polyphonic interest, and the underlying clarity
of conception now "became more apparent; and
finally, a new tendency toward compression and
directness.^
His Sonata for pianoforte and violin in E major, composed the
original version in 1910. In its published form the third movement dates
entirely from 1915 and the second from 1920. In spite of the diversity
in date, the sonata is a homogenous work. It is cyclical in form. The
opening theme -
cf. Cobbett, W. W., o-p. cit .. Vol. I, p. 67.
1
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Example 352
appears somewhat modified as the principal subject of the third movement -
Example 353
---t^^^T^
, [ ^^^^ _ ^ r-fl fl"
and is also quoted at the end of the middle section. This work shows a
harmonically complex style which is suhordinate to polyphonic interest.
Bax avoids textual repetition for his ideas, even when used again,
generate new figuration. The following from the third movement -
Example 354
^^^^^^
is characteristic of the composer's later style,
Bex's second Sonata (l915) is a cyclical work in four movements,
played without a "break. The subject which forms the idee fixe is common
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to the first and fourth movements, and occurs "between the second
and third:
Example 355 S/ow l^nd f^^^Hy
It is later developed as:
Example 356
P
»
^
^^^^9^^ fetacA,
The second movement described as The Grey Dancer in the Twilight
gives a danse macahre effect. It is a waltz and all of the themes are
based on the same chord:
Example 357
t ^
Ft ^
ft
t- ^ \ 1 * 1 1
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The entire sonata has the character of an elegy.
The Sonata for Piano and Violin "by John Knowles Paine^ (1839-1906)
is an unpu'blished work. The original manuscript is contained in the
Houghton Library of Harvard University. Paine received thoroTigh musical
training at the Hochschtile fur Musik in Berlin and served for twenty
years as professor of music at Harvard University. His Sonata is, on
the whole, in academic style. The form is conventional. The first
movement. Allegro apjiassionato, is in sonata-allegro form with the
following principal theme:
Example 358
•••Cf. Howe, M. A. De¥. , John Knovles Paine in the "Musical Quarterly"
(July, 1939), New Tork: G. Schirmer, Inc. .
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Paine frequently resorts to tremolo figuration in the violin -
Example 359
and stepwise octave skips in sixteenth notes in the piano. The following
is the sulDsidiary theme:
Example 360
The texture in this movement largely is homophonic "but intensity of
expression is o'btained hy a skilled use of harmony and rhythm. There is
much passage work for both instruments.
A more inspired piece is the second movement, Larghetto e
teneramente, in three-part song form. The piano right hand plays a
counter-melody to the principal theme, played by the violin:
This counter-melody is developed in the second section and is adso used
to form the coda.
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The Allegro vivace finale, in sonata-allegro fonn, maintains
vigour and interest in the frequent exchange of motives "by the instrument
The following quotation is the principal theme of the movement:
Ebcample 362
Arthur William Foote^ (bom at Salem, Mass. 1853; died, Boston,
1937) represents one of the finest composers of the New England group.
His training was obtained at the Kew England Conservatory of Music under
Emery and at Harvard with Paine. Footers Opus 20 is a Sonata for violin
and piano in G minor that is reminiscent of Mendelssohn in its harmonic
elegance and refinement. There are four movements. The violin "begins
the principal theme of the first movement with a G minor chord across
the four strings:
Exainple 363
-frH * •
—
^'^"T' ^— y ? ' 'H
—
'\—• :!^»
—
'
The second theme is in the relative major key and is of a contrasting
character to the appasionato first theme:
^Cf. Baker, Theodore, op. cit. . p. 350.
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Example 364
The sixteenth-note figure from the first theme is used as a counter-
motive to the second theme. The development section skillfully develops
the motives of "both themes and the coda is derived from the second theme.
Both instruments share in playing important thematic materials.
The second movement is in three-part song form hut simulates a
scherzo. The first section is a Sicilian© as the theme illustrates:
Example 365
m
The "trio" section of this movement is in 2/4 time and in B flat major-
Example 366
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and Ib followed "by a return to the siciliano first section.
In the adagio (the third movement which Is also in three-part
song form), the piano acconipanies the sombre Tiolin theme in chords
and arpeggio figurations:
Example 367 ^ >^
—
The finale is rondo-like in form "bat resumes the appassionato
character of the first movement. The principal theme
Example 368
i^^^^^^^^^
is another example of Foote's melodic inventiveness. Brahmsian influence
is noticeable in the G major coda which closes the movement quietly over
a tonic pedal point.
The first Opus of Frederick Shepherd Converse^ (horn in Newton,
Mass. 1871; died, 1940) is a Sonata for violin and piano. He took the
music courses at HarvsTd under Paine and graduated in 1893, at which time
this sonata was performed. In its themes -
Example 369
r\5 ^
s
t
-••Cf. Howard, John T., Our Contemporary Composers . New York:
Thos. Crowell, 1941, pp. 53-56.
1
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and in the sequential treatment in the development section, this movement
suggests Wagnerian influence. The recapitulation of this movement, which
is in sonata-allegro form, is not a literal repetition of the exposition.
The principal theme serves as a transition to the coda (piu mosso).
The second movement is a Roraanze in three-part form. The first
and third sections are almost identical, having the following theme:
The middle section in D flat major presents a new theme:
Example 371
1
»mm
The third movement is a menuetto whose themes -
Example 372
are classical in feeling.
1
fj
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The finale, poco agitato, is in rondo-sonata form with the
following principal gigue-like theme:
Example 373
A violin cadenza -
Example 374
serves as a transition to a return of the rondo theme. The presto
portion of the coda discards the triplet gigue rhythm to close the
movement brilliantly in 2/4 meter,
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach (Amy Marcy Cheney) was horn in Henniker,
New Hampshire, 1867 and died in 1944. Her training in pianoforte and
composition was obtained in Boston. Among her many compositions is a
Sonata for violin and pianoforte in A minor. Opus 34, composed in 1896
and published in 1899, The work is in four movements and reveals genuine
creative power. The style is romantic. It opens with an Allegro moderate
movement in sonata-allegro form and has three themes. The first is quiet
and pastoral in character:
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Bxample 375
The following are the second -
Example 376
1^ n
and third themes:
Example 377
There are passages which show Brahmsian influence.
Example 378
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The second movement, molto vivace, is a "brisk schereo -
Example 379
which has contrapuntal interest in the dialogue of energetic motives.
The trio, piu lento, contrasts the scherzo proper. Here the piano is
given the greater share of melodic interest;
Example 380
m
The third movement. Largo con dolore, is in three-part song form.
Its style is Brahmsian. The texture is heavy throughout, hut a proper
"balance between the instruments is consistently maintained. The E minor
theme of the first section is played first hy the piano before being
taken up by the violin:
Example 381
JL^tqo coyt do Icre.
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The second section, which 'becomes impassioned, develops the motive in
the second measure of the theme quoted ahove. This section contains
much polyphonic as well as harmonic and rhythmic interest. The violin
plays passages in thirds and sixths. In the third section the violin
plays a counter-melody over the principal theme, played hy the piano.
A coda "based on the opening motive brings the movement to a quiet close.
The finale, allegro con fuoco, is an energetic movement in
sonata-allegro form, A "brilliant twelve-measure introduction, which "begins
in B minor, is heard "before the violin plays the principal theme in A minor:
Example 382 ^ ^
as X
This theme is developed at length and is followed "by a return to the
introduction which serves as a transition to the second theme, first
presented in the piano left hand:
Exaxnple 383
-J
- *
i;
The development section uses dialogue treatment which adds polyphonic
interest to the rich and full sounding texture. The coda, assai anlmato,
refers to the introduction, giving a "brilliant ending to the sonata.
9=
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The Violin Sonata of Henry Holden Huss"'- (t>. 1862 in Newark, N. J. )
was first jjubliBhed in 1903. It is dedicated to Tranz Kneisel, a former
concert-master of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Hues' s studies in
composition were with Bheinherger and Giehrl in Munich. His sonata
is a full-sounding work in three movements >^ich shows Trench as well
as German influence. The principal theme, the opening Allegro con brio,
movement has an ostinato-like accompaniment:
Example 384
: i—1 • • 1 • B • 1
1 1
-1—^
—
1. \ \
-+-
1 _L
ll. /\ ^ '
M
-4 1 ^ 1
^ 1 ] 1 1 ' 1
'
pi^Cft' Hi.
The second theme, -
Example 385
4^
Of. Baker, Theodore, ov. cit .. p. 536.
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presented first the piano, is harmonized in the French idiom,
making frequent use of direct fifths. The exposition is repeated and
the development uses ostinato treatment in the accompaniment. There
is a long passage in octaves, high on the violin fingerhoard. The
recapitulation begins after a three measure grand pause and is unusual
in that the first and second themes are heard simultaneously over a
lo
ostinato tremolo in the piano left hand.
The second movement is a comMnation of a minuet, -
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The movement le in three-part song form In which the scherzo forme
the second section.
The finale is a vigorous movement in rondo-sonata form and
is decidedly homophonic in texture. After a lengthy introduction
the first theme, in 6 minor, is played
"ty the violin in energetic
chords and double stops:
Example 388
The piano is mostly concerned with accompaniment figurations. The
composer of this sonata was a skilled technician and was thoroughly
acquainted with the important musical idioms of his day.
The influence of Brahms is particularly evident in the Sonata for
pianoforte and violin, Opus 5, "by Daiiiel Gregory Mason.^ He was horn in
Brookline, Massachusetts in 1873. Among his teachers in music were Paine,
Whiting, Chadwick, Goetschius, and later d'Indy. The three movements of
this work are of the same style and texture which makes consistent use
of polyphony. Consequently there is thematic as well as harmonic and
rhythmic interest,
iCf. Howard, John T., on. cit .. pp, 40-45.
Jl
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The work "beginB with the principal theme, -
Example 389
_i \-
^
played "by the violin and accompanied hy Brahmeian piano figurations.
The development section emphasizes the triplet figure from the exposition.
In the recapitulation a piano cadenza is interpolated hetween the principal
sind second themes. The coda is based on the principal theme "but in 6 major
instead of G minor.
The second movement. Andante tranquillo, non troppo lento, is in
three-part song form with its first and third sections having the following
theme
:
Example 390mm ^ f
H
La—l a « '
A more agitated character is attained in the second section, poco piu mosso,
"by the use of syncopation and dotted rhythms. Following the third section,
which is not a literal restatement of the first there is a coda "built
entirely over a tonic pedal.
The finale is a vigorous movement, Allegro vivace, in rondo-sonata
form with the following principal theme:
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Example 391
There are many passages in this movement which are unmistakably Brahmsian
in character:
Exaniple 392
Blair Ffeirchild^ (bom in Belmont, Mass., 1877 and died in Paris,
1933) studied at Harvard with Paine and Spalding and later with Widor
in Paris. His two soiiatas for violin and piano were published in 1908
and 1919 respectively. The first Sonata in C minor (no Opus number)
shows the influence of Tairchild's teacher Widor and also that of Saint-
Saens. A decided melodic gift is discernable in the first -
Example 393
^Cf. Baker, Theodore, op. cit .. p. 322,
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and second themes -
Example 394
of the opening sonata-allegro movement. The texture on the whole is
homophonic and the effect of the piece is dramatic.
The second movement, Andante, is a "beautiful romance in three-
part song form in which the violin plays the melody throughout while
the piano accompanies it. The principal melody -
Example 395
is similar to the tender and sentimental melodies frequently heard in
nineteenth century French operas.
In place of a scherzo, Tairchild writes a charming barcarolle which
has three sections. The first is in A flat major using the following theme. -
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Exaaiple 396
^
lEhe second is in E major -
Example 397
=1=
\
=23=4
s
•
-i
and Is followed Igr a return to the first section which is altered.
The finale, allegro agitato, refers to the dramatic character
of the first movement. The restatement of the principal motive -
Example 398
after each contrasting section defines the form of this movement as being
a rondo-sonata.
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Sric De Lamarter^ ("born 1880 in Lansing, Michigan) coiaposed a
Sonata for violin and piano in three movements. The work is dedicated
to Ossip Gahrilowitsch and Theodore Spiering. The first movement is in
conventional sonata-allegro form. Its principal theme in E flat major -
Example 399
is lyric. The piano accompanies it in figurated chords. The first
statement of the second theme is also played "by the violin:
Example 400
3^
The second movement, which has a pastoral mood from beginning to
end, is a large three-part song form with the middle part formed "by three
interesting intermezzi. The princix>al theme sounds French in character:
Example 401
^^^^^^^^
^Cf. Thompson, Oscar, op^ cit .. p. 430.
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Because of its contrapuntal style the finale, a rondo-sonata
movement, is the more interesting of the three moyements. The opening
motive, stated over a "basso ostinato figure, predominates in this
movement which frequently uses ostinato treatment.
In its harmony and rhythm this work shows the influence of Franck.
John Alden Carpenter^ was born in Chicago in 1876 and entered
Harvard in 1893, studying under John Knowles Paine. Por several months
of the year of 1895 he studied with Blgar in Home and in the following
year was instructed by Bernard Ziehn, to whom Carpenter dedicated his
Sonata for violin and piano in G major (1913). The first movement of
this work, Larghetto, is in abbreviated sonata-allegro form with a
simple development section. There is a four-measure thematic introduction
to the following first theme -
Ezaaqple 403
^Cf. Heis, Claire, Composers in America . Hew York: Macmillan Co..
1938, p. 55.
\
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which ie pastoral in mood. The tonality i
The second theme -
Example 404
s somewhat amhiguous.
1. derived fro. the first the.e. There are passage, m this
.ove.ent
Which are re.lnUeent of Ceear ^..nck. development section consists
Of only eight Measures which 1, folloved the principal theme, taken
^ the piano. The recapitulation is not literal.
The second movement. Allegro, is a rondo with various interme..i.
The rondo theme is march like;
Example 405
There is not much complication in this movement.
The third movement. Largo mistico is in three-part form.
It. texture is harmonic rather than polyphonic and the theme of its
first section shows the influence of Grieg:
Example 406
^^^^
mm
d
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The finale, presto giocoso, shows that the composer was
influenced by cyclical treatment since his themes hear close relation-
ship to those heard in the three preceding movements. The influence of
Franck as well as Grieg is perceptible in this movement.
While the sonatas of English smd American composers show definite
influence of the German masters, English works reveal a more independent
and sometimes a highly personal style. The sonatas by Blgar and Ireland
are exemplary of this statement. Scott, however, uses a style which is a
con^josite of Eichard Strauss and Debussy. Scott and Bax use cyclical
treatment. Ashton"^ writes almost entirely in the Brahms idiom which is
far and away the dominant influence on American composers. Some Wagnerian
influence is detectable in the sonatas by Paine and Converse, Pairchild,
De Lamarter and Carpenter, who wrote their works after 1900, are influenced
by Cesar Franck and Debussy.
Ashton restates the principal theme of the first movement of his
sonata in the subdominant instead of the tonic key.

PAET II
THE PHENCH ORBIT
II
I
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CHAPTER VII
THE MENCH COMPOSERS
As a coxuiter-part to the great importance of the German
school in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries there was
the French school which was given impetus chiefly "by the ideals and
teachings of Cesar Franck, Camille Saint-Sattns and Sdouard Lalo.
Pranck developed the principle of cyclical treatment which had already
"been used to some extent hy Beethoven and iVanz Liszt. This cyclic
idea also found soil suitahle for its growth in the works of other
French composers. The numerous French chamher music societies and
French artists advanced interest in chamher music to an exceedingly
high degree, and the sonata for violin and piano was one of the chamber
music forms which shared in this flourishing movement.
Cesar Franck's (1822-1890) Sonata^ in A major is perhaps
the most remarkahle composition framed within the cyclic treatment.
The first movement, Allegro hen moderate, is in shortened sonata-allegro
form. There is no development section. The exposition consists of a
principal, subsidiary and closing theme. The recapitulation uses the
principal and subsidiary themes and a coda replaces the closing theme.
The motive -
^Cf. Leichtentritt, Bigo, Musikalische Formenlehre. 3rd edition,
Leipzig, Breitkopf & Hftrtel, 1927, pp. 358-364.
Cf. also D'Indy, Vincent, "CSsar Franck" in Cobbett's Cyclopedic
Survey of Chamber Music. Vol. I, pp. 424-426.
t
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Example 407
i s
J
is the germ out of which the entire principal theme is formed.
The suhsidiary theme,
-
Example 408
though used as an independent structure, is derived from measures
23 and 24 of the principal section:
Example 409
1= i
The final section, measures 46-61, refers to motive A. The re-
capitulation with the usual variants is followed hy the coda which
also refers to motive A.
It is a peculiarity of this sonata that the several movements
are not only developed from the same fundamental motives "but that they
are related "by the freely added co\inter melodies. Thus, the second
movement, in sonata-allegro form, gets its principal motive from theme B

and the second part of its theme from the six last measures of the
first movement. Compare the second movement principal theme with
the first movement theme B, -
Example 410
^ W -i ' : "K^
H^) ^^P^
repeated twice on c sharp and e and followed a conclusion:
Example 411
A suhsidiary motive of the first movement is thus important for the
principal theme of the second movement.
The subsidiary theme of the second movement is derived from
motive A of the first movement:
Example 412
In its continuation -
Example 413
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the motive fragment and the following phrase -
Exajnple 414
i
\ ) I }
comes from the first measure of "bl.
The development commences at the quasi lento in solemn organ
style. It is dominated "by a new form of "bl -
Example 415
^^^^^^^^
•
to which are added all the aforementioned motives of the second movement.
The solemn, archaic sounding chain of chords of the 1)2 motive "become
the germ of the third movement recitative. The entire movement has an
agitato effect and is a little related (in complex of sentiment) to
Schumann' s "Jantasiestucke"
This third movement, in three-part fantasy form, is remarkable
in its thematic structure. The Recitative fantasia is thematically
worked out to the smallest detail and yet it ingeniously varies the
motives taken from the preceding movements so that one never gets the
impression of the motives being exhausted, always a danger in using
the "principe cyclique."
In the first part, measures 1-31, the piano commences with
phrase c,-
Example 416
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directly connected with motive "bg of the preceding movement. After
four measures the violin enters with a phrase which is thematically
important to the progress of the piecp. This phrase contains a
hidden relation to 1)2 and also, at its close, to the motive 6.2*
Example 417
IT
Motive A "becomes distinctly clear in the next two entries of the piano,
measures 11 and 14, -
Example 418
containing the characteristic leap of a third. Also a similar relation
is seen in the phrase, beginning measure 17, directly following the
parallel measures 13 and 16,
Example 419
I 4.1
There follows a repetition of the first ten measures of the piece
transposed to the dominant, D minor. Immediately afterward the second
part enters, measures 32-52, at first dominated "by a figuration of the
violin "built around the motive a2*
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Example k20
i J J 1 ^ i » 1—
^
ax 41 4.x
The fortissimo is prepared "by a new third entry of the beginning
phrase c. The climax occurs at the phrase composed of motive a2
and a variant of b2«
Example 1+21
This phra-se is repeated three times in various keys. Part three,
measures 53~17t follows this passionate eruption. It begins with
a strong contrast effect, pianissimo and calm, as opposed to the
preceding excited fortissimo. The connection with what precedes is
made by the beginning which consists of double and triple augmentation
of motive b2 from the close of the second part. Then the piano takes
up the phrase d from the first part, measures S and 29:
Example h22
JO. ^
-p
^
A few measures later (measure 59) the last motive enters which
is important to the struct\ire of the sonata;
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Example 423
This phrase is really a variant of motive c. There is the "beginning
of a climax in its continuation which again shows an interesting
relation of the principal and secondary motives. Measures 71-79 are
constructed, in the "bass, on a new variant of the four-note motive
b2 (now on the notes f sharp, c sharp, a, g sharp). To this is added,
in the violin part, a phrase from the second movement (measures 135-136)
which has been used there as a secondary counterpoint against motive "bl.
Once again a subsidiary motive of one movement is transformed to a
principal motive of another movement. Compare the phrase from the
second movement -
Example 424
with the following third movement phrase:
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The different motives follow each other in the thematic
triplet accompaniment - first motive f (measures 81-92), then motive A
(measures 93-100) and finally motive g reaching the strongest oufburst
in fff (measures 101-110 ). This is followed "ty a seven measure coda,
Molto lento e mesto, referring to measure 17. The last three measures
of the violin part hints to the finale. The entire movement cannot be
considered as a definite formal structure. It is a fantasy.
The Finale, Allegretto poco mosso, is original and interesting
in its form. It is a canon with free interludes interpolated.
Measures 1-37 is a canon "between the piano and violin in A major.
Measures 38-78 comprise the first interlude based on motive f of the
preceding movement and returns to the canon theme. The second section
works out the canon in S major in measures 78-99, followed by a second
interltide on motive a^. In place of the expected canon theme there
enters measures 99-103, an intermezzo which is dramatic in character.
This is executed in dialogue between a fragment of the canon theme and
the episode g of the third movement in the distant tonalities a flat
minor, d sharp minor, b flat minor and f minor. This culminates in
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C major on motive f from the third movement against the descending
"bass octaves. A return to the third canon section in A major follows,
measures 184-236. Measures 236-243 form the coda.
The canon theme, -
Example 426
f
a variant of A^is an answer to the concluding theme of the recitative:
Example 427
\ \ \-
' l-i-
Edouard Lalo (1823-1892) was horn at Lille of Spanish parents.
Together with Saint-Saens, Bizet and Chahrier he participated in the
revolt against German (Wagner) domination in Prance. He has "been
descrihed as the Mozart of France.^ It is for his Symphonie esx>agnole
and his opera Roi d'Y's that he is rememhered today.
His Sonata DOur Piano et Violon . Opus 12, is a clear, well-
written work in the classical style. Its first movement themes -
Example 428
Cohhett, W. W.. op. cit .. Vol. II, p. 88.
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Example 429
,,iL ;>rrf
1
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are melodious, popular, euid suggestive of Haydn. Some canonic
imitation is met with in the development and the recapitulation is
without singular incident, except that the second theme is more ex-
panded than in the recapitulation. The Variations (four, with a coda
treated as a variation) on an eighteenth centiiry theme -
Example 430
1
—^rf 1
are "school" variations similar to those in Beethoven's early period.
Bach variation has a rhythmical motive that it develops.
The Bondo -
Example 431
is epigrajnmatic. Its episode theme -
Example 432
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offers proper balance of style to this neatly conceived movement.
The entire sonata presents no great technical or interpretative
problems for the performers. It is straightforward music and
enjoyable to play.
Gabriel Paure (1845-1925) in his first Sonata for violin and
piano in A major, Opus 13 composed in 1876, continues (raelodically
at least) the line of development which seems to have ended with
Schumann. This work is not complicated and is classical in style
and feeling. The first page is given over to the piano to state the
first theme -
Example 433
in octaves with the bass. This theme is concerned with scale figures.
It is developed in canonic technique and by the repetition of phrases
for both instruments - a procedure used throughout the movement.
A second theme -
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Example 434
does not appear until late in the movement and it is closely related
to the first theme. This brings the climax of the first movement.
Though not rich in melodic invention the movement soTinds well.
It is in freely treated sonata-allegro form.
The poetic second movement is in three-part form, the theme
"being a nohie elegiac melody:
Example 435
fl
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This style is contrapuntal, modeled on Bach. The instruments inter-
change motive and counter motive. Here is constant dialogue of short
phrases accompanied l?y chords below. The middle section introduces new
material:
Example 436
1—J ^ji f _.
The Allegro vivo (ill) is a scherzo with three-measure phrases
arranged in question and answer fashion:
Example 437
til r
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The fourth movement is very Schumanesque. The pure, plastic
melody -
Example 438
5—
1
\.
*
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is continued partly by each instrument. The piano interrupts the
melody several times hy the same device. The second theme -
Example 439
is melodically hroad with portions of the first theme used as
accompaniment. The form comhines rondo and sonata features, constantly
using the rhythmic and melodic substance of the first theme. In style and
spirit this movement is related to the fourth movement of Schumann's
D minor Sonata.
II
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The second Sonata, (Opus 108, composed in 1917) is stylistically
within the period of this thesis even though tendencies pointing
toward a new direction are evident within it. Whereas the first
sonata had a constant melodic interest, the second sonata has only
rhythmic and harmonic interest. The first theme -
Example 440
p 1
1
1
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and the second -
Examt)! e 441
' A-^r^r ^ N.
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1
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are eimilar, the second having the rhythm of the first theme in Its
bass. The form is free with a great econoiay of ideas. Though the
first movement extends through twenty pages, it is forceful even
if not melodious.
The Andante (ll) may "be considered as "being sonata-allegro
form but doesn't give this effect because themes and accompaniment
are so closely related to one another. The first theme -
Example 442
presents a queer rhythm - a long sustained note at the first of the
measure followed by a quickly changing smaller group. The piano
accompanies with "faulx bourdon" chords, triads in first inversion
(see meas-ure 4 in the above example). Dialogue on this theme follows.
A new and expressive theme -
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Example 443
I
^ I 7-=-
*T *t1^ ±
with a new axjcompaniment pattern, a quiet bass and soft figuration
above, enters at measure 24. This is the first time we hear a "real"
melody. At measure 64 the first theme is developed and beginning
measure 99, canonic imitation is applied to it.
Every measure of the Finale (ill movement) is thematic. The
principal theme, -
Example 444
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though slightly different than that of the first movement, "belongs
to the same family. As in the first movement, the second theme -
ibcample 445
has portions of the first theme entering as accompaniment.
Camille Saint-Saftns (1835-1931), who did not "belong to the
modernistic school of his day, was a real master of form and invention.
He doesn't adhere to the cyclical principle of Cesar Pranck, "but
invents new themes when the occasion arises. At the time his two
sonatas were published (1895 and 1896) Saint-Saftns was considered one
of the greatest masters; his works were played and were well received
everywhere.
In Opus 75, the first Sonata, Saint-Saftns approaches the
dramatic and pathetic style of Beethoven, particularly in the first
movement, to which is appended an expressive Adagio - the violin heing
treated similarly as in the "Romance" of Beethoven's "Violin Concerto:
IJL
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Example 446
Example 447
The Scherzo and finale, meant to "be heard as one movement, as
were the preceding Allegro agitato and Adagio, have frequent passages
in concertante style. The finale has a perpetuum moMle theme kept
up for forty measures, -
Example 448
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and answered in fugato style "by the piano.
Opus 102 (in four movements) is a work of great value and
deserves to be revived. It begins with a plastic theme -
Example 449
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Which is given in part in the bass at measure 7 while the violin
continues above it. This is a well developed, extended theme. His
use of dialogue makes the collaboration of the instruments more
interesting. The piano material is in true polyphonic style - not
merely a repetition of one formula - with interesting treatment
prevailing and illustrating the composer's vivid, inventive intellect.
After the presentation of the second theme -
I1
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Example 450
somewhat related to the first theme. The development section
(typical in its treatment) merges imperceptibly. Fugato and
dialogue treatment is extensively used. Saint Saens changes his
rhythmic pattern almost every eight measures and the instruments
collaborate in "bringing about a complicated rhythm. The beginning
of the recapitulation (measure 120) is the climactic point of the
movement, the piano talcing the theme in octaves in both hands. The
coda (measures 181-196) is built on the opening motive. This is a
very brilliant and concise movement, effectively written and showing a
great mastery of structure.
The second movement (Scherzo-Vivace in S flat major) is a
brilliant waltz of a rather thin texture which does not hinder its
effectiveness. Its introduction (measures l-20) contains material
used in the construction of the entire movement. The trio (Meno mosso)
has a little fugato -
. I
I
I
I
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Example 451
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which is done conformative to strict part-leading of contrapuntal
style. The reprise (measiire 179) renews the effective syncopation
of the introductory material.
Movement III (Andante) in a large three-part form, is like
a nocturne with a vivid intermezzo. The 4 s-nd A' sections have a
rich 22. ascending figure, of a fixed pattern for the piano, accompany-
ing a "broad melody in the violin:
Example 452
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The middle section is a scherzando which enters unexpectedly and
is treated almost like a "Bach invention with the motive being passed
from one part to another. The writing is of thin, staccato texture.
Only at the close of the intermezzo does heavy texture appear.
The coda (A tempo) shows inspiration from Chopin:
Example 453
Highly unusual in any work for violin is the use of the f sharp harmonic
at the extreme upper end of the fingerboard.
The finale (a rondo with three intermezzi) has a gay little
theme executed in polyphonic style:
Example 454
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The Meno mosso (an intermezzo) "brings in a new theme in new key
and rhythm:
Example 455
The rondo and Meno moaso sections are presented in successive
alternation (a h a' b' a" h" a'"Tj'", coda), each time heing varied and
employing invention-style count eirpoint.
I
1
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Alexis de Castillon (1838-1873), pupil of Cesar Pranck,
wrote between 1870-1872 seven chamber works. His Sonata for violin
and piano in C major, Opus 6, composed 1871-1872, has "been analyzed
"by his colleague, Vincent D'lndy:'^
I. Allegro moderate, C major. After an
introduction of thirty-six "bars, the scarce articulate
utterance of an idea in the course of formation,
there springs forth a theme full of freedom and
beauty which provides in itself almost the whole
basis for the movement: (Ex. 45^. Given out by the
piano, the theme is repeated in its entirety by the
violin; it is then broken into short figures in
changing keys, which thus form the transition to
the second subject in E flat major - too brief to
contend with the opening theme, which then re-
appears, with an unexpected return to C major,
a mistake which seriously compromises the balance
of the movement.
The development is founded almost entirely
Example 456
on the first theme, and, on a long dominant pedal -
already employed earlier - leads to the recapitulation
of the same theme, now rather too familiar.
'D'Indy, Vincent, "Alexis de Castillon" in Cobbett's Cyclopedia
of Chamber ^bsic . Vol. I, pp. 233-234.
lui
I
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However, in order to avoid the monotony which would
result from a complete recapitulation, Castillon
had the idea of replacing the ""bridge" passage "by
a fugal development which presents the theme dis-
guised "by a fresh rhythm, and in A flat major.
Example 457
a very happy modification of the ancient sonata form;
this slowly dying down, gives place to a fragmentary
reminiscence of the second theme in the dominant key
(G major). Here the movement, properly so called,
ends, for the last two pages (thirty-six bars, on
the dominant of A) are merely a kind ofpreparation
for the appearance of the scherzo, thus "balancing
the thirty-six "bars of the introduction,
II. The allegro scherzando is charmingly
fanciful, "but presents no particular structural
features.
III. An andante in A minor, in Lied form, in
three sections, the "beautiful first theme of which
is a prolonged and melancholy air, echo of some
deep inner sorrow. A theme which requires no
practising, and yet is extremely difficult to play,
for it is not merely a question of the performers
"bow, "but of his heart and of all hie emotional
faculties in their highest degree.
The air, with harmonies based on the third
Gregorian mode, endeavours to arise and cry aloud
its sorrow. . ."but, three times, an anguished and
inexora"ble figure
Example 458
^^^^^^
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Example 459
"bars the way, and forces it 'back once more. Yet it
manages to escape this instrument of torture, and
in a "burst of enthusiasm, flees to the latitudes
of F major (beginning of the third section);
hut soon, as though exhausted hy an effort heyond
its strength, It sinks hack, endeavouring to
clutch at the tonality of A major, and, at last,
ends its career in the prison whence it has vainly
attempted to fly (third section).
IV. The finale, allegro molto, opens with a
theme which might he described as "chivalric,"
glowing with noble pride, and with quite an
individual rhvthm. ^ 5
X
This fine theme has only one fault, that of
appearing too often. The second theme, much more
tranquil, is, unfortunately, given out in a key
(D major) too remote from the principal key.
A development, very well treated, thanks to the
striking rhythm of the opening, leads - perhaps
at rather tmdue length - to a complete re-
capitulation of both themes, followed by a dazzling
coda.
Among the pupils of Cesar Franck, the 'foremost is Vincent
d'Indy (1851-1931 ). His Violin Sonata, Opus 59, was composed in
1903 - between the second symphony and the Jour d'Ete a la Montagnel
Example 460
A
Ivocoressi, M. D., "Vincent D' Indy" in Cobbett's op. cit
Vol. II, pp. 6-7.
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Example 462
The first movement is in eonata-allegro form and the first
suhject is derived from A. There is a transition, using motives B
and C, to the second suhject in A flat major:
Example 463
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This second subject plays "but a slight part in the following develop-
ments which deal with the first subject in many interesting ways.
It reappears accompanied "by arpeggios and later the piano plays it
\nxt it is deprived of its character and rhythm. In the recapitulation
the first and second subjects are combined.
The scherzo, in A flat major, has the following subject:
Example 464
with which motive C is soon combined.
The trio, in E major, is built upon a tune of folk-song
character played by the piano:
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Example 465
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The violin reintroduces A, afterwards repeated in chorale form "by
the piano, while the violin plays the melody.
The slow movement (ill), in E major, is in five sections.
Its main sul)ject, derived from B, is similar to the transition in
the first movement. In the second section A reappears, thust
Example 466
and is followed "by a variant of C:
Example 467 m • » » ^1
1
- 7
The conclusion combines the main suhject of the movement and A:
Example 468
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The form of the finale is a comMnation of the sonata and rondo forme.
The main subject is:
Example 469
^5
tz!:
The transition is:
Example 470
and the second subject is:
Example 471
«>:iiui»
Motive A is combined with the main subject. Further working out
occurs in the key of A major and this is followed by a reappearance
of the main subject in canonic treatment and in the tonic key.
A restatement of the transition theme precedes a modulation to E flat
major. The second subject reappears in C major, and the recapitulation
refers to motives A and B.
D'Indy's Opus 59 is a combination of Cesar Pranck and Wagner
(especially "Tristan") styles. There are frequent uses of deceptive
cadences and shiftings of Hiotlves by half-tones which veil the tonality.
It is a long, involved and difficult sonata which indicates D'Indy's
desire to have it considered as an important composition.
I
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Sylvlo La.zarl (b. I860), a Franco-Italian,
etudlsd with
C«ear Franck. His Violin Sonata
(1894) U dedicated to Yeaye
and .ho«B French technique of
composition in its polished melody
and harmony with a strong sens,
of form. It is cyclical. In
ex-
panded sonata for., the first
movement has an extended recitative
introduction which prepares the allegro
theme:
Example 473
The recapitulation restates the
introduction ^t vith an unusual
arpeggio accompaniment in the low
piano register.
Example 473
Unio J = e) i
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The last four measures
in octaves.
of the movement state the
allegro theme
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The Lento is a dramatic solo scene for the violin containing
a recitative violin cadenza alternated with a 3/4 tempo version of
the first movement Allegro theme. The third movement is "brilliant
and a little noisy with its themes repeated in free variation style.
It has a fanfare introduction:
In 7/4 rhythm, the Tree franc theme possesses trumpet-like figures:
Example 475
-Vb ^ 3-^
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The opening allegro theme appears in this movement which combines
rondo and variation features.
Opus 13 (composed 190l) of Alheric Magnard (1865-1914),
pupil of D'Indy is a lengthy and difficult work. The first of
its
four movements (in sonata-allegro form) opens with a fantasy for
the
violin, supported in two brief instances by heavy piano chords.
In the development the second theme is worked out in contrapuntal
fashion:
Example 476
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The second movement has a lovely melody:
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—
—
but the texture is constantly heavy.
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Because of its clarity and precision, the scherzo -
Example 478
7
J. i-4
is the most effective movement. Basso ostinato technique is
skillfully applied. The principal theme of the finale -
Example 479
is effective with its syncopation. The Calmo theme -
JSxajnple 480
is given in a gentle, melodious intermezzo. Magnard presents
passages in contrapuntal fantasy and fugal style. The work proceeds
try using motives in sections - each section representing a single
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entity l?ut logically proceeding to the next. Recapitulation of
the sections gives logical structure and simalance to sonata-
allegro form.
Like Saint-Safe'ns first Sonata, the Sonata for piano and
violin in G minor (composed 1905-7) Toy Georges Witkowski (b. 1867-)
is in two main sections. In the first, the principal theme is
announced:
Example 481
gtfN.j Li- rli l J
The piano continues the second theme -
Example 482
for 42 measureB before the violin enters with It. tfltowskl. In this
work, remains faithful to the principles of Pranck (he was a pupil of
D'Indy).
The second portion of the sonata Is a theme -
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Example 483
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with five variations:
Example 484
Example 485
Sections of the original theme are expanded in the course of
the variations, being comtined with returns of material from the first
part of the sonata in contrapuntal fashion. The fifth variation, in
its amplification, assumes sonata-allegro character. The principal
theme appears finally in chorale style, comhined with the dance motive
of the finale.
li
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The D mirxor (l907) and E minor (1917 ) violin sonatas of Quy
Eopartz (t. 1864) are among the finest emanating from the teachings
of Cesar Franck. Ropartz freely applies the cyclic principles of
the Franckist school, hut often he uses a Breton folk-song or
popular air as a theme.
The first Violin Sonata''" in D minor was written in Bretagne
and is dedicated to the great sonata performers Eugene Ysaye and
Eaoul Pugno. It is constructed on a pop\ilar air having the serious
effect of a chorale:
Example 486
^^^^^^^ 322:
This air is given in the introduction and is presented in
its entirety three times in the course of the work. The first and
last movements are in sonata-allegro form with derivatives of the
mother-theme as thematic material. The second movement also "based
on the generative theme is in three-part-song.
The second sonata begins in an idyllic mood with a placid and
"beautiful E major theme -
^Cf. Selva, Blanche, La. Sonate . pp. 248-252.
It
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Example 487
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which is developed at length and comes to a culmination. The second
theme -
Exan^le 488
is in contrasting 6/4 rhythm and the development "begins "by working
out the opening violin figure. The recapitulation is usual except
that the second theme appears altered. In place of a coda, there
comes a light scherzo, hased on the opening materials and worked out
with considerable ostinato and pedal point treatment. These two sections,
meant to he played in immediate succession, make up the first movement
of the work.
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The second movement is a sonata-like fantasy on motives
of the opening movement in great variety of symphonic structures.
It is like variation technique applied to cyclical principles.
The idyllic ground tone of the whole piece appears again and agai:
There are Wagnerian outbursts:
Example 489
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The Anime of the second movement usee a commorJLy favored accompaniment
device, the constant repetition of a figure:
Example 490
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Albert RousBel (b. 1869) was a pupil of D' Indy. His Opus 11,^
Senate pour Violin et Piano, dedicated to his teacher represents
the acme of the French cyclical tendency to create, from a few
generative motives, a lengthily extended sonata. This work is sixty
pages long and is in three movements. The first is an allegro in
sonata form introduced an arioso theme introduction (like D'Indy). -
Example 491
but with very rich harmony and elaborate non-thematic accompaniment
in the piano. This introduction has three sections before the
principal D minor theme is given:
Example 492
Selva, Blanche, La Sonata, pp. 268-274.
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This theme is 'begun again in a new key (B minor) - following the
same principle as in the introduction - and is brought to a climax
with the violin still leading melodically. The piano takes only
snatches of the principal theme and the violin then continues its
melodic progress. Shortly after the violin's presentation of a
new theme -
Sxample 493
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the piano takes over with little phrases shifting in half tones as
is often found in Liszt. This leads to a new (third) melodic phrase,
in 3 measure groups, still for the piano. The violin answers with a
fourth theme (related to first theme) interchanging 4/4 and 3/4 meter.
The third and fourth themes are then combined.
The development is a sonata form in itself. It "begins
(Tres modere) and utilizes the various themes in various combinations
with both instruments hardly resting. Roussel makes use of Wagnerian
principle of sequential repetition of phrases in various keys with a
sometimes new accompaniment. A climax is finally reached at Plus vite.
aided
"ty the piano accompaniment being more and more elaborated. The
retxirn to the introduction serves as a coda and as a psychological
suggestion of the missing recapitulation.
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The second movement is a scherzo (actiially cappriccio-like)
with a slow intermezzo as a trio. The pattern of accompaniment
using ninths is established and the A major theme -
Example 494
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is brought in by the violin. As in the first movement, the piano
takes up a portion of the theme only to resume its accompanying role.
In three-part form, the trio begins at the Tres lent, (5/4 in B flat
major). The Modere theme is from the first movement. The second
section of the trio, Moderement anjme is in D major and contains the
climax of the movement; the third section, in E major, serves as a
transition to the scherzo's return,
Boussel had been an officer in the French Navy and in his
travels was fascinated by unusual rhythmic combinations of Asiatic
music. The finale theme -
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Example 495
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is in 5/4 - 4/4 meter. The form of this movement is a rondo-sonata,
but variation technique is applied.
The first theme of Opus 2S^ (composed 1825) -
Exajnple 496
6.J
does not fit into any tonality, showing thereby its modernity.
Its harmonization is ingeniously solved. This movement, not in
sonata-allegro form, has three ideas which are varied - an individual
Tjut logical manner of writing a sonata movement.
The andante, a very "beautiful and original piece, is
harmonically involved, by rhythmically simple. Ostinato technique
•^Cf. Calvocoressi, M. D., "Albert Roussel" in Cobbett's Cyclopedic
Survey of Chamber Music . Vol. II, pp. 306-307.
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predominates in the piano. The second section, of this ternary form
features fancif\xl figurations of the violin ending in a tremendous
climax proceeding the return to the first section. A coda is added.
The finale is "bizzare in effect "because of its tricky, 6/8
and 4/8 rhythms:
Example 497
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The second theme
Example 498
is gentle and amahile in character. This finale is not in sonata-
allegro form, but gives the impression of "being a variation using
several themes repeated differently. Though harmonically and melodically
more advanced than his first sonata, Opus 28 represents a simplification
in form and s decided reduction in length. Roussel was here influenced,
perhaps, "by the Dehussy Violin Sonata (l917).
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Eugene Ysaye, the famous Belgian violinist to whom the
Franck Sonata and the Dehussy String (Jwartet were dedicated, also
inspired his gifted compatriot, Guillaume Lekeu (1870-1894), to
compose a Sonata for violin and piano. Lekeu, a pupil of Jranck
and D'Indy, follows Cesar ffranck (and Wagner) in this work. The
principal theme -
Example 4S9
is the work's generic idea. After its presentation "by the violin,
the piano does not, as expected, repeat it; but takes up a counter-
melody, -
Example 500
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given twice in succession, proceeding differently the second time.
These two themes are comtined at measure 30. The 7if et passions
is a continuation of the first theme. Contrary to the German plan,
the theme is developed as it is presented and is not worked out in
a develojMBent section. A new theme %fith a simple tremolo accompaniment
appears at measure 104:
Example 501
At measure 146 there is an ostinato bass figure over which
augmentation of the principal theme follows. Acttxally, Lekeu*s
structural plan is not a clear one. The movement is an involved
improvisation or fantasy on a few motives which dominate the entire
movement. There is very little passage work, the piece "being pre-
dominantly melodic. The coda (Tres modere ) is reminiscent of D'Indy.
The three-part song form second movement (of unusual meter,
7/8, "4 plus 3") presents a rhapsodic melody -
Example 502
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which, in its arioso style, reminds one of Pranck. It continues
for pages like the "eternal melody" of Warner and is euphonious
even though somewhat unplastic.
An eleven measure recitative (Tres anime ) introduces the
G minor theme of the third movement.
Example 503
r I T f f tj-T-f-
presented and worked out in the same manner as the principal theme
in the first movement. This first movement theme appears (measure 112)
in the last movement in comhination with a theme first suggested
at measure 91:
Example 504
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At measure 155 an ostinato bass figure has chorale treatment
(piano right hand) above it. As this continues the violin introduces
arpeggio figures -
Example 505
i 5i
m W
in concertente style, leading to one of the several climaxes in
this prolonged and involved movement. At measure 201 the counter-
motive of the first movement is given by the piano and is extensively
developed, always with a new counterpoint. The entire sonata is
greatly influenced in harmonic nature and melodic frame by the
composer of " Tristan und Isolde ."
The foTxr.der of the Paris Ecole Normal de Musique . Jean H\ire
(1877-1930), composed a Senate pour Piano et Violon (1900-01 )and
a Sonatina (1907). In four movements, the Sonata opens with a slow
introduction, a pathetic and dramatic fantasy employing recitative:
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Example 506
With its energetic tremolo of the violin and the thirty-second-note
glissando runs of the piano, it is not a sonata-like movement.
The second movement is full-sounding and solemn. Its
character is not unlike the first movement. The Lent tree doxuc
theme comes from the first movement.
The third movement is a scherzo containing a song-like trio
in the remote key of Gr flat major:
Example 507
After the repeat of the scherzo, the trio returns in the same C major
key and the conclusion is formed on the rhythm of the scherzo.
\
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The finale which tekes its theme from the opening recitative
of the first movement features a striking fugato. This leads to re-
capitulation in C minor with a conclusion in C major recalling the
principal themes.
The Sonatine has a gay introductory theme like a French folk-
song with an Merican tinge:
Example 508
Its form is sonata-allegro. The second movement is a charming song
without words and the third movement is a minuet, somewhat more
involved than the preceding movements.
The chamher music of Grahriel Grovlez (1879-1940), French
composer and pupil of Faure, consists of a Violin Sonata^ (composed
1904). It is in two sections - the anime and adagio being played
without pause, as are also the last two movements.
Example 509
•Cf
.
Florent Schmitt "Gabriel Grovlez" in Cobbett's Cyclo-pedia
of Chamber Music
.
Vol. I, pp. 499-500.
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Example 510
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The A major theme of the adagio is stated in canon in the adagio
recapittilation.
Example 511
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The scherzo is a splendid example of 5/8 rhythm:
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Example 512
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and the finale is in sonata-allegro form. The left-hand of the piano
accompanies the first theme in parallel fifths:
Example 513
In its length (55 pages), melody, harmony, clarity of structure, and
light texture, this sonata is typically French. Eaure'e influence is
evident.
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Paul Le Flem's ("b. 1881) Sonate en Sol mineur pour Viol on
et_Piano has a classical first movement. The Andante, built in two
sections on materials already employed, begins as a sort of elegy.
The third movement is a rondo on a folK-song theme, with the principal
theme in 5/4 time as accompaniment. This latter theme is strongly
folk-like.
Example 514
1-4-
The composer reflects, in this work, the principles of his teacher D'Indy.
Continuing the Franck-D« Indy tradition are yet to be mentioned
Gabriel Pierne (1863-1937) for Opus 36 in D minor, Louis Vierne (1870-
1937); pupil of Franck) for Opus 23 (1908), and Gustave Samazeuilh
(b. 1877), pupil of D»Indy for his Violin Sonata in B minor (1904).
Louis Thirion (b. 1879), pupil of Eopsrtz wrote a C minor Sonata,
Opus 14 (1912). The Roumanian, Georges Enesco (b. 1881 ), a pupil of
Jaure, has written 3 sonatas for violin and piano. The first. Opus 2
in D major (1898 ) and the second. Opus 6 in F minor (1901 ) are written
in the French technique. The third Sonata belongs to a later period.
It is with Claude Debussy's (1362-1918) last work, his Six Senates
for various instmments, that a return to a simplification of the sonata
II
I
I
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form is noted. Detussy marks a turning away (with some exceptions
of course) from the "principe cyclique" movement of Cesar Franck
and his follov/ers which "brought forth a renascence of French chamber
music.
In addition to the cyclic idea, the virtuosi of the French
Violin School inspired contposers to write violin sonatas "by their
style of playing and warmth of tone. ilugene Ysaye and Haoul Pugno
were, lay their performances, the shaping spirits of many sonatas.
Dehussy's Senate pour ViolOn et Piano (l917) is the third of
the group of six sonatas composed in memory of his wife, Emma. It has
three movements. The first movement approaches sonata-allegro form -
the recapit\ilation is not in any way exact. It is modest and much
simpler than most piano compositions of De"bussy, yet it is not lacking
in refinement. There are no dramatic traits, no exciting climaxes and
the accompaniment to the sparse thematic material is reticent and thin.
Chords are frequently repeated and notes of the same sound are tied
over at length. The first theme is huilt on the plain sounds of the
triad:
Example 515
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The Intermede (mo7ement II ) commences with a violin cadenza
(accompanied) -
Example 516
r-ttt-ntt. - - -
extending to the an movement . Here again are many repeated notes,
this time in light staccato style, and clashing tone clusters for
the piano. The third movement surprisingly uses the first theme of
the opening movement. Tone clusters, ninth chords, sequences, and
ostinato treatment are ahundantly employed. This sonata is well
sounding, hat cannot he compared with the great sonatas of Brahms 's
and Beethoven and is not of Dehixssy's hest utterances. It is significant
however, that he wrote in this form.
Without the influence of Cesar Franck it would he difficult
to say what course French chamber music would have taken. The "principe
cyclique" reaches its fullest and most perfect expression in Franck'
s
compositions, particularly in his violin sonata. Lalo and Saint-Saftns
show classical tendencies in their sonatas. Saint-Saftns approaches the
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dramatic and pathetic style of Beethoven. Faure'e first sonata is
related to the Schuxnann style hut his second sonata (1917), which
emphasizes rhythm and harmony at the expense of melodic interest,
shows a post-romantic trend.
D'Indy's sonata is a comhination of Cesar Pranck and Wagner
(am important influence on French composers of this period) styles;
and the sonatas of Magnard, Witkowski and Eons s el are exemplary of
the excessive length and the sometimes thematic monotony which may
result from the use of the cyclical principle. ^ the simplicity
of its form the Dehussy sonata marks a point where the French sonatas
begin to become less lengthy, involved and complex, abandoning the
complicated and rich construction of the romantic era.
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SUMMARY
The violin serves as an oTjligato or accompaniment instrument
in the violin sonatas of Haydn (c. 1775), and the evolution of the
treatment of the violin first as an ohligato to the piano to its
acceptance as an equal partner with the piano can be seen in the
twenty-five violin sonatas of Mozart. In the Beethoven sonatas
the violin is firmly estahlished as an equal partner to the piano,
the sonata becomes structurally bolder and there is a greater
intensity of emotional expression.
Schumann uses the sonata form as a vehicle for his romantic
expressions and Brahms' s sonatas represent the highest conception
of balance between the most dramatic form and the highest polyphony.
Schumann and Brahms exert by far the greater influence on composers
of this period (1851-1917). The Scandinavian composers use sonata
form as a framework for their national melodies and harmonies.
Composers of central, southern and eastena Europe, England and
America are influenced more by the German than by the French school.
With the pupils and followers of Jranck (who use cyclical
treatment) the violin sonata becomes more involved and more axLvanced
in chromatic harmony and its structure is considerably expanded.
A trend for French sonatas to become less complicated in style and
structure begins with Debussy's Violin Sonata (1917). This Sonata
would seem, then, to mark a logical ending to this dissertation
I
TI
I
since it contains features characteristic of the post-romantic
style. The years 1851-1917 signify one of the most important
periods in the history of the violin sonata.
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KEY TO CATALOGUE
This catalogue aims to list as completely as possible all
the published sonatas for violin and piano composed between the
years I85I and I9I7. Composers are listed in the chronological
order of their birth dates. Wherever it is possible, the place
of birth and death of each coiaposer is given. An asterisk (*)
at the left-hand side of a composer's name signifies that his
(or her) sonatas are discussed in the dissertation on the pages
indicated at the right of the coir^oser's name. The date of
first publication, if knoim, appears after the name of the
publisher.
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LACOMBE, PAUL, (b. Carcassonne, Dude, France, 1837;
d. there, 1927)
Ist Sonata, A Min*, Op. 8
B* & H*
2nd Sonata, F Min.,
Medio-Hamel le •
Op. 17
3rd Sonata, G Maj,, Op. 98
Maho-Hamelle.
CASTILLON, ALEXIS DE, (b. Chartres, 1838;
d. Paris, 1873)
Sonata
, C Maj., Op. 6. Comp. 1871-72
Heugel.
WEBER, EDMOND, (b. £lsa8S, 1838;
d. Strassburg, 1885)
Sonata, E Min., Op. 19
Bosworth, 1882.
BOISDEFFRE, CHARLES HENRI-RENE DE, (b. Vesoul (Haute-Savoie)1838
d. Verelise, 1906)
Sonata
, E Min. , Op. 50
Haraelle.
Sonata , 6 Maj., Op. 67
Hamelle.
r
THIEROIT, FERDINAND, (b. Hamburg, 1838;
d. there 1919)
Sonata
, S Min., Op, 24
Slegdl, 1874.
Sonata , A Maj., Op, 58
Peters, 1892,
FREUDENBERG, WILHELM, (b. near Neuwied, 1828;
d. Schweidnitz, 1928)
Sonate
,
Op, 20
Hofaieister,
*RHEINBERGER, JOSEF GABRIEL, (b. Vaduz, Liechtenstein, 1839;
d. Munich, 1901)
Sonata
, E Flat Maj , , Op, 77
Forberg, 1874.
Sonata
, E Min, , Op, 105
Kistner, 1878,
GERNSHEIM, FSIEDRICH, (b. Worms, 1839;
d, Berlin, 1916)
Sonata , C Min,, Op, 4
Peters, 1865.
Sonata , C Maj., Op, 50
Peters, 1885,
Sonata , P Maj., Op, 64
Peters, 1898,
Sonata, G Maj
. ,
Op, 85
Simrock, 1912.
NAPRAVNIK, EDUARD FRANTSOVITCH, (b. Bejst, near KBniggrfttz, 1839
d, St. Petersburg, 1916)
Sonata , G Maj,, Op, 52
Jurgenson, 1892,
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BONAWITZ, JOHANN HEINRICH, (b. DfJrkheim-on-Rhine, 1839
j
d, London, 1917)
Sonate, A Min.
,
Op« 40
B* & H*
GOTTHARD, JOHANN PETER, (b. Drahanowitz, 1839;
d. VSslau, 1919)
Sonata , C Maj., Op. 77
Haslinger, 1877,
HOPFFER, BERNHARD. (b. Berlin, 1840;
d. Niederwald, 1877)
Son&te , G Min., Op. 2
Sonate , C Maj., Op. 3
Schlesinger.
LANGE, SAliUEL DE, (b, Rotterdam, 1840;
d. Stuttgart, 1911)
Sonata
, G Maj., Op. 19
Porberg.
Three Sonatas
, C Min., D Maj., 0pp. 29,48,69
Peters.
KRAUSE, EMIL, (b. Hamburg, 1840;
d. there, 1916)
Sonata, A Min., Op. 30
F. Schuberth, Jr., 1870.
DVORAK, ANTONIN, (b. Mtthlhausen, Bohemia, 1841;
d. Prague, 1904) 173
Sonata
, F Maj., Op. 57
Simrock & U.E. , 1912.
Sonatina , G. Maj,, Op. 100
Simrock & U.E,, 1908.
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WOUTERS, FRANCOIS ADOLPHE, (b. Brussels, 1841;
d. there, 1924)
Sonata
, E Min, , Op, 82
Schott, 1897,
HOFMANN, HEINRICH, (b. Berlin, 1842;
d, Gross-Tabart, Thuringia, 1902)
Sonate, P Min.
,
Op. 67
B. & R.
VOCKNER, JOSEF, (b. Ebensee, Austria, 1842;
d. Vienna, 1906)
Sonata , D Min. , Op. 4
Doblinger, 1882.
DUVERNOY, VICTOR-ALPHONSE, (b. Paris, 1842;
d. there, 1907)
Sonata
, G. Maj.. , Op. 23
Fromont*
Sonata
,
Op. 52
Heugel, 1906,
ERLANGER, GUSTAV, (b. Halle, 1842;
d. Frankfort-on-Main, 1908)
Sonata
, D. Min. , Op. 44
Simiaerman, 1890*
KAHL, OSKAR, (b. 1842;
d. Zfirioh, 1914)
Sonata, A Maj.
Peters, 1903.
BECKER, REINHOLD, (b. Adorf, 1842;
d. Dresden, 1924)
Sonata , G Min., Op. 150
Leuckart*
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LABOR, JOSEF, (b, Horowitt, Bohemia, 1842;
d. Vienna, 1924)
Sonata, D Min* , Op. 5
U.S.
WOYCKE, EUGEN A., (b. Danzig, 1843)
Sonate
,
Op. 53
Chanot*
JENSEN, GUSTAV, (b. KBnigsberg, 1843;
d. Cologne, 1895)
Sonata , G Maj,, Op, 14
Peters.
Sonata, D Maj., Op. 7
R'Qhle, 1878.
HERZ0GENBER6, HEINRICH, BARON VON, (b. Graz, Styria, 1843;
d. Wiesbaden, 1900) 67
Three Sonatas , A Maj
.
, E Flat Maj
.
, D Min.
,
0pp. 32, 54, 78
Peters.
BERNARD, EMIIE, (b. Marseilles, 1843;
d. Paris, 1902)
Sonata
, E Flat Min., Op. 48
Durand, 1897.
-KailEG, EDVARD HAGERTJP, (b. Bergen, 1843;
d. there, 1907) 133
Sonata , P Maj., Op. 8
Peters, 1866.
Sonata, GMaj., Op. 13
B. & H., 1869 and 1895.
Sonata, C Min., Op. 45
Peters, 1887.

DIEMER, LOUIS, (b. Paris, 1843;
d, there, 1919)
Sonata .
Durand.
BELLA, JOHAM lEOPOID, (b. Lipto-Szent, Miklos,
Upper Hvingary, 1843;
d» Bratislava, 1936)
Senate, G Maj, Op, 4
B* & H*
Senate
,
Op. 13
B. St H.
GRMMANN, KARL, (b. LiJbeck, 1844;
d. Dresden, 1897)
Sonata , D Maj., Op. 45
J. Schuberth, 1884,
REBICEK, JOSEF, (b. Prague, 1844;
d, Berlin, 1904)
Sonate , C Maj., Op. 3
B* & B*
SCHLEGEL, LEANDER, (b. Oberveen, near Haarlem, 1844;
d, there, 1913)
Sonata
,
GMaj., Op, 34
§'iegel,
HOFMANN, RICHARD, (b. Delitzsch, Prussian Saxony, 1884;
d. Leipzig, 1918)
Instruktive Sonate , D Maj.
Junne, 1907,
RtJFER, PHILIPPE BARTHOLQME, (b. Li^ge, 1844;
d. Berlin, 1919)
Sonata , G Min«, Op, 1
B. & H,
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MANNS, FERDINAND, (b. Witzenhausen, 1844;
d. Oldenburg, 1922)
Sonata , G UaJ., Op« 23
A.E.Pischer, 1878.
GRJlDENER, HERMANN TBEODOR OTTO, (b. Kiel, 1844;
d. Vienna, 1929)
Sonata
, C Min., Op. 35
Doblinger*
ROGERS, CLARA KATHLEEN, (b. Cheltenham, England, 1844;
d. Boston, 1931)
Sonata
, D Mln. , Op. 25
A. P. Schmidt.
WIDOR, CHARLES MARIE, (b. Lyons, France, 1844;
d. Paris, 1937)
Sonata
, C Min., Op* 50
Hamelle*
Sonata
,
Op. 79
Heugel, 1907
•
WEBER, KARL GUSTAV, (b. Munchenbuchsee, 1845;
d. Zurich, 1887)
Sonata
,
DMaj., Op. 8
Hug, 1886.
BODECKER, LOUIS, (b. Hamburg, 1845;
d. there, 1899)
Sonata, P Min.
,
Op, 22
Kistner, 1884.
•PAURE, GABRIEL URBAIN, (b. Paraiers, Ariege, 1845;
d. Paris, 1924) 249
Sonata
, A Maj
. ,
Op. 13
B. & H.
Sonata
, E Min., Op. 108
Durand,

DEURER, ERNST, (b. Heidelberg, 1846)
Sonate, Op, 6
Rie8«
Senate, Op, 12
Ries,
ADAJEWSKA, ELLA VON, (b, St. ^^etersburg, 1846
d« Bonn, 1926)
Sonata in C Minor
T. & J., 1913.
BRULL, IGNAZ, (b. Prossnitz, Moravia, 1846;
d, Vienna, 1907)
Sonata , B Min. , Op, 48
Doblinger, 1884,
Sonata
, A Min,, Op, 60
Siegel, 1890,
Sonata , E Min,, Op. 81
Simrock, 1899.
Sonata
, C Min., Op, 97
U, E., 1906.
LEN0RI>aND, REflE, (b. Elbeuf, France, 1846;
d. Paris, 1932)
Sonata, C Min,, Op, 4
Haake, 1874.
RAIF, OSCAR, (b. Zwolle, Holland, 1847;
d. Berlin, 1899)
Sonata, Op. 11
B. & H,, 1878.
SCHARWENKA, PHILIP, (b, Samter, Posen, 1847;
d. Bad Nauheim, 1917)
Sonata , B Min., Op, 110
B, & H.
Sonata, E Min,, Op. 114
B. & H,

VINES, ANSEDffi, (b. Loudun, e. 1847;
d. Paris, 1921)
Sonata , C Min. , Op* 9
Rouart.
ZIMERMANN, AGNES, (b. Cologne, 1847
j
d. London, 1925)
Three Sonatas
, D Min., A Min,, G Min.,
0pp. 16, 21, 23.
Novello, 1871.
FUCHS, ROBERT, (b. Frauenthal, 1847}
d. Vienna, 1927)
Three Sonatas
, P Sharp Min., D Maj., D Min.,
0pp. 20, 33, 68.
Kistner.
Sonata
, E Maj., Op, 77
Robitsohelc.
Two Sonatas
, A Maj., G Min., 0pp. 95,103
Robitsohek
•
KRILL, KARL, (b. 1847;
d. Apeldoorn, Holland, 1927)
Sonata
, A Maj
. ,
Op, 3
Bosworth, 1871.
MEYER, ALBERT, (b. St. Gallon, 1847;
d. there, 1933)
Sonata
, C Min.
Hug, 1908.
Sonata , P Maj.
5ug, 1918.
ERDMANKSDORPER, MAX VON, (b. Nuremberg, 1848;
d. Munich, 1905)
Sonata
, E Min., Op. 25
Sohott, 1877.

MAILING, OTTO VALDEMAR, (b. Copenhagen, 1848;
d. there, 1915)
Sonata, G Min.
,
Op» 57
Rahter, 1895.
NICHOLL, HORACE WADHAM, (b, West-Bronwich, England, 1848;
d. New York, 1922)
Sonata
,
AMaJ., Op, 13
Rahter, 1888.
VERHEIY, THEODORE, (b. Rotterdam, 1848;
d. there, 1929)
Sonata , D Min., Op. 25
Schott, 1887.
BARTZ, HOHANNES, (b. Stargard, 1848;
d. Berlin, 1933)
Sonata
,
P Maj., Op. 22
Reinecke, 1893.
RIEMANN, HUGO (Karl Wilh. Julius), (b. Grossmehlra,
near Sonderhausen, 1849;
d. Leipzig, 1919)
Sonata , B Min.
,
Op. 11
Kahnt, 1875.
GODARD, BENJAMIN LOUIS PAUL, (b. Paris, 1849;
d. Cannes, 1895)
Sonata , C Min. , Op. 1
Durand.
Sonata, A Min.
,
Op. 2
Dvirand.
Sonata , G Min., Op. 9
Durand.
Sonata
, A Flat Maj., Op. 12
B. & B.
i
BAAS, WILLEM DE, (b. Rotterdam, 1849;
d. Berlin, 1930)
Sonate , C Maj., Op, 3
B. & H., 1873,
URSPRUCH, ANTON, (b. Frankfurt-on-Main, 1850;
d. there, 1907)
Sonate , D Min. , Op, 28
Germann, 1892*
THOME, FRANCIS, (b. Port Louis, Mauritius, 1850;
d. Paris, 1909)
Sonata, D Min.
Hamelle*
Sonata, E Plat Maj,
Hamelle.
BARTH, RICHARD, (b. Grosswanzleben, Saxony^ 1850
d, Marburg, 1923)
Sonata, D Maj., Op. 14
F. Sohuberth, Jr., Leipzig, 1899.
Sonata , B. Min., Op. 20
Simrock, 1907.
Sonata
,
(in^lten Stil), D Maj.
Benjamin, 1915*
SCHARWENKA, XAVER, (b. Samter, 1850;
d. Berlin, 1924)
Sonata , D Min.
,
Op. 2
B. <Sc H*
BEAU, LUISE ADOLPHA LE, (b. 1850. Rastatt;
d. Baden-Baden, 1927)
Sonata
, C Min., Op. 10
R. k E. , 1882*

WILTBERGER, AUGUST, (b, Sobernheim, Rhine Prov.
,
1850j
d, Stuttgart, 1928)
Sonata , C Maj., Op, 112
Schwann, 1906.
KLAUWELL, OTTO ADOLF, (b, Langensalza, 1851;
d. Cologne, 1917)
Sonata , C Min. , Op, 6
Kahnt, 1874.
D'INDY, PAUL MAHIE THEODORE VINCENT, (b. Paris, 1851;
d. there, 1931)
Sonata , C Maj., Op, 59. Composed 1903-4.
Durand.
RATEZ, H/IILE-PIERRE, (b. Besancon, 1851;
d. Lille, 1934)
Sonata
,
Op. 40
Ledue, 1902.
POMMER, WILLIAM HENRY, (b. St. Louis, Mo., 1851;
d. Colimibia, 1937)
Sonata, A ^in.
,
Op. 1
Rahter, 1905.
JUNCK, BENEDETTO, (b. Turin, 1852;
d. 1905)
Sonata , G Maj
. ,
Op, 4
Ricordi, 1884.
Sonata , D. Maj., Op. 5
Ricordi, 1885.
HUBER, HANS, (b. SchBnenwerd, Smtzerland, 1852;
d. Basle, 1921)
1st Sonata , C Min., Op. 18
R. & E., 1877.
2nd Sonata , B Flat Maj., Op. 42
B. & H., 1877.
lb
I
3rd Sonata, B Min.,
Siegel, 1883.
Op. 67
4th Sonata, G
Forberg,
Ma>,
1884.
Op. 82
5th Sonata, E Maj.,
1897»
Op. 112
6th Sonata, I)
B. & H.
,
Min.,
1901,
Op. 116.
7th Sonata, G
Kistner,
Maj.,
1903,
Op. 119
8th Sonata, A
Simrock,
Maj.,
1907,
Op. 123
9th Sonata, G Min., Op, 132
Steingraber, 1901.
SLUHICKO, JM, (b. Humpoletz, 1852;
d. Augsburg, 1923)
Sonata
, C Min., Op. 51
Hofmeister, 1914.
Sonata , G Maj,, Op. 57
Peters, 1906,
Sonata
,
A Maj., Op, 60
Softneister, 1906,
Sonata
, E Flat Maj., Op. 67
Hoflneister, 1908.
Sonata , B Flat Maj., Op. 86
Bohm & S., 1913.
STANFORD, C. VILLIERS, (b. Dublin, 1852^
d. London, 1924)
Sonate
,
DMaj., Op. 11
R. & E.
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REWARD, CASIMIR, (b. 1853;
Frenoh composer)
Sonata
Senart,
HOLLANDER, BENOIT, (b, Amsterdam, 1853;
d. ~?)
Sonata
,
Op» 19
Phillips (fe Oliver.
Sonata , G Min. , Op. 35
Graham & Black.
MAIER, AMANDA, (b. Landskrona, 1853;
d. Amsterdam, 1894)
Senate
Musikal, 1878.
SJOGREN, EMIL (JOHAN GUSTAV), (b. Stockholm, 1853;
d. there, 1918) 152
1st Sonata, G Min.
,
Op. 19
Peters.
2nd Sonata, E Min.,
Hainauer.
Op. 24
3rd Sonata, G Min.
,
Hainauer.
Op. 32
4th Sonata, B Min.
B. & H.
Op. 47
5th Sonata, A Min.
Musik K.
Op. 61
KOESSLER, HANS, (b. Waldeck, Bavaria, 1853;
d. Ansbach, 1926)
Sonata
, E Min.
Siidd. M., 1902.

TJHL, BDMTJin), (b. Prague, 1853;
d. Wiesbaden, 1929)
Sonata , G Maj • , Op. 5
Leuchart, 1889«
* FOOTE, ARTHUR WILLIAM, (b. Salem, Massachusetts, 1853;
d. Boston, 1937)
Sonata
, G Min., Op» 20
A. P* Schmidt.
MACCOY, WILLIAM JOHNSTON, (1854 - c. 1927;
American composer)
Sonata
Senart.
JANa5eK, mOS, (b. Hukvaldy, Moravia, 1864;
d. Moravian-Ostrava, 1928)
Sonata , D Plat Min.
Hudebnf Matice.
LA TOMBELI£, FERNAKD DE, (b. Paris, 1854;
d. Castelnau-Payrac
,
1928)
Senate , D Min. , Op. 40
Costallat, 1900.
WAILLY, PAUL DE, (b. Amiens, Sorame, 1854;
d. Paris, 1933)
1st Sonata
,
C Maj., Op. 26
Rouart.
2nd Sonata
, G Maj., Op. 27
Rouart.
REINHOLD, HUGO, (b. Vienna, 1854;
d. there, 1935)
Sonata , G Maj., Op. 24
Kistner.

RTJCKATJF, ANTON, (b. Prague, 1855;
d. Schloss Alt-Erla, near Vienna, 1903)
Sonata , P Min, , Op, 7
Kistner, 1888«
HOEWITZ, BENNO, (b. Berlin, 1855;
d. there, 1904)
Sonata
, D Maj., Op. 1
Ries, 1887«
REUSS, HEINRICH XXIV, PRINCE OF REUSS-KOSTRITZ,
(b. Trebschen, Brandenb\u*g, 1855
d. Ernstbrxmn, 1910)
Sonata, G Min., Op. 5
Peters.
Sonata
, E Min., Op. 21
Mozarthaus.
HOLLANDER, GUSTAV, (b. Leobsohtitz, Upper Silesia, 1855;
d. Berlin, 1915)
Sonata , D Min. p Op. 59
Simrock, 1903»
BRAUER, MAX, (b. Mannheim, 1855;
d. Karlsruhe, 1918)
Sonate, 6 Maj., Op. 3
Wernthal, 1880,
JENTSCH, MAX, (b. Ziesar, near Magdebxirg, 1855;
d. Stendal, 1918)
Sonata , C Min., Op. 23
Jxinne, 1905.
Sonata
, A Maj., Op. 59
Jxmne, 1910.
KING, OLIVER A., (b. London, 1855;
d. there, 1923)
Sonata
,
D Min.
,
Op. 40
Novel lo.
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HUMMEL, FERDINAND, (b, Berlin, 1855
j
d. there, 1928)
Sonata, C Min. , Op. 24
Brockhaus, 1881.
ESPOSITO, MICHELE, (b. Castellmare, near Naples, 1855;
d, Florence, 1929)
Sonata , G Maj., Op, 32
Schott.
Sonata
, E Min. , Op. 46
Astruc, (Paris).
Sonata , A Maj
. ,
Op. 67
C.E.Edition (Dublin).
PAtJR, EUIL, (b. Czernowitz, Bukovina, 1855;
d. Mistek, Czechoslovakia, 1932)
Sonata, G Min.
,
Op. 6
Oertel, 1880.
RONTGEN, JTJLIUS, (b. Leipzig, 1855;
d. Utrecht, 1932)
Sonata, E Maj., Op. 40
Noske, 1904.
MENDELSSOHN, ARNOLD, (b. Ratibor, 1855;
d. Darmstadt, 1933)
Sonata , C Maj., Op. 71
Peters, 1917.
GRAY, ALAN, (b. York, 1855;
d. Cambridge, 1935)
Sonata
Laudy.
MARTUCCI, GITJSEPFE, (b. Capua, 1856;
d. Naples, 1909)
Sonata
,
G Maj., Op. 22
Kicordi.
l»
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PISCHHOF, ROBERT, (b. Vienna, 1856;
d. there, 1918)
Sonate
,
AMaj,, Op. 47
Doblinger.
GEDALGE, ANDRE, (b. Paris, 1856;
d. near there, 1926)
Two Sonatas , G Maj., A Min.
, 0pp. 12, 19
jBnochT
SACHS, LEO, (b. Frankfurt-on-Main, 1856;
d. Paris, 1930)
Sonata
,
Op. 33
Hamelle.
Sonata , D Min., Op. 88
Mathot.
Sonata
,
Op. 132
Senart.
SCHtJTT, EDUARD, (b. St. Petersburg, 1856;
d. Merano, Italy, 1933)
Sonata, G Maj., Op. 26
Rahter.
KES, 1^rLLE^^, (b, Dordrecht, Holland, 1856;
d. Munich, 1934)
Sonata, F Min., Op. 4
Peters, 1884.
SITOING, CHRISTIAN, (b. Korigsberg, Norway, 1856;
d. Oslo, 1941) 147
Sonata
, E Maj., Op. 27
Peters, 1896.
Sonata, C Maj., Op. 12
Hansen, 1892.
Sonata
,
P Maj., Op. 73
Feters, 1905.
Sonata, D Min.
,
Op. 99
B. & H., 1909,
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KRALIK, MATHILDE, (b. Unt, 1857;)
Sonate
, D Mln.
Guttman, Wien.
PLANCHET, D0MINIQT7E CHARLES, (b, Toulouse, 1857)
Sonata
, D Mln.
Hamelle, 1904.
HELSTED, GUSTAV CARL, (b, Copenhagen, 1857;
d. there, 1924)
Sonata , A MaJ., Op* 13
Hansen, 1910.
Sonata , 6 Min. , Op* 20
Hansen, 1899,
KERSBERGEN, JAN WILIEM, (b. Delft, 1857;
d. 1927)
Sonata
, D Min*, Op* 4
SToske, 1901*
ELGAR, EDWARD, (b* Broadheath, near Worcester,
England, 1857;
d. Worcester, 1934)
Sonata
,
Op* 9
Sonata
, E Min.
,
Op, 82
Novello, 1919.
VIARDOT, PAUL, (b. Courtavenel, 1857;
d. Algiers, 1941)
Ist Sonata
, G Haj., Op. 5
Kahnt, 1883.
2nd Sonata , B Plat Maj.
HeuneTle*
SCHOENEFELD, HENRY, (b. Milwukee, Wis., 1857;
d* Los Angeles, Calif., 1936)
Sonata quasi fantasis, G Min., Op. 53
Simrock, 1903,
It
*LAZZARI. SYLVIO, (b. Botzen, Tyrol, 1857;
d. Paris, 1944)
Sonata , E Min., Op, 24
Durand, 1898,
jmSiEK, ALOIS, (b. Ledec, 1858)
Sonata , A Min.
Urbanek, 1905.
LACROIX, EUGENE, (b. Eshen, England, 1858)
3rd Sonata
S^nart,
MEL-BONIS (MADAME ALBERT DOMANGE),(b, Paris, 1858)
Sonata , A Maj.
Senart*
FUCHS, ALBERT, (b. Basel, 1858;
d. Dresden, 1910)
Three Little Sonatas , D Maj,, B Min., Op. 36
Simon, 1898.
KLEIN, BRUNO OSKAR, (b. OsnabrflcK, Hanover, 1858;
d. New York, 1911)
Sonata , G MaJ., Op. 10
Hofteeister, 1887.
Sonata
, B Min., Op. 31
Simrock, 1908.
THOMASSIN, DESIRE, (b. Vienna, 1858;
d. Mvmich, 1933)
Sonata
, E Min.
,
Op. 72
B. & H., 1908.
HUBAY, JENO, (b. Budapest, 1858;
d. Vienna, 1937)
Sonate , D Maj., Op. 22
Hamelle, 1871.
Il
FRMCK, RICHARD, (b. Cologne, 1858;
<!• Heidelberg, 1938)
Sonata , D Ua;)., Op. 14
Schleeinger*
Sonata , C Min, , Op, 35
Schlesinger*
SMYTH, DAME ETHEL MARY, (b. London, 1858;
d. Woking, 1944)
Sonata , A Min., Op. 7
Peters, 1887.
CARO, PAUL, (b. Breslau, 1859)
Sonata , P Maj,, Op. 2
Crana, 1883.
HEUHOFF, LUDSfflG, (b. 1859, Berlin;
d. Gardone, 1909)
Sonata, E Maj., Op. 3
Rtthle tc W., 1890.
PUCHAT, MAX, (b. Breslau, 1859;
d. Karwendel Alps, 1919)
Sonata , D Major
Kleimn, 1898.
GOMPERTZ, RICHARD, (b. Cologne, 1859;
d. Dresden, 1921)
Sonata , G Minor
Wemthal, 1899.
CHELIUS, OSKAR VON, (b. Mannheim, 1859;
d. Munich, 1923)
Sonata, G Maj., Op. 11
Junne, 1891.
CHEVILLARD, CAMILLE, (b. Paris, 1859;
d. there, 1923)
Sonate, G Min.
,
Op. 8
Durand.
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BERGH, RUDOLPH, (b, Copenhagen, 1859;
d. Davos, 1924)
Sonate , E Min«, Op» 20
Gerhard Tischer, Cologne, 1905»
MAJOR, JULIUS JACQUES, (b. Kaschau, Hungary, 1859;
d. Budapest, 1925)
Sonata
,
DMaj,, GMin,, Opp, 36,63
Men', 1907.
SIMOSETTI, ACKILLE, (b. Turin, 1859;
d. 1928)
Ist Sonata , C Min,
Decourcelle
2nd Sonata
, C Maj., Op. 9
Decourcelle, 1894*
BRUCKEN-FOCK, GERAD E. VAN, (b. Kondekerke, 1859;
d« Heemstede, 1935)
Sonate , P Maj., Op. 23
Koske.
IPPOLITOV-IYANOV, MICHAEL MICHAELOVITCH, (b. Gatohina, 1859;
d. Moscow, 1935) 200
Sonata
, A Ma;)., Op. 8
Rahter, 1887.
ASHTON, ALGERNON BENNET LANGTON, (b. Durham, England, 1859;
d. London, 1937) 206
Sonata
, D Maj., Op. 3
B. & H., 1881.
Sonata , E Maj., Op. 38
Simrock, 1889.
Sonata, C Min.
,
Op. 86
Hofbauer, 1888.
Sonata
,
AMaj., Op. 99
Simrock, 1889.
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FOERSTER, JOSEF BOHUSLVA, (b. D^tenioe, Bohemia, 1859;
living in Prague, 1940) 174
Sonata , B Min., Op. 10
U.E., 1910,
ERB, JOSEPH lyLRIA, (b, Strasbourg, 1860)
Sonata
, E Min,, Op, 21
U.W., 1901.
HEUBNER, KONRAD, (b. Dresden, 1860;
d. Coblenz, 1905)
Sonata, G Maj., Op. 8
Siegel, 1895.
DREYSCHOCK, FELIX, (b. Leipzig, 1860;
d. Berlin, 1906)
Senate
, D Min., Op. 15
B. & B.
G0ET2E, ED. DIETERICH, (b. Lehe, I860;
d. Weimar, 1924)
Sonata alia antic
a
, F Maj
. ,
Op. 21
Hug, 1907.
HANSEN, ROBERT, (b. Copenhagen, 1860;
d. Aarhus, Denmark, 1926)
Sonate, Op. 1
Hansen.
SCHMIDT, LEOPOLD, (b. Berlin, 1860;
d. there, 1927)
Sonata, P Min., Op. 4
Augustin, 1903.
HORN, KAi!ILLO, (b. Reichenberg, Bohemia, 1860;
d. Vienna, 1941)
Sonata
, B Minor
Kahnt.

PADEREWSKI, IGNAZ JAN, (b. Ktirylowka, Podolia (Russian
Poland) 1860;
d. New York, 1941)
Sonata , A Min., Op. 13
B. & B., 1886.
THUILLE, LUDWIG, (b. Bozen, Tyrol, 1861
j
d. Munich, 1907)
Sonata , D Min., Op. 1
Forberg, 1880.
Sonata
, E Min. , Op. 30
Sfidd. M., 1904.
BERGER, WILHELM, (b. Boston, 1861;
d. Jena, 1911)
Sonata, A Maj., Op. 7
R^hle, 1882.
Sonata , P Maj., Op. 29
Peters, 1888.
Sonata , G Min., Op. 70
Simon, 1898,
*BOSSI, MARCO ENRICO, (b. Salo Brescia, 1861;
d. at sea (en route from America
to Europe), 1925)
Sonata, E Min., Op. 82. Comp. 1892.
B. & H., 1893.
Sonata
, C Maj., Op. 117
Kistner, 1899.
NOREN, HEmiCH GOTTLIEB, (b. Graz, 1861;
d. Rottach, Bavaria, 1928)
Sonata, A Min.
,
Op. 33
5". & B., 1909,
AVERKAMP, ANTON, (b. Willige Langerak, Holland, 1861;
d. Bussura, Hollajid, 1934)
Sonata, D ^aj.. Op. 2
Stlhle, 1890.
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DEBUSSY, CLAUDE ACHILLE, (b. St. Germain-on-Laye, 1862;
d. Paris, 1918) " 291
Sonata , G Min*, G Maj.
Durand, 1917,
KOVA^OVIC, KAREL, (b. Prague, 1862;
d, there, 1920)
Sonata
ITrbanek •
GLEITZ, KARL, (b, Hitzerode, near Cassel, 1862;
d. Torgau, 1920)
Sonate, F Maj., Op. 3
Groscurth, Berlin.
HORVATH, ATTILLA, (b. Nustcur, 1862;
d. Budapest, 1920)
Sonata , G Maj., Op, 26
RozsavBlgyi, 1902.
BORNE, FERNAND LE, (b, Charleroi, 1862;
d. Paris, 1929)
Sonata, Op, 28
Rouart,
Sonata , E Maj., Op. 29
Hainelle, 1911,
MOOR, EMANUEL, (b. Kecskemet, Hxmgary, 1863;
d, Mont Peleria, near Montreux
(Switzerland) 1931)
Ist Sonata, G Maj,
,
Op, 12
Rose, 1889,
2nd Sonata, A Min,
,
Schott, 1890,
Op. 21
3rd Sonata, A Maj,,
Gytmann, 1890,
Op, 23
4th Sonata, C Maj., Op,
A, Schmid, 1900,
51
5th Sonata, G Maj
,
Op, 54
Mathot.
6th and 7th Sonatas. E Min., G Min,, Opp. 56,74
Siegel, 1905,
III
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KROEGER, ERNST RICHARD, (b. St. Louis Missouri, 1862;
d. there, 1934)
Sonata , P Sharp Min,, Op. 32
B. & H., 1896.
EMMANUEL, MAT3RICE, (b. Bar-sur-Aube, 1862;
d. Paris, 1938)
Sonata , D Min.
Durand, 1910.
BRANCOUR, RENE, (b. Paris, 1862)
Sonata
Rouhier, 1900.
BEHM, EDUARD, (b. Stettin, 1862)
Sonata
, A Maj
. ,
Op. 15
R. & E., 1899.
DAMROSCH, WALTER JOHANNES, (b. Breslau, 1862)
Sonata
,
Op. 6
J. Church. 1899,
HUSS, HENRY HOLDEN, (b. Newark, ^^.J., 1862) 228
Sonata , G Min., Op. 19
Sohirmer, 1903.
DAYAS, WILLIAM HUMPHREY, (b. New York, 1863;
d. Manchester, England, 1903)
Sonata
, D Maj., Op. 11
STistner.
KAUN, HUGO, (b. Berlin, 1863;
d, there, 1932)
Sonate, D Min.
,
Op, 82
Heinriohshofen.
PARENT, ARMAND, (b. Lidge, 1863;
d. Paris, 1934)
Sonata
, P Maj.
Rouart-Lerolle, 1900.
Il
II
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SMULDERS, KARL ANTON, (b. Maestricht, 1863j
d. Liege, 1934)
Sonata, A Min.
Junne, 1895*
PIERNE, GABRIEL, (b. Metz, 1863;
d. Ploujeau, near Morlaix, France, 1937) 291
Sonate
, D Maj., Op« 36
Durand.
REHBERG, WILLY, (b. Morges, Switzerland, 1863;
d. Mannheim, 1937)
Sonata, D Maj
. ,
Op. 10
Slegel, 1886.
SPEER, WILLIAM HENRY, (b. London, 1863;
d, Sidmouth, 1937)
1st Sonata , D Maj
. ,
Op» 4
B. & H. 1893.
WEINGARTNER, FELIX VON, (b. Zara, Dalmatia, 1863;
d. Winterthur, 1942)
Two Sonatas , D Maj.^F Sharp Min., Op. 42
B. St H.
ADLER, GE0R6, (b. Paris, 1863)
Sonata
,
Op» 3
Has linger*
COLBERG, PAUL, (b. Halle, 1863)
Sonata
, D. Min.
Forlivesi, 1893.
HEIIffllCH, MAXIMILIAN, (b. GBrlitz, 1864;
d. Dresden, 1909)
Sonata
,
GMin., Op. 12
C. F. Sohmidt, 1888.
II
^
KREHL, STEPHAN, (b. Leipzig, 1864;
d, there, 1924)
Sonata, A Maj • , Op, 8
B. & H., 1893.
BEER-WALBRUNN, ANTON, (b. Kohlberg, Bavaria, 1864;
d. Munich, 1929)
Sonata
, D Min. , Op, SO
Wimderhorn-V, 1911,
GLASS, LOUIS CHRISTIAN AUGUST, (b. Copenhagen, 1864;
d. there, 1936)
Sonata , C Maj., Op. 29
Hansen, 1909.
WOOLLETT, HENRY, (b. LeHarre, France, 1864;
d. there, 1936)
2nd Sonata , E MaJ.
Hamelle.
3rd Sonata
, D Maj.
Jobert.
SANDBER6ER, ADOLF, (b, ^mrsburg, 1864;
d. Munich, 1943)
Sonata, D Min,
,
Op. 10
Siegel, 1892.
BREITENBACH, CLEMENS, (b. Hoohheim, Thuringia, 1864)
Sonata , A Min, , Op. 24
?oppenrath, 1913.
BERWALD, WILLIAM, (b. Sohwerin, Germany, 1864;
Sonate , F Maj., Op, 21
B, & H.
Sonate , C Min., Op. 32
Bosworth*
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LAUBER, JOSEPH, (b, Ruswil, Lucerne, 1864)
Two Sonatas , D Min,, A Plat MaJ*
, 0pp. 4,9
Siegel, 1899,
Sonata , B Flat Maj,, Op. 28
Foetisch*
ORE, ADELE AUS DER, (b, Hannover, 1864)
Sonata
, F Sharp, Op. 16
Schirmer, 1906.
R0PART2, J. GUY, (b. Guingamp, Cdtes du Nord, 1864) 275
Ist Sonata , D Min.
Durand.
2nd Sonata
, B Maj.
Durand.
3rd Sonata , A Maj.
Durand, 1929.
STRAUSS, RICHARD, (b, Munich, 1864) 96
Sonata, E Plat Maj., Op. 18
U.S., 1888.
ISBISS, JOSEF, (b. Kaschaii, 1864)
Sonata , B Flat Maj., Op. 6
Simrock, 1886.
MAGNARD, ALBERIC, (b. Paris, 1865;
d. Baron, Oise, 1914) 271
Sonata, GMin.
,
Op. 13
Rouart.
JENNER, GUSTAV, (b. Keitura, 1865;
d. Marburg, 1920)
Sonata
, A Min. , Op. 8
Stidd. M.
Jl
NIELSON, CARL AUGUST, (b. NSrre-Lyndelse, Denmark, 1865
j
d. Copenhagen, 1931)
Sonata
,
AMaj,, Op, 9
Hansen*
Sonata , 6 Min, , Op* 35
Hansen*
WOLSTENHOLME, WILLIAM, (b« Blackburn, Lancashire, 1865;
d* London, 1931)
Sonata, 6 Maj*
Lengniok*
CRISTIANI, GIUSEPPE, (b. Anagni, 1865;
d* Rome, 1933)
Sonata, G Min*
Jttrgenson, 1907.
ERTEL, JEAN PAUL, (b. Posen, 1865;
d* Berlin, 1933)
Sonata
,
Op* 60
f. & B*
WIMLER, ALEXANDER ADOLPHOVITCH, (b. Charkov, Russia, 1865
d* Leningrad, 1935)
Sonata , C Min., Op* 10
Belaiev, 1902*
DUPIN, PAUL, (b. Roubaix, 1865)
Sonata , A Min.
Surand, 1912*
HOLMSEN, BORGHILD, (b. Christiania, Norway, 1865)
Sonate
,
Op, 10
Wild,
KAHN, ROBERT, (b* Mannheim, 1865)
Sonata , G Min.
,
Op* 5
f* <fc B.
Sonata, A Min., Op. 26
Leuckart*
Sonata, E Maj., Op. 50
B. Se B.
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LIEBLING, GEORG, (b. Berlin, 1865)
2nd Sonata , B Plat Min., Op. 63
Odeon, 1915,
RABUS, HUGO, (b, Mannheim, 1865)
Sonata
, D Maj •
Polyhymnia, 1918.
SERIEYX, AUGUSTE. (b. Amiens, 1865)
Sonata
, G MaJ., Op. 7
Esohig, 1904.
WACHTMEISTER, ALEX RAOUL, (Swedish Composer, b. London, 1865)
Sonata.
Novel lo.
RATH, FELIX VOM, (b. Cologne, 1866;
d. Munich, 1905)
Sonata , D Min.
Rflhle, 1895.
AULIN, TOR, (b. Stockholm, 1866
j
d. Stockholm, 1914) 165
Sonata, D Maj., Op. 12
Zimmermcuan, 1924.
DRESSLER, PTilEDRICH AUGUST, (d. Berlin, 1919)
Sonata , G Min., Op. 10
& B., 1877,
BUSONI, FERRUCCIO BENVENUTO, (b. Empoli, 1866;
d. Berlin, 1924) 103
Sonata, E Min., Op. 29
^. k H., 1891.
Sonata, E Min.
,
Op. 56A
5". & H., 1901.

ANZOLETTI, MARCO, (b. Trento, 1866;
d. Meslano, 1929)
Sonate
, C Mln«
B. & H., 1896,
HENNESSY, SWAN, (b. Rookford, Illinois, 1866;
d, Paris, 1929)
Sonata (in Irish style), F Maj., Op. 14
Sohott*
SHERWDOD, PERCY, (b, Dresden, 1866;
d. 1939)
Sonata
,
PMaj., Op. 12
R. & E., 1907,
BAEKER, ERNST, (b. Berlin, 1866)
Sonata , G Min., Op. 8
Karl KBhler, 1903.
BECKMAN, BROR, (b. Kristinehaimn, Sweden, 1866)
Sonata
, A Min, , Op. 1
Musik K.
BOORN-COCLET, HENRIETTE VAN DEN, (b. Luik, 1866)
Sonata , D Min.
B. & H.
LIMBERT, FRANK L., (b. New York, 1866)
Sonata, A Maj., Op. 4
Oermann, 1890.
MORGAJJ, FRANCIS J., (b. 1866; English composer)
1st Sonata
.
Goodwin & Tabb.
3rd (Romantica)
, D Min.
Goodwin and Tabb.
4th Sonata
, E Min.
Goodwin and Tabb.
6th Sonata
, B Flat Maj.
Goodwin and Tabb.
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SCHUMANN, GEORG ALFRED, (b. K8nigBtein, 1866)
Sonata, C Sharp Min«
,
Op» 12
U.E.
Sonata , D Min, , Op, 55
R« & E*
KRYJANOVSKY, IVAN IVANOVITCH, (b. i^iev, 1867;
d. ^'etersburg, 1924)
Sonata , E Min., Op. 4
Belaiev, 1906,
GUARNIERI, FRANCESCO, (b. Venice, 1867
j
d. there, 1927)
Sonata
Rouhier, 1908.
Sonata
, A Maj.
Eschig, 1911.
STRAESSER, EWALD, (b, Burscheid, Rhine Prov., 1867;
d. Stuttgart, 1933)
Sonata , D Maj., Op. 32
T. & J., 1918.
WICKENHAUSSER, RICHARD, (b. BrOnn, 1867;
d. Vienna, 1936)
Sonata
, E Min., Op. 13
Kistner, 1901.
P^QUE, DESIRE, (b. Liege, 1867;
d. 1940)
2nd Sonata , A Min., Op. 32
B • & H.
*PETERSOH-BERGER, OLOF WILHELM, (b. Ullanger, 1867;
d. Oestersund, 1942) 157
jLst Sonata , E Min. & E Ma;j.
LQndquist.
2nd Sonata , G Maj.
LQndqu i st
.
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WITKOWSKI, GEORGES-l»ARTIN, (b. Mostaganem, Algiers, 1867
(French father and Polish
mother
)
d. Lyons, 1943) 273
Sonate , G Min.
Durand*
BEACH, MRS. H.H.A., (b. Henniker, N.H. 1867;
d. 1944) 224
Sonata
,
Op, 34
A. P, Schmidt, 1899,
ALQUIER, MAURICE, (b, 1867? French composer)
Sonata
, B Flat
Eschig, 1902.
BRZES2INSKI, FRANCISZEK, (b. Warsaw, 1867)
Sonata
, D Maj,, Op. 6
Peters, 1910.
HENRIQUES, FINI VALDEMAR, (b. Copenhagen, 1867)
Sonata , G Min.
,
Op. 10
Hansen, 1893.
MOUQUET, JULES, (b. Paris, 1867)
Sonata
, A Maj., Op. 19
Lemoine.
STRUBE, GUSTAV, (b. Ballenstedt, Germany, 1867)
Sonata
, E Min.
Schirmer.
BLEICHMANN, JULIUS lYMOVITCH, (b. St. Petersburg, 1868;
d. there, 1909)
Sonata , A Maj., Op. 15
jQrgenson, 1904*
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BEZECNY, EMIL, (b. Prague, 1868
j
d, there, 1930)
Sonata
,
C Min.
,
Op» 3
B. & H,, 1890,
BRANDTS, BUYSZ JAN, (b. Zutphen, 1868
j
d. Salzburg, 1933)
Sonata
, A Min., Op. 26
Drei Masken-V. , 1910.
SAAR, LOUIS VICTOR FTiAKZ, (b. Rotterdam, 1868;
d, St. Louis, Mo., 1937)
Sonata
, G Maj., Op« 44
Siegel, 1904.
D'ERLANGEE, BARON FREDERIC, (b. Paris, 1868;
d. London, 1943)
Sonata, G Min.
Souart, 1910.
HERMANN, ROBERT, (b. Bern, Switzerland, 1869;
d. Ambach, Bavaria, 1912)
Sonata
, C Sharp Min. , Op. 13
Hofmeister, 1905.
PROHASKA, KARL, (b. MSdling, near Vienna, 1869;
d. Vienna, 1927)
Sonata
, D Maj.
Eulenburg, 1898.
MELCER, HENRIE, (b. Kalisch, Posen, 1869;
d. Warsaw, 1928)
Sonata , G Maj.
Piwarski, 1909.
• ROUSSEL, ALBERT CHARLES PAUL, (b. Tourooing, 1869;
d. Royan, 1937) 278
Sonata, D Min., Op. 11
Rouart
•
Sonata , A Maj., Op. 28
Durand.
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DAVIES, SIR HENRY WALPORD, (b. Oswestry. 1869;
d, near Bristol, 1941)
Sonata , E Mln. , Op. 5
Novel lo, 1894.
Sonata , DMin. , Op. 7
Novello, 1896.
HINTON, ARTHUR, (b. Beckenham, England, 1869;
d. London, 1941)
Sonata, B Flat Maj.
B. & H*
BERGHOUT, JOH CORNELIS, (b. Rotterdam, 1869)
Sonate, C Min., Op. 47
Steingrfiber.
PFITZNER, HANS, (b. Moscow, 1869)
Sonata
, E Min., Op, 27
Peters*
Sonata
, F Sharp Min., Op. 1
i". & H.
REDMAN, HARRY NEWTON, (b. Mt. Carmel, 111., 1869)
let Sonata
, C Min.
White, 1903.
2nd Sonata
, D Maj.
White, 1905.
LEKEU, GUILLAUME, (b. Ituesy, near Verviers, 1870;
d. Angers, 1894) 283
Sonata, G Maj.
Rouart, Lerolle, 1907,
COERNE, LOUIS ADOLPH, (b. Newark, N.J., 1870;
d. Boston, 1922)
Sonate
, A Min., Op. 60
Hofinei ster •
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VIERNE, LOUIS VICTOR JULES, (b. Poitiers, 1870;
d. Paris, 1937) 291
Sonata, 0 Min.
,
Op, 23
Burand, 1908,
BROCKWAY, HOWARD A., (b. Brooklyn, N.y., 1870)
Sonata
, G Min., Op. 9
Schlesinger, 1894*
BRUNE, ADOLF GERHARD, (b, Hanover, 1870)
Sonata
, D Min., Op. 33
Schott, 1912,
*NOVM, VITEZSLAV, (b. Kameniti, Bohemia, 1870) 177
Sonata
, D Min.
Hudebnf Matioe.
RYELANDT, JOSEPH, (b. Bruges, 1870)
2nd Sonata
, D Min., Op. 27
L. Muraille.
3rd Sonata, A Flat Maj., Op. 53
B. & H.
SCALERIO, ROSARIO, (b. Moncalieri, near Turin, 1870)
Sonata
,
DMin., Op. 12
& H., 1910.
SCHMITT, FLORENT, (b. Blfimont, 1870)
Sonata
, G Sharp Min. and D Min., Op. 68
Durand.
STRAUS, OSCAR, (b. Vienna, 1870)
Sonata , A Min.
,
Op. 33
Schott, 1898.
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TREPARD, milE, (b. Paris, 1870)
Sonata
Enoch, 1907.
STOJCWSKI, SIGISMTJND DENIS ANTOINE, (b. Streelce,
Poland, 1870)
Sonata , G Maj., Op. 13
Sohott*
Sonata
, E Min. , Op* 37
Heugel.
WALKER, EKNST, (b. Bombay, India, 1870)
Sonata , A Min. , Op. 8
J. Williams, 1898.
STEHHAMMAR, K. WILBEDd E., (b. Stockholm, 1871
j
d. there, 1927) 165
Sonata, A Min.
,
Op. 19
Hainauer.
JUGN, AUG., (b. Elberfeld, 1871;
d. Hanm, 1934)
Sonata
, B Min. , Op» 2
Hainauer, 1906.
REUSS, AUGUST, (b. Liliendorf, Moravia, 1871}
d. Munich, 1935)
Sonata , C Min., Op, 26
Wunderhorn-V. , 1910.
LILJEFORS, RUBE^f MATTIAS, (b. Upsala, Sweden, 1871;
d. there, 1936)
Sonata, E Min., Op. 2
Hirsch.
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CONVERSE, FREDERIC SHEPHARD, (b. Newton, Mass., 1871;
d. 1940) 222
Sonata
, A MaJ,, Op. 1
Boston.
BUTTYKAY, AKOS VON, (b. Halmi, 1871)
Sonata
, A Min. , Op» 10
ZiiGBiennazm, 1906.
CAETANI, ROPFREDO, (b. Rome, 1871)
Sonata, B Maj., Op, 6
Schott.
CRICKBOOM, MATHIEU, (b. Hodimont, near Lilge, 1871)
Sonata
, D Min., Op. 11
Schott, 1911,
GOLEMARK, RUBIN, (b. New York, 1872;
d. there, 1936)
Sonata, B Min.
,
Op. 4
B. & H., 1896.
JUON, PAUL, (b. Moscow, 1872;
d. Vevey, 1940)
Sonata
, A Ma;)., Op. 7
Schlesinger,
Sonata
, PMaj., Op, 69
Leuckart
•
GRAENER, PAUL, (b. Berlin, 1872;
d. there, 1944)
Sonata
,
Op, 66
B. & H.
ALFVEN, HUGO, (b. Stockholm, 1872)
Sonata
, C Min,, Op. i
Ldndquist*

BERTELIN, ALBERT, (b. Paris, 1872)
Sonata , E Flat Maj,
Eschig, 1907.
HOEBERG, GEORG, (b. Copenhagen, 1872)
Sonata , G Maj,, Op, 1
Hansen, 1905.
PREY, MARTIN, (b. Crossen a. Elster, 1872)
Sonata , G Min. , Op, 26
SteingrSber, 1907,
LAMPE, WALTHER, (b. 1872 - )
Sonata , B Min,, Op, 4
Simrock, 1901,
PAGELLA, GIOVANNI, (b. Spetia, 1872)
Sonata, D Maj
. ,
Op. 110
Capra, 1914,
SCHRATTENHOLZ, LEO, (b. London, 1872)
Two Sonatas
, F Maj., B Plat Maj., Op. 37
Simrock,
REGIE, MAX, (b. Brand, Bavaria, 1873;
d. Jena, 1916)
Sonata, D Min.
,
^p. 1
Augener.
Sonata, D Maj,, Op. 3
Schott.
Sonata, A Maj., ^p. 41
U.E.
Sonata, C Maj., Op. 72
B. & B.
Sonata
, E Min., Op, 122
B. & B.
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Sonata , F Sharp Min., Op, 84
B. & B.
Sohata, C Min., Op. 139
Simrock.
Sonata
,
Op. 122
B • & 6 •
Two Sonatinas , D Min. , A Maj
. , ,
Op. 103
B. & B.
CAPET, LUCIEN, (b. Paris, 1873;
d. there, 1928)
Sonata , A Min,, Op, 7
STathot, 1908.
LITTA, PAOLO, (d. Florence, 1931)
Sonata , G Min., Op. 1
Ed. Mutuelle, 1892.
SCHAEFER, DIRK, (b. Rotterdam, 1873}
d, ^sterdam, 1931)
1st Sonata ^ D Maj., Op, 4
Noske.
2nd Sonata , F Min., Op, 6
B. & H,
3rd and 4th Sonatas , B Flat, D MaJ., Op. 11
Noske,
SJOBERG, SVANTE LEONiiRD, (b. Karlskrona, Sweden, 1873;
d. there, 1935)
Sonata , A Min. , Op, 2
Mueik K., 1899.
MALICHEVSKY, WITOLD JOSEPHOVITCH. (b, Mogilov-Podolsk, Russia,
1873;
d. Warsaw, 1939)
Sonata
,
G Op, 1
Belaiev,
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RABL, WALTHER, (b. Vienna, 1873;
d. 1S40)
Sonata. D Maj
. ,
Op
. 6
Simrock, 1899.
CAST^EA, BENE D'AVEZAC DE, (b. Dax, 1873)
Sonata ,
Eouart.
GROZ, ALBERT, (b. Lyon, 1873)
Sonata . B Major
Botiart, 1910.
JONGEN, JOSEPH, (b. Li^ge, 1873)
1st Sonata . D Maj., Op. 27
Schott,
2nd Sonata . E Maj., Op. 34
Darand.
* MASON, DANIEL GREGORY, (b. Brookline, Mass., 1873)
Sonata. G Min.
,
Op. 5
Schirmer.
POSA, OSKAE C, (b. Vienna, 1873)
Sonata . C Min., Op. 7
Simrock, 1902.
Q,UEr, CHARLES, (b. Lille. 1873)
Sonata . Op. 18
Noel, 1904.
ROGER-DUGASSE, JEAN, (b. Bordeaux, 1873)
2nd Sonata . E Major
Darand, 1918.
ZANELLA, AMILCAEE, (b. Monticelli d'Ongina, Piacenza, 1873)
Sonata
Pizzi.
0': ''
{
LEWA3TD0WSKY, MAX, (b. Hamburg, 1874;
d. there 1906)
Sonata. G Min.. Op. 8
Peters, 1907.
BAS, GIULIO, ("b. Venice, 1874;
d. VotlDia near Genoa, 1929)
Sonata "brevis
Ricordi.
NEDBAL, OSKAE, ("b. Ta"bor, Bohemia, 1874;
d. Zs^reh, 1930)
Sonata. B Min., Op. 9
Simrock, 1897.
jttJSTIN, EMEST, {la. London, 1874)
Lyric Sonata. D Major
S. & B.
BACKER-LUITDE, JOHAHN, (b. LeHavre, 1874)
Sonata . D Min. Op. 15
Norsk, 1897.
GATTY, NICHOLAS, (h. Bradfield, England, 1874)
Sonata. G Major
Strad.
KAMPF, KAEL, (b. Berlin, 1874)
Sonata . E Min., Op. 23
Kahnt, 1904.
KOENIG, JEAN, ("b. 1874; French composer)
Sonata in F Minor
Senart.
LUCAS, BLANCHE, (b. 1874; French composer)
Sonata. G Major
Senart
.

MAUN, ADOLPH, (t. England, 1874)
Sonata, E Flat Maj., Op. 4
B. & H., 1912.
OEHLMAMN, LEO, (t. Stolp, 1874)
Sonata . P Maj., Op. 14
Simrock, 1895.
SCHEEBEE, FERDINAND, (b. Vienna, 1874)
Sonata. A Major
U.B. 1905.
SCHMID, HEINRICH KASPEE, (b. Landau, Bavaria, 1874)
Sonata. A Min.
,
Op. 27
Schott.
STOHR, EICHAED, (b. Vienna, 1874)
Sonata. G Maj., Op. 27
U.E., 1911.
Sonata . A Ma.j., Op. 62
Hiini, 1923.
TAYLOR, SAMJEL COLEEIDGE, (b. London, 1875;
d. Croydon, 1912)
Sonata . D Min., Op. 28
Havkes & Son.
ZECKWEE, CAMILLE, (b. Philadelphia, 1875;
d. Long Island, 1924)
2nd Sonata . D Maj., Op. 7
B. & H., 1900.
FEVRIER, HENRI, (b. Paris, 1875;
d. 1932)
Sonata . A Minor
Gregh, 1899.
(
MELAETIN, EEKKI GUSTAF, (b. Kokisalmi, Finland, 1875;
d. Helsingfors, 1937)
Sonata, E Maj., Op. 10
Apostol, 1910.
SCHEINPPLUG, PAUL, ("b. Loschwitz, near Dresden, 1875;
d. Memel, 1937)
Sonata . P Maj., Op. 13
Heinrichshofen.
ROOTHAM, CYRIL BRADLEY, (t. Bristol, 1875;
d. Cambridge, England, 1938)
Sonata . G Minor
O.U.P.
EACHMAM, ALBERTO ABRAHAM, (b. Geneva, Switzerland, 1875)
Sonate . D Minor
Eiirstner.
GOLESTAN, STAN, (b. Vasliu, Rumania, 1875)
Sonate . E Flat Major
Gallet, 1908.
LABEY, MARCEL, (b. LeVesinet, near Paris, 1875)
1st Sonata . D Minor
Rotiart, 1901.
NIGGLI, FRIEDRICH, (b. Aarburg, 1875)
Sonata. E MaJ., Op. 7
Hag, 1902.
REY-AJTDREU, ETIENUE, (b. 1875; French composer)
Sonata . C Min., Op. 46
Senart.
HDRLSTONE, WILLIAM YEATES, (b. London, 1876;
d. there 1906)
Sonata . D Minor
Aiagener, 1897.
I
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AIRES, FREDERIC, (b. Binghamton, N.Y., 1876;
d. Colorado Springs, 1926)
Sonata. D Min., Op. 15
Stahl, 1914.
LAMBRECHTS-VOS, AUNA, ("b. Rotterdam, 1876;
d. there, 1932)
Sonata . E Sharp Min., Op. 9
Harmonie
.
WILSON, MORTIMER, (b. Chariton, Iowa, 1876;
d. Hew York, 1932)
Sonata . D Maj., Op. 14
Boston.
Sonata . E Maj., Op. 16
C.M.P.
DELUNE, LOUIS, (h. Charlerio, 1876;
d. 1939)
Sonata, D Min.
B. & H., 1896.
NIEMABN, RUDOLF PRIEDRICH, (h. Norre-Toede, Denmark, 1876;
d. Copenhagen, 1939)
Sonata . F Maj., Op. 18
Haake, 1877.
LAPAREA, RAOUL, (h. Bordeauz, 1876;
d. Paris, 1943)
1st Sonata. A Minor
Hamelle, 1911.
AKIMEMO, FEODOR STEPHANOVITCH, (h. Karkov, Russia, 1876;
d. Paris, 1945) 200
Sonata. D Min., Op. 32
Jnrgenson, 1905.
Sonata . G Maj., Op. 38
Jurgenson, 1911.

ALFAUO, muCO, (b. Poleilippo (Naples). 1876)
Sonata. D Maj.
Ricordi.
CAEPENTER, JOHN ALDEN, (b. Chicago, 111., 1876)
Sonata . G Jfeijor
Schirmer.
HENLEY, WILLIAM, (1d. 1876; English compoBer)
1st Sonata . & Min., Op, 56
Williams.
NIEMANN, WALTER, (b. Hambttrg, 1876)
Sonata. GMaj., Op. 70
Kahnt, 1920.
PERLEBERG, ARTHUR (b. Berlin. 1876)
Sonata. E Plat. Op. 8
Simrock, 1905.
POLIGNAC, ARMANLE DE, (b. Paris, 1876)
Sonata
Hamelle, 1902.
Sonata
Piirstner, 1911.
POUEIGH, JEAN, (b. Toulouse, 1876)
Sonata . G Major
Bschig, 1906.
VREULS, VICTOR, (b. Verviers. Belgium, 1876)
Sonata . B Major
Rouart, 1901.
Sonata. G Major
Edition de I'art beige.
I\
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WALTER, BEDNO, (b. Berlin, 1876)
Sonata . A Major
U.E., 1910.
WOLF-PEBEARI
,
EHMAMO, (b. Venice, 1876)
Sonata . G Min., A Min., 0pp. 1, 10.
Bahter, 1902.
HUEE, JEA^ (b. Gien, Loiret, 1877;
d. Paris. 1930) 286
Sonata. C Min.
Mathot, 1920.
Sonatina. G Maj.
Mathot.
• PAIRCHILD, BLAIH, {lo, Belmont, Mass., 1877;
d. Paris, 1933) 232
Sonata. C Minor
Durdilly, 1908.
Sonata . E Min., Op. 43
Darand, 1919.
COOLS, EUGim, ("b. Paris, 1877;
d. there, 1936)
Sonata. A Min., Op. 79,
Eschig.
BAEMOTIN, SIMON, (b. Petersliarg, 1877)
Sonata. A Min., Op, 14
Jiirgenson, 1910.
BORTKIEWICZ, SERGEI EDUAEDOVICH, (h. Charkow, 1877)
Sonata
Benjamin.
COSSART, LELAUD A, (h. Madeira, 1877)
Sonata . D Maj., Op. 27
Heihrichshofen.
38S
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DUNHILL, THOMAS PHEDERICK, ("b. Hampstead, London, 1877)
Sonata . D Min., Op, 27
S. & B., 1911.
Sonata. F Maj., Op. 50.
Aa^ener, 1920.
DOH^I. IRITST VON, (b. Pressburg, 1877) 171
Sonata. C Sharp Min., Op. 21
Simrock, 1913.
DUMAS, LOUIS, (b. Paris, 1877)
Sonata. D Min,, Op. 8
Leduc, 1906.
rUSCH, ALEX. 7., (b. Karlsruhe, 1877)
Sonata . E Plat Maj., Op. 7.
E. & E., 1913.
GOEDICKE, ALEXAMDER PEDOROVITCH, ('b. Moscow, 1877)
Sonata . A Maj., Op. 10
Jiirgenson, 1901.
KUILER, KOfi, (h. Alblasserdam, 1877)
Sonata, G Minor
Noske, 1902.
EUTPEE, ELISABETH, (b. Amsterdam, Holland, 1877)
Sonata. A Major
Noske, 1902.
MAESICK, AEMAKD, (b. Liege, 1877)
Sonata . P Minor
Leduc
,
MOJSISOVICS, RODERICH VON, (b. Graz, 1877)
Sonata. D Maj., Op. 29
Siegel, 1911,
.1121
.03 .^^ .
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SAMAZEUILH, GUSTAVE, (b. Bordeaux, 1877)
. 291
Sonata . B Min. & B Major
Darand, 1904.
SMITH, lAVID STA3ILEY, (b. Toledo, Ohio, 187?)
Sonata . A Maj., Op. 51
S.P.A.M.
STOJANOVITS, PETER LAZAJR, Budapest, 1877)
Sonata. D Maj., Op, 3
Doblinger, 1906.
PESTALOZZI, HEIHRICH, (b. Wadenswil, near Zurich, 1878;
d. Turin, 1934)
Sonata. A Min., Op. 39
Hag, 1922.
BEUN, FRITZ, (b. Lucerne, 1878)
Sonata. D Min,
Hani, 1920.
MULLER-HEEMAim, JOHAUNA, (b. Vienna, 1878)
Sonata. D Min,, Op, 5
Doblinger, 1907.
NICOLAIEV, LEONID VLADIMIROVICH, (b. 1878; Russian composer)
Sonata. G Min,, Op. 11
Jurgenson.
PHILIP, ACHILLE, (b. Aries, 1878)
1st Sonata . C Minor
Ed. >fcituelle.
2nd Sonata . C Sharp Minor
Ed. Mutuelle, 1908.
PIRIOU, ADOLPHE, (b. 1878; French composer)
Sonata. A Min., Op, 4
Lemoine.
£ ;8V8I
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HOLBROOKE, JOSEPH, (l>. Croydon, 1878)
Sonata. Op, 6
Larway.
Sonata . P Maj
. ,
Op. 59^
Eicordi, 1918,
3rd Sonata
Chester, 1926.
RINZENS, WILHELM, (1d. Rbhn/Eschweiler. 1879;
d. Eisenach, 1933)
Sonata. C Min., Op. 20
Simrock.
EESPIGHI, OTTOIINO, (h. Bologna, 1879;
d. Some, 1936)
Sonata. B Minor
Eicordi
.
GAUBBET, PHILIPPE, (h. Cahors, 1879;
d. Paris, 1941)
Sonata
Bornemann.
GEOVLBZ, GABRIEL, (b. Lille, 1879;
d. Paris, 1944) 288
Sonata. D Min.
Durand, 1908.
AHDEEAE, VOLKMAR, (b. Bern, Switzerland, 1879)
Sonata. D ^^aj., Op, 4
Schott, 1903.
CROME, PEITZ, it. Copenhagen. 1879)
Sonata. G Min., Op, 3
Hansen, 1905.
FITELBERG, GRBGOE, (t. Dttnahurg, Livonia, 1879)
Sonata . E Maj., Op. 12
A. Stahl, 1905.
(r
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HAAS, JOSEPH, it. Maihingen, Bavaria, 1879)
Sonata. B Min., Op. 21
Hahter, 1908.
lEELAND, JOHN, ("b. Inglewood, Bowden, Cheshire, 1879) 212
Sonata. D Minor
Augener, 1909.
Sonata. A Min.
Rogers, 1917.
NIVERD, LUCIEH, (b. Vouziers, 1879)
Sonata. B Major
Lion, 1900.
LEVY, HENIOT, (t. Warsaw, 1879)
Sonata. C Min., Op. 6
E. & E., 1913.
SCOTT, CTRIL MEIR, (t. Oxton, Cheshire, 1879) 209
Sonata. Op, 59
Schott, 1910.
THIEION, LOUIS, (h. Baccarat, 1879)
Sonata. C Min., Op. 14
Darand, 1912.
raiSMANN, JULIUS, (t. Freihurg, Baden, 1879)
1st Sonata . F Sharp Min., Op. 28
Wunderhorn-V.
2nd Sonata . F# MaJ., Op. 47
B. & H.
3rd Sonata . A Min., Op. 69
T & J
4th Sonata . Op. 73
Jtmghrunner-V
.
WIKLUNL, AIX)LF, (h. Langsernd, Sweden, 1879)
Sonata. A Min., Op, 5
Hansen, 1905.
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BARNS, ETHEL, ("b. London, 1880)
Sonata. A Maj
. ,
Op
.
9
Schott, 1909.
Sonata . G Min.
,
Op. 24
Schott, 1911.
BLEYLE, KAEL, (la. Feldkirch, Vorarlberg, 1880)
Sonata. Op. 38
B. & H.
DELAMAETER, ERIC, (b. Lansing, Michigan, 1880) 235
Sonata . E Flat Major
Ditson, 1917.
DELCROIX, LEON CHARLES, (h. Brussels, 1880;
d. there, 1938)
Sonata . Op , 34
Evette & Schaeffer.
KAREL, RUDOLF, (b. Pilsen, 1880)
Sonata. D Min., Op. 17
Sinjrock, 1913.
KOUBA, JOSEPH, (b. Prague, 1880)
Sonata
Hadebnf Matice.
MEDTNER, NICOLAI, (b. Moscow, 1880)
Sonata. B Min., Op. 21
Eussischer Musikverlag.
Sonata. GMaj., Op. 44
Zimmermann,
BEUCHSEL, MAURICE, (b. Lyons, 1880)
Sonata
Lemoine, 1912.
Sonata. B Minor
Hamelle, 1914.
rJ •ti/
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ROSSLER, RICHARD, (b. Riga, 1880)
Sonata . G Maj., Op. 20
Stahl, 1910.
SENTTER, JOHAmA., (l). Oppenheim, 1880)
Sonata . G Major.
Kahnt, 1909.
TOMMA.SINI, VINCENZO, (1d. Rome, 1880)
Sonata
Hamelle
.
URIBE-HOLQUIN, GUILERMO, {la, Bogota, Colomtia. 1880)
Sonate. F# Minor
Leduc
.
*EUESCO, GEORGES, Liveni, Rumania, 1881) 291
let Sonata . D Maj., Op. 2 - Enoch, 1898.
2nd Sonata. E Minor, Op. 6 - Enoch, 1901.
3rd Sonata .
ENGELSMAIW, WALTER, (h. Pourmis, 1881)
Sonata. A Minor
Kahnt. 1911.
KALLSTENIUS, EDVIN, (b. filipstad, farmland (Sweden) 1881
)
Sonata. E Min.
,
Op. 7
Hansen, 1911.
LE ELEM, PAUL, (h. Lezardieux, Cotes-du-Nord, 1881) 291
Sonate. G Minor
Herelle, 1911.
LESUR, MADAME A. R. , (h. 1881, French composer)
Rouart, 1917.
(
ROSLAVETS, NICOLAI, (b. Sural, Russia, 1881)
Sonata
U.E.
WEIGL, KABL. (b. Vienna, 1881
)
Sonata. Op. 16
Schott.
ZILCHER, HERMANN, (b. Erankfort-on-Main, 1881)
Sonata. D Maj., Op. 16
B. & H.
DOYEN. ALBERT, (b. 1882;
d, 1935; French composer)
Sonata
Leduc
.
HURUM, ALEONSE, (b. Oslo, 1882)
Sonata. D Min.
,
Op. 2
Hurum.
Sonata . A Min,, Op. 8
Hurum, 1915.
KLEIN, WALTER, (b. Brflnn, 1882)
Sonata
Klein
LATTUADA, FELICE, (b. Morimondo near Milan, 1882)
Sonata
Ricordi, 1919.
MARX, JOSEPH, (b. Graz, 1882)
Sonata. A Major
U.E., 1914.
NERINI, EMILE, (b. Colombea, near Paris, 1882)
Sonata. E Minor
Hayet, 1917.
(
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• PICZ-MANGIAaALLI
,
EICCAEIX), (b. Strakonice, Bohemia, 1882) 192
Sonata. B Min.
,
Op, 8
U.E., 1910.
BACHLEW, ANDERS, ("b. Drammen, 1882)
Sonata . A Min., Op. 1
Nordisk, 1908.
WAGHALTER, IGNAZ, (b. near Warsaw, 1882)
Sonata. I Min., Op. 5
Eahter, 1907,
KUULA, TOIVO, (Id. Vasa, Finland, 1883;
d. Wiipuri, 1918)
Sonata,. E Minor
Apostol, 1910.
SZTMAUOVSKI
,
KAROL, ("b. Tyraoszowska, Ukraine, 1883;
d. Lausanne, Switzerland)
Sonata. D Min., Op. 9
U.S. 1911.
*BAX, ABNOLD E. THEVOE, (b. London, 1883) 215
1st Sonata. E Major
ttirdoch, 1910
2nd Sonata . D Major
Murdoch, 1915.
BOSSI, EENZO, (h. Como, 1883)
Sonata intima
Ricordi
CASELLA, ALFREDO, (h. Turin, 1883)
Sonata. C Min., Op. 6
Mathot, 1907.
\
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CHEVAILLBR, LUCIEN, Paris, 1883)
1st Sonata (L' Enfant)
Senart.
2nd Sonata (L'Eveil)
Senart
.
5rd Sonata (Les Souyenirs)
Senart.
OOT, rRANZ, (b. Liegnitz, 1883)
Sonata. D Min., Op. 12
Cieplik, 1919.
SANTOLK^UIDO, FEANCESCO, (b. San Giorgio a Cremano, Naples, 1883)
Sonata. A Minor
Ricordi
.
FR/OTCMESNIL, ROGER DE, (b. Paris, 1884;
d. there, 1921)
Sonata. C Min., Op. 25
Mathot.
DOinffiR, MAX, (b. New York, 1884)
Sonata. B Flat Major, Op. 40
Carl Fischer, 1909.
GRASSE, EDWIN, (b. New York, 1884)
Sonata. C Maj., Op. 14
Schirmer, 1912.
HALL, MADAME BEATRICE MARY, (b. New Castle-on-Thyne, 1884)
Sonata
Senart.
LAUWERYNS, GEORGES, (b. Brussels, 1884)
Sonata (Pathetic), F Major
B. & H., 1908.
Sonata
Senart.
cvrr •
LIUZZI, PBHKAiroO. ("b. Senigallia, 1884)
Sonata
Porlivesi,
PLATEN, HORST, (t. MagdeMrg, 1884)
Sonata. C Sharp Minor
Hamelle, 1907.
SORO, EURIQjUE, (b. Concepcion, Chile, 1884)
2nd Sonata. A Minor
Schirmer.
TOTII, ALCEO, (b. Lugo, Italy, 1884)
2nd Sonata
Ricordi.
PEJACSEVICH, DORA, (b. Badapest, 1885;
d. Munich. 1923)
Sonata. D Maj., Op. 26
H. Bock, 1912.
DALE, BENJAMIN JAMES, (b. Crouch Hill, 1885;
d. London, 1943)
Sonata. E Maj., Op. 11
Aagen«er,
BURLEIGH, CECIL, (b. Wyoming, H. Y., 1885)
Sonata (The Ascension), Op. 22
Schirmer.
COLLET, HENRI, (b. Paris, 1885)
Sonata. AMaj., Op. 60
Mathot.
WEINER, LEO, (b. Badapest, 1885)
1st Sonata. D Ifej.. Op. 9
Rozsavdlgyi, 1912.
2nd Sonata. P Sharp Min., Op. 11
Bard, 1919.
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ACHRON, JOSEPH, ("b. Lozdzeye, Lithuania, 1886;
d. Hollywood, 1943)
Sonata. Op. 29
Belaiev, 1914.
BRUSSELMAHS, MICHEL, (t. Paris, 1886)
Sonata. B Minor
Senart, 1921.
ESPLA, OSCAR, (b. Alicante, 1886)
Sonata
Union Musical
FEISKIN, JAMES, (b. Glasgow, 1886)
Sonata. 0 Maj., Op. 5
S. & B.
PAMY, PAUL, (b. Le Treport, 1886)
Sonata. C Minor
JoTjert.
L. de
EOHOZINSKI,^(l). PetersTmrg, 1886)
Sonata. P Sharp Minor
Hamelle, 1920.
EUYNEMAIT, nANIBL, (h. Amsterdam, 1886)
Ist Sonata
Chester.
2nd Sonata
Alshach.
SCHOECK, 0TH14AR, (h. Bniiinen, Switzerland, 1886)
Sonata. D Maj., Op. 15
Hug, 1909.
WATERMAN, ADOLF, (h. Rotterdam, 1886)
Sonata. C Minor
R. & E.
loc:
AlONSO, LOPEZ FRANCISCO, (b. Granada, 188?)
Sonate litre
Durdilly.
AXMAN, EMIL, ("b. Eatay, Czechoslovakia, 1887)
Sonata
Hadeb^T Matice.
EHRMANN, ROSETTE, (b. 1887)
Sonata. E Major
Senart.
SOHY, CH. (MADAME MARCEL LABBY), (b. 1887)
Sonata
Senart
.
STUIBBR, PAUL, (b. Nepomok, Bohemia, 1887)
Sonata. F Maj., Op. 6.
B. & H.
TROWELL, AENOLD, (b. Hew Zealand, 1887)
Sonata. F Maj., Op. 24.
Novell 0.
VALEN, FARTBIN OLAV, (b. Stavanger, Norway, 1887)
Sonata. F Maj., Op. 3
Norsk-M.
JOHANSEN, DAVID MONEAD. (b. Vefsen, Norway; 1888)
SQfiftt^, A Major
Norsk-M.
JORDAN, S7EEBE, (b. Bergen, 1889)
Sonata. G Min., Op. 16
Norsk-M, 1920.
ROSENBLOOM, SYDNEY, (b. Edinburgh, 1889)
Sonata. C Min., Op. 10
Augener, 1912.
31 ,nt:
ZIMBALIST, EPEBM, ("b. Roston on the Don, Eassia, 1889)
Sonata. G Minor
Schirmer.
FOHKEROD, ALOYS, (b. Montet-Coudrefin, 1890; Swiss composer)
Sonata. B Major
Chester.
FEEITAS BRANCO, LUIZ DE, (b. Lisbon, Portugal, 1890)
Sonata. D >fajor
Pahst, 1909.
5p<;>r»^tft. A Maj
.
Gehauer.
MAETIN, FEAM, (h. Geneva, 1890)
Sonata. G Min,
,
Op. 1
Hag, 1914.
SCHNABEL, ALEXAOTER MARIA, (h. Riga, 1890)
Sonata. G Maj., Op. 5
Baabe & Plothow, 1921.
MI GOT, GEORGES, (b. Paris, 1891)
Sonata
Mathot, 1907.
PAIWAIN, GUIDA (b. Naples, 1891
)
Sonata
U.S.
AUTOIITB, GEORGES, (b. Liege, 1892;
d. Bruges, 1918)
Sonata. Op. 3
Senart, 1915.
RADNAI, MIKLOS, (b. Budapest, 1892;
d. there, 1935)
Sonata. G Maj., Op. 21
Simrock.
{0981 ,«v
{I'dtl ,a'
HOWELLS, HEHBERT, (t. Sydney, Gloucestershire, 1892)
Saaaia* e Maj., Op. i8
Hawkes & Son.
ard Sonata . E Min. Op. 38
O.U.P.
JAENACH, PHILIPP, {t. Noisy, France, 1892)
Sonata. E Maj., Op. 9
Darand, 1915.
LEBRUN, RAYMOND, (b. 1892)
Sonata. F Major
Senart.
MILHAUD, nAEIUS, (t. Aix-en-Provence, 1892)
1st Sonata. D Sharp Min., Darand, 1914,
2nd Sonata, atonal
Darand, 1919.
DE7EEESE, GODEPEOID, (h. Courtrai, 1893)
Sonata. E Major
Senart
.
LANGGAAED. BUD. IMMANUEL, (h. Copenhagen, 1893)
Senate^. D Minor
E. & E., 1923.
GEOSZ, WILHELM, (b. Vienna, 1894;
d. New York, 1939)
Sonata. Op. 6
U.S.
DOBROWEN, ISSAYA ALEXANDROVITCH, (b. Mizhni Novgvrod, 1894)
Sonata. Op. 15
U.E.', 1914.
(seei .
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KAHITZ, EBITST, (b. Vienna, 1894)
Sonata . Op. 10
U.S.
MOBRAN, BENST JOHN, ("b. Osterley, near London, 1894)
Sonata. D Minor
Chester,
SCHULHOIT, BEWIN, (b. Prague, 1894)
2nd Sonata
U.S.
SOULAGE, MARCELLE, (b. Lima, Peru, 1894)
Sonata. D Minor
Evette & Schaeffer.
BAEBILLION, JEANHE, (b. Paris, 1895)
Sonata. D Major
Senart
.
QBHSTEIN, LEO, (b. Krementchiig, Russia, 1895)
Sonata. Op. 26, Coarp. 1916
Sonata. Op. 31
Carl Pischer.
RATEAUS, KAROL, (b. Tamopol, Poland, 1895)
1st Sonata. Op. 1
U.S.
VOOHMOLBN, ALEXANI3E5R, (b. Rotterdam, 1895)
Rouart, Lerolle, 1917.
DUPmER, JEAIT, (b. Genf, 1896)
Sonate poetique . A Min., Op. 7
Rouart, 1909.
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LANG, WALTER, (l). Basel, 1896)
Sonata. B Plat Major
E. & E., 1912.
SIEGL, OTTO, (b. Graz, 1896)
Sonata. Op. 39
Doblinger.
CASSADO, GASPAR, (b. Barcelona, 1897)
Sonata
U.E.
KLINGLER, KARL, (b. Strassburg, 1897)
Sonata. D Min., Op. 5
Simrock, 1909.
KOENGOLD, ERICH WOLFGANG, (b. IHlnn, 1897)
Senate. G Maj., Op. 6
Schott, 1913.
JOURUEAU, MAURICE, (b. 1898; French composer)
S^iaaia.^ A Maj . , Op. 6
Senart
.
RAMIN, GihTTHER. (b. Karlsruhe, 1898)
Sonata. C Maj., Op, 1
B. & H.
MANZIARLT, MARCELLE DE, (b. 1899; French composer)
Sonata . F Sharp Minor
Senart.
SZULC, JOSEPH, (b. Warschau, 1899)
Sonata. A Minor
Ro\iart,
TCHKREPNIN, ALEXANDER NICOLAISVITCH, (b. St. Petersburg, 1899)
Sonata. F Major
Durand.
2nd Sonata. Op. 30
U.E.
3rd Sonata
U.S.
(358X .Xesijfi .
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THE SONATA FOR VIOLIN AUD PIANO
PROM SCHUMANN TO EEBUSST
(1851-1917)
by
David Austin Shand
In the eighteenth century violin soriata, the violin received
melodic predominance while the function of the keyboard instrument
was to provide harmonic support to this melody. With Haydn (about
1775) and many of his contemporaries, the violin exchanges its
position of dominance with the keyboard instrument and serves as an
accompaniment or obligate instrument.
The twenty-five sonatas for violin and piano of Mozart show the
evolution of the treatment of the violin first as an obligate to the
piano to its acceptance as an equal partner with the piano. Beethoven
consistently treats the instruments as equals. He also transcends the
Mbzartian idea of the sonata in structural boldness and in variety
of emotional expression and sometimes adds a scherzo to the usual
three movements. The "Zreutzer" Sonata represents the most
monumental sonata sonata of the dramatic and concertante styles in the
entire literature. Beethoven's contemporaries, Clementi, Dussek,
Steibelt, Cramer, Woelfl, Hummel, Hies and Kalkbrenner composed
violin sonatas and in great numbers, but mainly in the "violin
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obligato" style.
Schubert's Sonatinas and his "Duo" are classical in form, hut
show the influence of the Lied in their slow movements, Mendelssohn
wrote only a very early violin sonata which shows Mozartian influence.
With Robert Schumann's two sonatas for violin and piano the
sonata form is used as a vehicle for his particular mode of expression,
representing the full flowering of romanticism. Though treated
similarly in form, Schumann's sonatas differ from Beethoven's in
subject matter, melodic invention, thematic material and harmony.
The boisterous scherzo of Beethoven is lacking in Schumann and
Beethoven's hymn-like slow movement is replaced with an allegretto
or andantino. The violin sonatas of Carl Eeinecke, Woldemar Bargiel,
Joseph Hheinberger, and Albert Dietrich are representative of the
Grerman composers who were influenced by Schtunann,
The three violin sonatas of Johannes Brahms represent the
highest conception of balance between the most dramatic form and the
highest polyphony. Brahms is represented in these sone,tas as a
composite of Beethovenian and Schumazmian elements with reminiscences
of Mendelssohn and Schubert; and he adds to this a combination of
strict structTire and logical dialogue wrought into a perfect polyphonic
ensemble, Representative among Brahms' s German followers are Heinrich
von Herzogenberg, Oskar Haif
,
Ludwig Thuille, Robert Kahn and Wilhelm
Berger. Of this group, Robert Kahn and Wilhelm Berger more closely
approach Brahms in solving the problems of the violin sonata.
Joseph Joachim Raff's five violin sonatas stem from the Liszt
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and Wagner styles "but use classical form. The sonatas of the Scharwenka
brothers, Philipp and Xaver combine G-erman traits with Belgian and
Polish temperament.
The violin Sonata of Richard Strauss, an early work, is related
to the Wagnerian and Liszt ian styles. The tr-atment of the piano in
this work is decidedly orchestral and there is an abundance of brilliant
effects which are more indigenous to the tone-poem and the opera thsm
to the chamber-sonata. Ferruccio Busoni applies a polyphonic-fantasy
style to the sonata and gives predominance to the piano. He is
influenced by Beethoven, Brahms, Franck and Liszt, To the variation
form used in the last movement of his second sonata, Busoni subdivides
the variations into chains of smaller variations which are freely
treated.
To the influences emanating from the styles of Strauss, Wagner
and Brahms, Max Reger adds an exceptional mastery of polyphony. It
is in his last four violin sonatas that Reger 's pecxiliar and highly
individual style becomes evident. They display his fondness for
exaggerated dynamic contrasts, thirty-second and sixty-fourth-note
fantastic figurations in his adagios, chromaticism, polyphony, and
the contract of exotic and violent musical expressions.
Composers of the Scandinavian countries, Denmark (Niels Gade,
Carl Nielson), Norway (Edvard Orieg, Christian Sinding), and Sweden
(Bmil Sjb'gren, Olof Wilhelm Peterson-Berger, K,W, Stenhammar) use
the sonatas of the German composers as models; but bring national
melody, Nordic hannonic color and a simplification of polyphony to
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their sonatas. Generally the violin receives melodic preponderance,
the piano serving mainly as an accompaniment, iDut sometimes elaboratelj
so. Niels Gade is greatly influenced by Schumann and somev/hat by
Mendelssohn. A mild quality pervades his music. Though of a later
epoch, Carl Nielson's sonatas are of a more individual character.
Their style is complex and polyphonic and shows affinity to Bach,
Edvard Grieg's violin sonatas are the most significant of the
Scandinavian group. Their significance does not arise from their
structural perfection, which Grieg and his countrymen hardly obtained,
but from the charm of their ballad and dance-like melodies of national
flavor and their colorf\il harmonies, Grieg sometimes bridges the
first and second themes with a new melody, shov/ing thereby his preference
(or weakness) for a melodic (sometimes in sequential treatment) means
of development, Grieg does, however, use basso ostinato treatment,
Sinding's violin sonatas show the use of national melody in combination
with the German technique of composition and Wagnerian influence upon
Sinding is clearly shown. The piano part is full-sounding, using
rich modulations and dissonances,
Sjogren brings balladesque or rhapsodic style to his sonatas. His
melodies are for the most part given to the violin and the piano accom-
paniment, often rhythmically non-continuous, contributes dramatic
import. Like Grieg, Sjogren frequently resorts to sequential treatment
as a means of expansion and development. Sjogren's sonatas are the
Swedish counterpsLrt to those of Grieg, Peterson-Berger is influenced
by Grieg and some of Brahms' s characteristics are to be seen in
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Stenhammar' 8 violin and piano sonatas.
The sonata of the Austrian Carl Goldmark, displays finish of
form and masterful development of its themes, Dohnanyi's sonata is
cyclical ljut shows Brahmsian influence in its harmonies. Dvof^
departs from the conventional use of sonata^allegro form "by using an
expanded exposition and "brief recapitulation in the first movement of
his sonata which is harmonically and melodically related to Brahms,
Dvorak* 8 compatriots, J, B. Foerster and VftSzlav Novak, employ folk-
song-like melodies as thematic materials, Novak, however, approaches
the modern style hy his use of dissonance.
The nine sonatas of the Swiss con^joser Hans Huher are noteworthy
for the brilliant writing for the piano. These works often approach
concerto rather than sonata style.
The Russians did not contribute much to the sonata literattire for
violin and piano. Anton Bubinstein's sonatas are based largely on the
Beethoven style and the virtuoso element, in the manner of cadenzas,
often appears in them, Ippolitov-Ivanov' s Senate for piano and violin
contains melodies similar to Hassian folk-song while French influences
are to be noted in Feodor Akimenko's sonatas. The Italians, like the
Bissians did not have a flourishing movement of sonata writing and
followed in the wake of the German composers, producing only imitation
works. The sonatas by Marco Enrico Bossi and Riccardo Pick-Mangiagalli
show this trend.
The violin sonatas of the English and American composers show
definite influence of the German and, in some instances, of the French
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masters. However, Edward Slgar and John Ireland reveal a highly-
personal style in their sonatas. Cyril Scott and Arnold Bax use
cyclical treatment. Scott's style is a composite of Richard Strauss
and Debussy. Algernon Ashton writes almost entirely in the Brahms
idiom which is the dominating influence on the American composers,
John Knowles Paine, Arthur Poote, Frederic Converse, Mrs. H.H.A.
Beach and Daniel Gregory Mason. French as well as German traits
are present in Henry Holden Hass's sonata and some Wagnerian
characteristics are detectable in the sonatas by Paine and Converse.
Blair Fairchild, Eric De Laraarter and John Alden Carpenter, who
wrote their violin sonatas after I9OO, are influenced by Cesar
Franck and Debussy.
With Cesar Franck the violin sonata begins a rebirth period due
mainly to his continuance of the cyclical principle on a higher
plane than Beethoven and Liszt had used it before him. Also, the
violinists of the French School (Ysaye in partic\ilar) with their
warm tone and intimate style of playing induced composers to write
in this form. Saint-Saens comes close to the dramatic and pathetic
style of Beethoven. His sonatas are of the German type and contain
some Bachian, invention-style polyphonic treatment, Edouard Lalo's
Opus 12 is in definite classical style^using melodies wnich suggest
Haydn.
With the pupils and followers of Franck the violin sonata
becomes more involved and more advanced in chromatic harmony and
the structure is considerably expanded as is clearly shown in
Roussel's first sonata. Wagner is the main German influence on French
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composers of this period. Faixre is a comMnation of classical and
impressionistic ideas. Contritrating to the French sonata literature
for violin and piano and continuing the principles of Cesar Franck
are: Alexis de Castillon, Vincent D'Indy, l^lvio Lazzari, Alheric
Magnard, Georges Witkowski, Gay Bopartz, Alhert Roussel, Guillaume
Lekeu, Jean Hare, Gabriel Grovlez, Paul Le Flem, Gabriel Pierne,
Louis Vierne, Gustare Samazeuilh, Louis Thirion and Georges Enesco.
Clatide Detrussy's Violin Sonata marks a direction returning to the
simplification of sonata form, which had reached such impractical
proportions (Magnard and Boussel), as well as a reduction in its
dramatic feeling made so much of by the Franckists.
The period 1851-1917 was one of the most fruitful in the
history of the sonata for violin and piano which was an important
chamber masic form reflecting the characteristic tendencies and the
individual styles of the composers of this period.
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